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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, SeptNber 24, 1975
'1r

Volume LXXXXVI No. 227

In Our 96ttilear

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Central Intelligence Agency regularly opened and
read the mail of former President Richard
M. Nixon and other pronainent Americans
including Sen. Edward M. Kennedy as part
of its 20-year mail surveillance program,
the chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee said today.
A spokesman for Chairman Frank Chur-

ch, D-Idaho, said that Nixon's mail had
been opened both before and while he was
President. The spokesman added that the
CIA opened and read the mail of other
presidents as well.
In an opening statement as the committee began a second day of hearing on
the so-called Huston Plan, Church listed a
number of prominent American citizens

and institutions who had been a target of
the CIA's mail surveillance.
In addition to Nixon and Kennedy,aurch said the mail of Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn., Rep. Bella Abzug,
the late civil rights leader Martin Luther
King and his wife, Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Arthur Burns, the Ford Foundation, Harvard University and the
Rockefeller Foundation also was opened.
Church did not specify whatevide0Ce .(10
which he based his statement but his committee has had complete access to CIA
files on the mail surveillance program. His
remarks indicated that he has personally
seen a copy of a letter in CIA files that he
had written to his mother.
Church did not make clear during what
period of time the mail of the individuals
and institutions he mentioned was opened
nor did he give any indication of the quantity of mail opened. However, he said the
letters had been "regularly opened and
scrutinized by the CIA."
With the exception of Bella Abzug, none
of the names mentioned by Church had previously been disclosed as objects of CIA
mail surveillance.

•Two Calloway Residents Arrested By FBI Tuesday
Two Calloway County residents are
being held in the McCracken County jail
after being arrested by law enforcement
authorities Tuesday afternoon according
to a spokesman in the Paducah Federal
Bureau of Investigation office.
The FBI spokesman revealed that John
Monroe Delk, age 36, and Laura Lee
Lewis, age 21, were arrested on September
23 in Calloway County as a result of federal
warrants charging then with conspiracy to
violate federal laws governing interstate
transportation of stolen property.
Stanley S. Czarneski, special agent in
charge of the FBI for the State of Kentucky, said that "Delk and Lewis were
arrested by detectives of the Kentucky
State Police_tind..E.Biagetais at.areSidelice
and taller located at Rural Route 1,

Dexter, Ky. When Delk was arrested, he
had to be subdued but no injuries were
sustained."
Delk and Lewis are currently incarcerated in the McCracken County Jail
after appearing before U.S. Magistrate
Ron Daniels Tuesday afternoon. Bond has
been set at $25,000 for Lewis and $50,000 for
Delk.
The FBI spokesman said that, if convicted, Lewissfaces up to 10 years in jail
and-or a $10,000 fine. An additional charge
of assaulting a federal officer has been
lodged against Delk and if convicted, he
faces up to 11 years in jail and a fine of as
much as $15,000.
The FBI said the arrests were the result
of_an_inveafigiitiaa of allegedly fictitiouii,
- 4"ratispected emisae-elic-ephalitis al the
checks being cashed in the tri-state area.'
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has
been confirmed says R.L. Cooper, administrator of the Calloway and Marshall
County health departments.
Cooper said that the Department of
Agriculture has already done some
spraying by plane in the northwest corner
of the county and additional spraying will
be done as soon as weather permits.
The spraying is being done to destroy
adult mosquitoes, rather than their
breeding habitats. Cooper said that the
cool weather has stopped or at least
drastically slowed the breeding of new
mosquitoes.
Cooper said that although the cool
weather has caused the mosquitoes to be
less active,'spraying is still necessary
_ because- adult _pao_squitoes baty_e _been
known to siirvtie winter and continue to
carry the disease the following year.
NEW STATE BOARD MEMBER — E. B. Howton (center) of Murray,
is administered the oath of office as a member of the State Board of Agriculture
by
Justice Marvin Sternberg, as Agriculture Commissioner Wendell Butler looks on.
Howton, who replaces Edwin Reid of Symsonia is a former head of the
Agriculture Department at Murray State University.

E. B. Howton, Murray, has been named
to the State Board of Agriculture,
replacing Edwin Reid of Symsonia, who
resigned to accept employment with the
state.
Howton recently retired as chairman of
the Murray State University Department
of Agriculture. He began teaching at
Murray in 1937 and was chosen chairman
of the Department in 1969.
As head of Murray's agriculture
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Generally cloudy and cool with a good
chance of rain today. Decreasing
cloudiness but continued rail with scattered showers tonight and Thursday. High
today and Thursday in the mid 50s to low
60s. Low tonight in the 50s.
Outlook Friday through Sunday: Partly
cloudy and cool throughout the period with
a chance of showers Friday and Saturday.
High in the low to mid 70s. Low in the low
50s.

department, Howton was instrumental in
the training of hundreds of agricultural
leaders and in the development of the
dairy industry in West Kentucky. Howton
is particularly well-known in dairy circles,
having developed the Murray Jersey herd
into one of the highest producing herds in
the State.
Both ti.e facilities and faculty of the
agriculture department grew under
Howton's leadership. The agricultural
engineering building, constructed on the
main calnpus, bears his name.
Prior to his teaching work at the college
level, Howton taught vocational
agriculture for 12 years. He is a graduate
of Western Kentucky University and the
University of Kentucky. He did 'graduate
work at Michigan State University.
Howton has received many honors in the
field of agriculture. He has been honored
as "Outstanding Dairyman in Kentucky"
and is a past recipient of the "Man of the
Year in Agriculture" award from the
Farm Press & Radio Association of
Kentucky.

BENTON—Phillip Chopper, who
identifies himself as Grand Dragon of Ku
Klux Klan in Kentucky, was arrested
Tuesday on charges he jumped bail in
Louisiana, Marshall County Sheriff Jerry
English said.
English said he arrested Chopper, who
now lives in Benton, after receiving information from Graves County Attorney
Ben Lookofsky that Chopper was allegedly
wanted in Baton Rouge, La.
Lookofsky said Chopper had been freed
on bond there, after being charged with
forgery and attempted forgery, on condition that he not leave Louisiana.
Chopper also failed to appear in court in
Baton Rouge for arraignment on the
forgery charges, Lookofsky said. He said
Louisiana authorities would start extradition proceedings immediately.
Chopper was jailed Tuesday pending
arraignment, Lookofsky said.

Several Items
On Agenda For
Board Meeting
Several items of business are included
on the agenda for the regular meeting of
the Murray Independent School Board
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the superintendent's office.
The board will consider the working
budget for the 1975-76 fiscal year, hear a
report on the internal accounts for the
month of August and hear a report on the
utility tax for the year ending June 30,
1975.
The board will also consider a proposal
to install a new sound system in the
Murray Middle School auditorium and
hear a suggestion for a minor remodeling
project at Murray High School.
Also scheduled is a report on the en vironmental lab at Murray High Schoo;
itagiaireseerawaha1viseitateara4 At

CATALOGING ORDINANCES: These members of .0 Murray State UniversitN student-faculty
team are in the process of
indexing and cataloging all ordinances passed by the Murray City Council. The
project, designed to make it easier for
specific ordinances or information contained in ordinances to be found, is one
of seven which either have been completed or are in progress in West Kentucky under direction of the University's
Center for Regional Services. Once the ordinances have been photo copied, they are re-typed, printed and bound
in books before beiN- returned to the cities involved. Shown at work during the re-typing process are, from left Joyce Newcom,
LaCenterkl-r. Farouk Umar, chairman
of the Department of Political Science and project director Anne Erwin,
Murray; and David Poyner, a graduate student
fromAckmaa.--,47.

- -•

Health Center Additions Are
Proceeding Ahead Of Schedule
By MIKE GIBSON
Additions to the Calloway County Health
Center are proceeding ahead of schedule
according to R. L. Cooper, administrator
of the Calloway and Marshall County
health departments. Expansion of the
health programs offered at the center has
crowded the existing facility almost to the
limit, Cooper said.
Two additional areas of floorspace are
being constructed avlioining the center
that will almost double its size. The addition on the southern end of the building
will house a lab and two examination
rooms, while the western-end addition will
office, lobby and
cronrtaine areas
sag
The present lobby will be partitioned to
provide office space for the public health
nurses. The completion date had been set
for mid-February, but Cooper said that
right now the work was moving ahead of
schedule. Concrete floors have been
poured and the walls are beginning to go
up.
Also additional paved parking has been
added to the west end.
Cooper also outlined a new service being
offered by the center. Home Health Services is a program in which physicians
refer "home-bound patients" to the Center
for skilled nursing in their own'home.
The physician refers the patient to the
center and outlines the type of home care
he wants them to receive. Health Center
nurses maintain that care and report any

change of patient status to the physician.
Included in services offered by the
program is home health instruction,
physical and speech therapy, and
nutritional counseling in addition to
regular nursing care.
"The program provides a level of care
for patients that don't need to be
hospitalized or institutionalized," Cooper
said.
"One of the nicest things about the
program is that the elderty prefer to be
borne and this serVice keeps them in
'familiar surroundings," he-added.

Extra personnel have been hired to run
the program. Full time employees include
a nurse co-ordinator, registered nurse and
a clerk. Part-time etnployees for the
program are a physical, speech and
hearing therapist and a male health aid.
Cooper also said that additional personnel would soon be added to the Marshall County health facility wher
ie....ar'
similar program is underway.
"We've been more than gratified by the
number of referrals - 30 have been
referredAnthis county and about ball that
In Mariall -County," he added-.
•

Need Help? Contact
The Vocational Center
Do you need a part-time worker? If you do the Murray Vocational Center can
probably help you. Seven of the center's Distributive Education students are
presently looking for a job.
The six girls and one man available are all over 16-years-old and, according
to Mrs. Vickie Shell, sponsor of the DECA club at the center, the
minimum 18year-old age limit is waived for DE students.
Mrs. Shell and Beverly McKinley, both instructors at the center, said the
youths are released from school at 1 p. m. to go to their jobs. They must work
a
minirnumiaf 15 hours each week in some form of distributive job.
All of the students have had over 500 hours of training in salesmanship,
cashier, advertising, merchandise display and stocking and many other areas.
They have also been trained in how to deal with people, telephone techniques
and basic human relations.
Any employer desiring to hire one or more of the students should contact Mrs
Shell or Miss McKinley at the Vocational Center, telephone 753-1870.
•estemotert.

Calloway High FFA Team Wins
Mid-South Dairy Judging Contest
Alene Paschall, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carves Paschall, Sandra Stark,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stark,
and Kerry Wyatt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayburn Wyatt, members of the Calloway
County High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, won the Mid South
Dairy Judging Contest held in Memphis,
Tenn.
The team was representing Kentucky by
having been the runner-up in state competition held in Louisville during the week

of the state fair.
-Kenneth Paschall. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carves Paschall, and a member of the
Calloway FFA Chapter, won first place in
dairy showmanship at the Memphis fair.
Other states participating in the MidSouth event were Tennessee, Arkansas,
Mississippi, and Missouri.
The team had a total of 779 points out of a
possible 900. Kenneth Paschall had a score
of 95 points out of a possible 100.
Other members attending were Kra

Stubblefield, son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe.
Stubblefield, vice-president of the
Calloway Chapter, and Steve McCuiston,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McCuiston, past
president of the chapter and presently
serving as president of the Kentucky FFA
Association.
The local chapter won the attendance
contest from Kentucky by having more
members present than any other chapter
in Kentuck

r
I
_ISILW_OPTIAALSt CLUB_ flaRMED..-_-_The_Optinitist---Clula -04-Farmington was of.
ficially formed at a meeting held last night in Farmington. Looking over charter
material are, left to right, Mac Fitts, president of the Murray Optimist Club which
sponsored the new club, Bill Cherry, Lt. Governor of Zone 12 of the KentuckyWest Virginia District of Optimist International, Eddy Wright, president of the
newly formed Farmington dub, and Paul Houghiant, a representative of Optomist International from St. Louis.(Additional photo on page 7.)
Staff Moto by Gene McC utcheon
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FFA TEAM WINS IN MEMPHIS — The Calloway County FFA dairy judging team won
first place in the Mid-South Dairs
Judging Contest held in Memphis. Kentucky ETA President Stere McCuiston, kit,is
presenting the award to the team
members who are, left to right, Alene Paschall, Kerry Wyatt and Sandra Stark. Alsb_pictured is
Kenneth Paschall who won
first place in dairy showmanship at the fair,land Carmen Parks:FM advisor at CCHS.
Stott Photo by Gene Mc( utcheon
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Mrs. Thurman Speaks
Regional FHA Meeting
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Mrs. Lanette Thurman,
director of the Personal Enrichment Center, Murray State
tniversity, was the special
guest speaker at the Regional
Leadership Fair held by the
Future
Homemakers
of
America chapters at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State, on
Wednesday, September 17.
"Positive Thinking" was the
subject of the talk by Mrs.
Thurman.
Karen Burnett, regional
president, presided. Other
special guests included Cindy
Grimm, state recreational
leader, Lone Oak, and Mrs.
Mary Lawson, assistant state
adviser, Murray.
The purpose of the meeting
was to develop FHA leadership
qualities and for members to
collect new ideas and information.
Murray High and Calloway
High FHA chapters received

Alaska Not a Happy
Man-hunting Ground

the honor roll certificate along
with Carlisle County, Fulton
County, Hickman County,
Lowes, Reiciland, and Symsonia
chapters.
The Kentucky FHA is
sponsored by the Home
Economics Unit of the State
Department of Education.
Attending from Calloway
Chapter were Janet Murdock,

Dana Cunningham Is Honored At
Party On Her Seventh Birthday

Handicapped Get Typing
Skill and Confidence

Miss Dana Cunningham,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Cunningham, was
honored with a party on her
seventh birthday on Saturday,
September 20, at her home on
the Penny-Airport Road.

Children attending were
Denese Cunningham, Deana
Cunningham, Chuck Adams,
Alex Dowdy, Chris Darnell,
Amy Pyle, Natalie McDougal,
Lisa Robinson, Buffy Elkins,
Kim Borders, Debbie Key, Lee
Ann Key, Carol Dunn, Carol
Letterman, Marilynn McCallon,
Brian
Mitchell, Jennifer
Johnston, Shay Mitehell, Eric
Mitchell, Cary Bogard, Christy
Darnell, and Dana Cunningham.
As each child left, the honoree
presented each one with a hand
made purse in the bicentennial
theme with a bicentennial
quarter. The mother made
these purses for the children "to
thank them for helping Dana
celebrate her birthday."

The bicentennial theme was
NEW YORK (AP) — "Mir- Guardia program succeeds used. American flags in bud
acle workers." That's what a when others have failed, ac- vases adorned each of the five
group of parents are calling La- cording to several parents.
children's tables where refreshGuardia Community College, Heller, a lumbering giant of a ments of cup cakes,
By Abigail Van Buren
punch, and
one of its programs and one of
iS7S as Chicago Tribann-N V MOWS Syfld Inc
man who cooks the "gradu- nuts were served. The bicenits instructors.
DEAR ABBY: This is in response to "Looking in St.
The parents all have children ation" dinner, has custom-de- tennial colors were used in the
Paul," who wanted to know where she and a friend could
with physical or mental dis- signed typing instructions for decorations for the cup cakes
find eligible men.
abilities who attend a "Typing each pupil, regardless of the and the red punch.
PLEASE, don't steer them to Alaska. True, there are
for the Handicapped" class at disability.
"I started creating these spe- Assisting in serving were
many men up here, but they are either itinerant military, or
the college, which is part of the
summer job seekers who are living off welfare, or itinerant
City University of New York. cialized instructions 25 years Mrs. Morgan Cunningham,
workers who come here to make a fast buck and take it back
The class, which is free, meets ago when amputees from the paternal grandmother of the
to their families.
Friday nights and all day Sat- Korean War started showing up honoree, and Mrs. Ronnie
The number of unemployed men in Alaska is staggering.
urday 50 weeks of the year. It in a class I was teaching at Johnston.
Abby, please give your readers the following message: If
is not limited to children, but Adelphi University. Now I have
you don't have a job and a place to live in Alaska, don't
teen-agers tend to dominate the a series of instructions suited to
come.
group..',Over the three *years virtually any handicap. # I
The company I worked for transferred me to Alaska 18
that the class has been in exis- don't have a suitable set of inyears ago. I've remained because I like it, but the changes
tence, the students have been structions, I design a new one.
that have taken place here because of the oil boom are
as young as 7 and as old as 80. I do whatever I have to do to
make the person a more prodisheartening.
The students suffer a variety ductive human being."
Crime is rampant because so many are jobless. The
of handicaps: brain injury or
He is now helping to create a
schools are crowded, and too few people care about the
damage, blindness, deafness, similar course for the City Colenvironment.
cerebral palsy, strokes, mental leges of Chicago.
We Alaskans welcome people to our state who have
September 21, 1975
retardation, missing limbs —
Because a major objective of
something to offer and will be good citizens. But we don:t
Adults 110
either congenital or through ac- the class is to train the stuwant people who bleed the land, destroy our wildlife, rip off
Nursery 7
cident. But their handicaps dents to be employable as typMrs. Lanette Thurman
our neighbors and make money here to spend elsewhere.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
don't seem to matter to Jack ists or office-machine operALASKAN
Baby Girl Higgins (mother Gail Smotherman, Cresti Bucy, Heller, coordinator of the La- ators, only standard office
Diane McCuiston, Rhonda Guardia program.
Patsy), Rt. 1, Murray.
equipment is used. Heller, a
DEAR ALASKAN: All right, that settles it. I'll amend
Parents and youngsters inter- former typewriter mechanic,
Burkeen, Bonnie Smith, Barmy advice to women preparing to go on a man-bunt: Forget
DISMISSALS
Alaska!
Master Scott P. West, 102 bara Pierce, Mary Bonner, Rita viewed testified to Heller's also designs special aids such
seemingly endless energy and as an inexpensive brace that
Williams Ave., Murray, Miss Edwards, Amy Prittenger,
dedication.
will support the arms of a cereDEAR AVBY: In the four years I have lived in Florida, I
Jeri A. Lake, Box 4613 Hart Renea Tobey, Becky Blackford,
As Peter Wolyniec, a 24-yearhave seen only one person wearing a Phi Beta Kappa key
Hall, MSU, Mrs. Joyce Cates, Tammy Outland, PIonnie old graduate of the class who bral palsy victim. For the deaf,
he has a typewriter attachment
who has actually earned it himself. However, on other
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Master Jeffrey Parrish, and Debbie Eldridge, now works as a computer oper- that makes
occasions, I have seen women wearing Phi Beta Kappa keys
a light
L. Mathis, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. members; Mrs. Bess Kerlick, ator for a midtown-Manhattan the carriage nears flash when
on charm bracelets
the margin;
collection
Carlene
agency,
advisor;
P. Paschall, Rt. 2,
put it: "Jack for the blind, a buzzer that inMrs. Alfred Murdock,
On inquiry, I learned that the keys belonged to their
Heller
helped me build up con- dicates the bottom of the page.
Puryear, Tn., Arther Kinel, Mrs. Max Smotherman, Mrs.
husbands. The women did not seem the slightest bit
Arcade Barber Shop, Paducah, Aubrey Eldridge, and Mrs. fidence in myself. The typing
embarrassed to be wearing a symbol of academic
"One of the great benefits,"
achievement that they themselves did notiaarn.
Gerald Stone, chapter motbera.. skill is nothing without -that.. said one- mother whose 9-yearThe class shows handicap
ow triat Phi lteta Kappa if itinarOttchm
son
class, 'la that
Ann
ing--Ita,
.,-'&1"4"44QQ
ay,• Airs.
'-.Representing"Murray people that if they can do ped
typ- when we started here a year
birthday, I wish-you would state your opinion of...this
Susan D. Schappert, No. 30 Chapter were Beth Outland, ing, they can
do other things
practice.
Orchard
Hgts., Murray, Sheila Foster, Leslie Homra, too." Wolyniec has just three ago, we had a very angry, frustrated child
NOT CLEAR IN CLEARWATER,FLA.
Donna
Thomas W. Hughes, Box 7604
Heathcott, Jan Outland, fingers on his right hand and frequent words whose most
were 'I can't' or
White Hall, MSU, Raymond R. Teresa Cunningham, Debbie lacks a left hand.
DEAR NOT: Wearing ANY unearned symbol of
'everyone hates me.' Now we
Jackson,
Wilson,
Rt. 1, Almo, Miss
Tressa Brewer, Sherry
achievement is dishonest, whether it's • Phi Beta Kappa
The details of each student's have a young man who says
Hamp M. Isabel, Rt. 1, Box 482, Crawford, Regina Bumphis, case differ. But the
key, a purple heart or a bronze star.
difference 'I'll try,' I'll do my best.'"
Springville, Tn., James C. Danna Shipley, Kelly Williams, or, more precisely, the recogni-s
"These children are born facDEAR ABBY: I am writing this for those waitresses who
Atkins, Box 194, Puryear, Tn., Anne Gregory, Pam Lassiter, tion of them are why the La- ing failure," added another
woman. "And they know they
don't seem to know which side their bread is buttered on.
Lowell Outland, 631 S. 4th., Mary Ann Jones, and Willie Nell
are failing. This is the one
I have never seen it fail. Every time my husband and I sit
Murray, Mrs. Lottie M. Gibson, Reed, members; Mrs. Lucy
down to order in a restaurant, the waitress looks only at my
place where they never fail;
1637 W. Olive, Murray, Mrs. Lilly, advisor; Mrs. Pam
even if they make mistakes, WHEN THE WEATHER isn't cold
husband and asks him what he wants. She ignores me
Robbins,
yet, but you want to take the
Flossie
student teacher; Mrs.
Smith, Rt. 3, Benton,
completely.
they're encouraged."
chill off the air-conditioning or a cool evening outside,
Charles
Henry
Lubben,
Outland,
Rt,
and you
Box
1,
484,
chapter
He is the only one who is asked if he wants more coffee.
In addition to parents, -the really want to wear mink, here's a cape
to slip over a bare-back
mother.
Springbille, Tn.
I know that is where the tip comes from, but if the
BELVEDERE, Calif.( AP) — volunteers who help with the gown. It's front buttoned with a sweeping
back, white mink
Gardens are appearing in all class often include the students trimmed in snowy white fox. (Cape
waitress was smart, she would pay a little attention to the
by Goldin-Feldman, of
woman, because she's usually the one who decides where
areas in Mann county. In Bel- themselves.
EMBA mink.)
they dine.
vedere it's vegetables instead
of shingles atop the house. RedLEFT OUT
*°°d
Plante
-n-d11/ ingeni
"
s
'Waterin
DEAR LEFT: Don't blame the w-altienii for turning to
g"
system
take
care
of
the
the gentleman for the order. It's customary for him to order
plants.
And
the
rooftop
garKentucky."
The Baptist Young Women of
for both the lady and himself. However, she should ask the
master charge . ...Mean
Those taking part were den is rewarded with plenty of
the Spring Creek Baptist
aktir
nuttl
lady (first) if she wants more coffee.
Margaret Greer, Patty Harris, sunshine.
Church met Monday, SepAt nearby Gree_nbrae one of
'
I
Marilyn White, Edna Butler,
•
tember 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the
SATISFAC
TION
GUARANT
IED
the residents
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Marylan Feagin, Wynnona peas in box-likehas beans and
church.
planters and a
Lasky Ur'.. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
Brinn, Barbara Lee, Judy splash of color from wildflower
Brenda Darnell, program
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose •
Cunningham, Katie Letterman, plants in an old bathtub.
chairman, was in charge of the
long, self-addressed, stamped (20e) envelope
Martha Letterman, and Vickie
study on "Missionary Study of
In the San Rafael area an old
_W
EN
ED
ESpiefAiS
Vied.
swing set provides the frame
Reports were given by Vickie for a thick plastic cover makVied, treasurer, and Margaret ing a hothouse for lettuce and
Greer, prayer calendar. The other leafy vegetables, which
group voted to send cookies on grow even during the winter
forgtodays
the sewin
shop woman!
September 9 for the In- months.
Even wild tomato plants have
ternational Students Tea. Each
found a spot
person was also assigned items in window beneath the driveof a bank in San
to bring to the Associational Rafael.
meeting October 9 at the First
Baptist Church since Spring
SIRLOIN STEAK
Creek is host.
Here's a bit of legend;
No-iron, Printed
New officers elected were Eng,l,and's King Charles the
Full Size Flat or Fitted
Vickie Vied, leader; Barbara Second, who ruled from 1660 to
Lee, Co-lea4er; Judy Cun- 1685, liked loin roast so well that
Permanent Press
ningham, secretary; Marylan he decided he would knight the
Stripes, Prints and Solids
Feagin, treasurer; Marilyn meat. Touching his sword to a
Slightly Irregular
White, prayer; Brenda Darnell, piece of roast, he declared, "I
*Prints
program; Katie Letterman, hereby dub thee Sir Loin."
*Conversational
enlistment; Wynnona Brinn, Today we find sirloin steak on
flower; Yvette Pyle, recreation. most restaurant menus.
Novelties
199
$250 pr.
*Petite Florals
Matching
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Gardens Grow
In Odd Places

Brenda Darnell Leads Study For
Spring Creek,Meeting At Church-

LERMANS

(Monique fabrics

Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday

Sewing Saves the day
SINGLE KNITS on-sale!

Sheets

Men's

Pajamas

9-°

Reg.$4.29

2

for $7
°0

Reg.$5.99 $399

Pillow Casts

Regular 2..99 Yd. . .

vi

yard

Chilton Aluminum

JdU

Bakeware
.

A brand new assortment of Single

-

tops, blouses and

dresses

A

Knits-the perfect fabric for
variety of prints from large

conversational novelties to petite floral, 60- wide polyester

blends for easy machine wash carol

Alluring Autumn
DOUBLE KNITS
JUST ARRIVED

Fashion Towel
Ensembles —
at one low price

Reg.89°

66

PURCHASED

FROM FAMOUS MILLS

Choegst it today.

Values to 5.99 yd.

Sewell tonight.
Wear it tomorrow,

al Center
Murray

-no-filque
fabrksi

Monday %it Ftiday
10 A. M. to 6 P. M.
Saturday 10 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.

Permanent Press
Full Size
Soft Finished Cotton

57

6 774
for

Celebrity

SPECIALLY

Save 50%!

r

Handkerchiefs

x 15 Cookie Sheet
9 in. Cake Pan
Muffin Pan
Bread and Loaf Pan
8 in. Square Cake Pan

COLLECTION!

Top quality fashionable Fall Double Knits from a mill we promised not to mention
These sample cuts tnclud• rich fall colors in twills, ribs. and some coordinating
designs You II want to sew a whole new wardrobe 100% polyester 60- wide cod its
machine washable Some blends available

Men's

Bath1

reg. 1.99

Hand Towel ... 99
Wash Cloth... 59'
"Accent jacquard" towel in
comet, blue, peach, pineapple, IL willow green, looped
terry thick for absorbency!
"Angeligwe jacquard" on fringed t•wel. Bronze, Avocado,
Pink, or Elm on White.

Monique
fabrics

Mountain Mist

Brassieres

Cotton Batting

Double Knit Nylon Tricot
tight Fiberfill lining
Stretch Straps

Reg.$2.59

81 s96

$197

Reg.$2.29 $177

•

Nylon

Mill End

Panty Hose

Cottons_

Miracle'Fit
Double Wear in Every Pair
— -- - -

*1

7 si,Jk!
s..__
&mo N
tintNO

Solid Colors,and Print'.
45" wlde
Kee.

69°

444

tt-t--rtfr

yd.
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Parties by the Rich
Are Quieter Now

By SETH MYDANS
charming Corsican making his
Associated Press Writer
first visit to the resort."
NEWPORT, R.I.(AP) — It's
"The prince, though likeable,
no longer fashionable at New- is a little inclined
to be
port parties to spend money and shouldn't be given wild
too
just for the sake of spending much to drink," Lehr
warned
money.
his guests.
Owners of the seaside estates
Neighbors from along Ocean
here — they call them cuttages Drive arrived early to meet
the
— still throw lavish parties for royal personage, only
to diseach other, but most of the cover he was a small
brown
larger parties are thrown at monkey dressed in
evening
clubs now, like the Clambake gear.
Club on exclusive Bailey's
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish said he
Beach, according to Harry Ev- was better behaved than
many
itts, a retired butler who plans real princes she had
met.
banquets.
Historians differ on whether
Bruno, the Clambake Club's it was Lehr himself or Mrs.
host, says the dinnei s Lsually Fish who then outdid
the monrun to about 40 to 50 guests, key dinner with a dog
with the season's high point the at which 100 formallybanquet,
attired
White Elephant Ball, a mas- mutts were Served an
elegant
querade.
meal.
In 1897, by comparison, the
The last really big bash until
season's high point was the after
War I. was also
"bash that shook the World," held inWorld.
Newport, in 1913 — the
thrown by the Bradley-Martins Mother Goose Ball.
of Newport, London and Paris.
Guests dressed as Humpty
For this party, the Bradley- Dumpty, Little Miss
Muffet,
Martins and their hundreds of Jack. Horner and Mistress
guests trooped down to the Wal- Mary Quite Contrary
danced
dorf Hotel in New York, the and sang nursery rhymes.
first time a society bash had
been held in a public place.
The affair caused a furor in
the New York and Paris dressmaking worlds — and in the
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) —
streets of New York, where anarchists threatened to throw Enrollment in engineering in
Stanford University's underbricks through the windows.
New York Police Commis- graduate school has jumped
sioner Theodore Roosevelt led a nearly 40 per cent with the
battalion of policemen to sur- number of women majoring in
the field nearly doubling.
round the Waldorf, while his
The total of undergraduate
wife danced inside with the
majors rose from 471 to 651 this
Bradley-Martin party.
year with the number of womAt the turn of the century, en increasin
g from 49 to 91.
Newport hosts tried to outdo
Good
each other in unusual themes chances jobs and improved
for graduate work are
for parties. One of the most two reasons
for
imaginative wast..Harry Lehr, natiosartrilids, the local and
vitiaienfed cottage.atthe en41 iandr;--assistant says Al Kirk- dean of "Mirof Ocean Drive.
neering. Starting
He once invited the cream of those with bachelorsalaries for
degrees in
Newport society to meet the ex- engineering from
Stanford run
otic Prince Del Drago, "a $1,200 to $1,250 per
month.

1975

Thornton- Hester Vows Are Read

ru

to take the
e, and you
bare-back
7hite mink
RIman, of

99

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

Your gairdresier does it better....
warren badly

julie christie • goldie

Wife Is Guide
In Husband's
Retirement

Mr. And Mrs. Eugene Hester

Miss Cynthia Jo Thornton and
Eugene Hester were married in
a late summer ceremony at the
WATER
• North Pleasant Grove CumNEEDED
berland Presbyterian Church
The human body is composed with the
bride's father ofof about two-thirds water. This ficiating
at the double ring
high water-content of the body ceremony
read at 6:30 p.m.
has been called "the sea within
The bride is the daughter of
you." It is, literally, salt water Rev.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Thornton
-Nus essential substances in of Murray
and the groom is the
solution. Many of the best foods son
of Radford Hester of
help supply the amounts of Kirksey
and Mrs. Dorothy Dick
water one needs. Milk is one. of
Paducah.
And did you know tomatoes
The vows were exchanged
contain 93 per cent water?
before an altar centered with a
fifteen brass arched candelabrum
entwined
with
southern smilax and blue and
yellow satin bows. At the base
was a white kneeling bench with
blue and yellow satin bows. On
each side were two large
baskets on brass'stands filled
with sunburst arrangements of
gladioli, pastel colored daisies,
baby's breath, and greenery.
All flowers were with blue and
yellow accents. The family
pews were marked with blue
and yellow satin bows.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Richard
Jones, pianist, whose selections
included 'Theme From Love
Story," "Color My World,"
'Laura Theme," "Bless This
House," "Melody of Love,"
-Theme from Romeo and
Juliet," and "We've Only Just
Begun."
Moments before the bride
entered, her uncle, Greg Sinclair, vocalist, sang "Whither
Thou Goest," and at the close of
the service, he sang "The
Lord's Prayer." The traditional
wedding marches were used for
the
processional
and
recessional.

Macrame

Is Here To Stay
All Supplies at

fs

Attak

NDefet*
753-0859 1
111/ N. beak

Low Low Prices on
eAll Cord e.lute (all colors)
*Seine Twine (off white & colors)
•Navy Cord (colored)
*Tarred Marlin f for patio or outside)
eTwistex all colors ) •Sisal Cord

rig

Free Instructions with Purchase of
Supplies

You Can Design Your Own Jewelry
eTurquoise and Silver *Chains various sizes)
*Wood Beads all Sizes and (olors)
•Pink Hishi
•Puak Shell
*Gold Hishi
<lam Shell
*Liquid Silver

Check Our Low Lo*Prices

!tiew aArt
yd.

753-7701
1117 N. Ames - Merry/

UT.

7:20,9:25 + 2:30Sun

More Females
In Engineering

For Information
Regarding

Ile Murray
Lodger•Them

Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
grandfather, A. J. Marshall,
and given in marriage by her
parents, chose a formal floor
length
traditional
gown
fashioned in Bata peau. The
lovely gown featured a petal vneckline formed with Chantillytype lace. The long 'bishop
sleeves had deep cuffs adorned
with the lace. The full a-line
skirt was circled with Chantillytype lace and she had a lace
edged chapel length mantilla.
She carried a single long
stemmed Cara Mia red rose
with 'Matching bow and
streamer.
Miss Regina Sue Thornton
was chosen by her sister as her
only attendant. Her dress was a
formal floor length baby blue
gown of organza over soft blue
lining. She carried a colonial
bouquet of pastel colored
marguerite daisies and baby's
breath
with long satin
streamers. She also wore a
matching hairpiece.
Frank Lamb served as,best
man.
Mrs. Thornton chose lb wear
for her daughter's wedding a
floor length formal gown of
4qua blue polyester with a
corsage of red roses and baby's
breath.
The groom's sister, Miss
Kathy Hester, kept the register

EUCI1D, Ohio (AP) — Retirees must learn to think of
themselves as individual persons instead of machinists, accountants and whatever, as
"who" instead of "what," says
a man who teaches them how.
Dick Williams, 40, spent seven years researching, compiling and putting into effect a
program designed to help workers prepare for retirement.
And he says he finds they
need the help, though when he
first started the program he
found few were interested in
joining it.
That lack of interest was
overcome by the simple expedient of sending word of the
program home with the workers — to their wives. Husbands
and wives take the course
jointly because, Williams says,
it is the wife who guides the
husband through the retirement
crisis, just as she once guided
the children and helped her
family make its way through
job and financial crises.
The man has been accustomed to being away at work
all day and to bringing in the
money on which the family
lives. Upon retirement, he
sometimes starts to fiddle
around the house, doing some
of the stamptereared ereeturetty
diamptiag -the household; WilUms says.
Instead, the couple must develop supportive coexisting
roles, he says.

at the table, overlaid with a Showcase.
crocheted white cloth made by
After the reception the couple
the bride's grandmother, and left for a wedding
trip to the
centered with a bud vase of Great Smoky
Mountains
mixed colored marguerite National Park, Pigeon
Forge,
daisies and baby's breath. Miss Gatlinburg, Tenn., Cherokee
, N.
Hester wore a long formal C., Lookout Mountain
s and
length gown of pastel yellow Ruby Falls at
Chattanooga,
and had a corsage of yellow Tenn., and other points
of indaisies and baby's breath on a terest. For traveling she
wore a
white leaf background.
white-lilac polyester pant suit
Reception
and her mother's corsage.
Immediately following the
The new Mr. and Mrs. Hester
ceremony the bride's parents are now residing in their
mobile
entertained with a reception in home on Murray
Route Two.
the church fellowship hall.
Out of town guests included
The bnde's table was draped Mr and Mrs. Willie
Vinson and
with a lace cloth over blue with daughter, Beth,
Hazel, Mr. and
a centerpiece of pastel colored Mrs.
Wayne Ezell and
daisies and baby's breath daughter
, Jo Ann, Paducah, Mr.
flanked by yellow candles in and
Mrs. Charlie Dew, Miss
silver holders.
Kathy Heater, Mr. and Mrs.
The large two tiered Ray Enoch, Mayfield,
Mrs.
traditional wedding cake ih as Jennie Walsh, East St. Louis,
decorated with yellow rosebuds
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Tinand white satin wedding bells, sley, Mrs. John Fleming
and
and topped with a miniature daughter, Patty Lee, Mr. and
bride and groom statuette. Mrs. Melvin Hancock, Mr. and
Punch was served from a Mrs.
Marvin
Hancock,
crystal punch bowl and nuts and Hopkinsville, Eddie Lindsey,
mints were served from mat- Carlisle County, and
Mr. and
ching crystal bowls.
Mrs. Greg Sinclair, South
Serving at the reception were Fulton, Tenn.
Mrs. Sheila Sinclair, aunt of the
Rehearsal Dinner
bride, Mrs. Sonja Speight and
The groom's father, Radford
Mrs. Cheryl Farley, cousins of Hester, was the
host for the
the bride, who all wore corsages rehearsal dinner
held at Tom's
of yellow marguerite daisies Pizza Palace.
The table was set
and baby's breath.
for sixteen persons. Gifts were
Directing the wedding was presented to the
attendants by
Mrs. Jo Reeder of the the couple.

from Columbia Pict ures
A P-13.Vistefeature

Thor THUR.

L

hall of the North Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland
'Presbyterian Church. Seventythree persons were Oresent or
sent gifts.
A personal shower was given
by Mrs. Marketia Cain, Mrs.
Donna McMullin McNeely, Miss
Vickie Cunningham, and Miss
Debbie Lee at the lovely new
home of Mrs. Cain on ShaWa
Circle, Murray. Present or
sending gifts were fourteen
persons.
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(Formerly Granny's Day Care Center)
Is Under

New- Management
16th & Former
753-1994
Drop In Service

We Have Openings

Is-NstEmir

Net
tolih
Bail Ammo fourplbribio

Nan Neweer1 Nremilbeare

e. Ihiershlills-Imin

Ends Tonite
"Gone In 60 Seconds"
Central Canter

7:25,9:10

Harper days are here again...
Paul
New man
"The
Drowning
Pool"
Ibmlam••••%A.!,

Open 6:45. Start 7:1S A.
Tenite —"Sheba Blitrei-tvirruck Tuinertiott(11

*Thur.-Fri.-Sat.*
AMER/ALM

FOUR-FOOD-GROUPS
BACK BY
You can see foods as whole
POPULAR DEMAND
things. But you can't see the
parts of foods--for example, the
calcium, vitamins, minerals,
carbohydrates, ,or protein.
That's why it's a good idea to
follow the four-good-group
P4 43.
plan—eating a wide variety of if:*,
Al BILLY 'JACK
memo rtownwa
foods each day. That way you'll
be sure to get enough of each of
the hidden nutrients.

— Nus —

"BOUUMSERS"
folailUN

&LIAM

"The
Hard
Ride"
(PG)

a

?ex.

Real Cool Weather Friends....

Pre-Washed Denim Jac Shirt. Long
sleeve, two pockets, epaulettes. Indigo
color. Sizes Small, Medium, Large.

$11m
Same as above but not pre washed
$800

Long Sleeve Tie Dye Jacket 50%
Acrylic/Cotton Hooded Sweat Shirt with
zip front and two pockets '

$1000

EATING HABITS
In general, adult men are
likely to have better eating
habits than women. Mothers
are prone to neglect their own
meals while tending the family,
or because they are figureconscious
without
understanding the basics of figure
control. Mothers need an
adequate, balanced diet just
likel the vesti- of us.

Tiny Tots

I

GENE HACKMAN a
FRENCH CONNECTION II al

Prenuptial Events Given In Honor
Of Miss Thornton, Bride-elect
Several prenuptial events
were given in honor of Mrs.
Eugene Hester, the former
Cynthia Jo Thornton, prior to
her wedding at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Mrs. Shirley Lamb and Mrs.
June Hester were hostesses for
a household shower held at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan Building. Forty persons
were present or sent gifts
A household shower was
given by the Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the
Calvary Church at the home of
Mrs. Clayton Saxon, Mayfield.
Present or sending gifts were
twenty-seven persons.
Mrs. Sheila Sinclair, Mrs.
Janice Elkins, Mrs. Cheryl
Farley, and Miss Pam Dortch,
assisted by Mrs. Virginia Jones,
were hostesses for a household
shower held in the fellowship

7:25,9:35

,BY ALL MEANS
GO TO
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statewide workshop to enhance
their ability to deal with
counseling situations and
organizational duties.
The local group is hoping to
sponsor a family picnic, fund
perienced good growth this past raising activity, a couples night,
year. Our first meeting at- and a Rim night. In addition to
tracted six women and our last these happenings leaders are
meeting was attended by available to address interested
twenty women and babies. You
need not be nursing or even
expecting to attend. All women
who are interested in good
mothering through breastMrs. Harry Sparks will be the
feeding are invited to join with
featured speaker at the first
us.
Presently we have ladies general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held
coming
from
Paducah,
Monday,
September 29, at 6:30
Mayfield, Possum
Trot,
Symsonia, and Gilbertsvthe, as p.m. at the club house.
The Spirit of Pioneer
well as many Murray women.
Women"
will be the subject of
The coming year holds
several enrichening events for the talk by Mrs. Sparks who will
Leaguers. In October leaders base her remarks on the
of
Mary
and leader applicants will biography
Breckenridge.
travel to Lexington for a

La Leche League Here Concludes
First Year, Discussion Groups

Mothers and interested persons with some of the children are shown at one of the La Leche
League meetings held in homes here each month. The group was organized a year ago to
foster "good mothering through breast feeding."

111I1I11 11I1 1I I1 11IiIIII
307 N.4th

Thomas II
-

We; COMMUNITY
CALENDAR'
7S3-61i14

- Hours 434:1 to 5!-IKehlorr.-Sat.

,NEEDLE
WORK
Bell Puns
choir Seats
Mows
Porses

Needlepoint
Christens Tree Ornaments
Infraction Rooks
Tennis Rocket Covers

Wednesday, September 24
Murray State Amateur Radio
Club will meet at the Ham
Shack at 7:30 p. m.

•

Thursday, September 25
Magazine Club will meet at
two p. m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House with Mrs.
Hess Crossland as hostess.
Fire Screens
Steels
Lemmas Reeks
Teptstry Torus

Knitting 8. Crochet Yarns In wool & Acrylic
Crewel Embroidery

Cross Stitch Quilts

Cross Stitch

Latch Hook

Rugs

Painted Needle Point & Afghan Kits

By Juliann Foster
La Leche League of Murray
concludes Its first year of activity in the area this month and
would like to share with the
community some of the
organization's work.
The purpose of the LLLI as
stated in the constitution is
"good mothering through
breast-feeding." In order to
accomplish this goal a program
was instituted consisting of a
series of four meetings: The
Advantages of Breastfeeding to
Mother and Baby, The Art of
Breastfeeding and Overcoming
Difficulties, Baby Arrives: The
Family and the Breastfed Baby,
and Nutrition and Weaning.
Meetings are conducted as
informal discussions centering
around the given topic for the
evening anti each person is
given opportunity to contribute
her personal experience,
thought or question... Guiding
these discussions is a certified
La Leche League leader who is
herself an experienced nursing
mother who has prepared
herself through studying a
variety of material dealing with
childbirth, breastfeeding, and
child development.
l'he leaders of the Murray
group are Jane Flint, 753-9863,
and Julianna Foster, 753-5963.
In addition to guiding the
meetings, Mrs. Flint and Mrs.
Foster are available for
telephone counseling to any
woman needing assistance in
her efforts to nurse.
Encouragement
Aside from providing accurate and documented information'
- -dealinkwith
breastfeeding,' the League
provides the encouragement
and support that is necessary
for successful breastfeeding.
Many times a young woman
desiring to nurse will have
never seen a baby nursing or
even held a tiny newborn until
her own is placed in her arms.
Expectant women who have

prepared for their nursing
experience usually have
greater motivation and confidence about their ability to
sustain their babies without the
use of supplements or the early
introduction of solids.
League meetings are a place
where mothers share the difficulties and the enrichening
rewards of entering the special
relationship of the nursing
couple.
LLL1
maintains
a
Professional Advisory Board
for consultation on medical
problems that can arise in the
course of breastfeeding. These
are
doctors
who
are
knowledgeable of the lactating
woman and the infant and are
sensitive of the need for mother
and child to be together with as
little interruption as possible.
Information given at league
meetings is medically sound
although no medical advice is
ever given by the League.
Women with medical questions
should always contact their
physicians.
Each LLL group maintains a
lending library of books dealing
with pregnancy, childbirth,
child care, breast feeding, child
development, and nutrition
Membership
Membership is a.vailable to
any woman desiring to join for a
fee of eight dollars per year. A
portion of this fee provides a
subscription to LLL News, a
bimonthly publication of interest to nursing mothers.
La Leche League International publishs its own
manual for nursing women,
"The Womanly Art
of
Breastfeeding," that deals with
most every situation that
confronts us during the days of
breastfeeding. It is of great help
and women who have had no
local group to call on for help
have successfully nursed with
only this book and the suppert of
a husband or family.
The Murray group has ex-

Mrs. Harry Sparks Spealtr For
Murray Woman's Club Meeting
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Outstanding values for fall from your
local independent hardware dealer
with national chain buying power.
Stop in today—for considerable savings
on all these famous items.

Senior Citizens Arts and
Crafts group will meet at St.
John's Center. 1620 Main, at ten
-

tot

HOPPER DAYS
Rockwell International

SPRAY
STEAM
& DRY
IRON

Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club will have a salad
supper at the club house.

1288
Soleplate has 25 steam vents; instant spray operates
on all settings. Harvest Gold. Great value!
F73HR

Friday, Se .tern
'• rents
Murray
Witho t P
meet at
• me of Mary
eig 4,
Jan • •
d, Stadium View
Drive.

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY PLAN

Gospel singing featuring
Century Singers will be at
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene, Kirksey, at 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open luncheon meeting at. moon
L.
al—the club bowie.

• _Elef-Air Shopping Center

Open Late Thursdays

_Yard sale. for Durward's
Chapel Pentecostal Church will
be at the American Legion Hall
starting at seven a.m.

The
every
mos I
Mum
Murrc
Sec
1207

Th I
2-DRAWER 1888
22" CHEST
Drawers lock securely when
lid is closed. Deep top till.
Baked enamel on steeITT902

71A"
CIRCULAR SAW999
DRILL KIT2388
Strong 8.5 amp motor de
Runs 0 to 1000 rpm. Incl. 4
velops 5800 rpm. Telescop
drill bits, 4 screwdrivers,
ing blade guard.
4500
6-pc. socket set, tote 38186

eissiroirs

C. B. Radios
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worki
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"41°""
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. 12wg"
3 Interchangeable Bits

Cordless

2999

SCREWDRIVER
With 3 bits. Drives and re
moves screws, pre-drills too.
80 holes per charge. S100 ,

Mid-America Horse Show will
be held at the New Providence
Riding Club.

ling Skirt $363hort Skirt 130. Pants 128,
Blouse 122 Jacket $40 Sires 8 to 16

•

SUE

All Brands

Shopping for Hazel Senior
Citizens to Murray and Bel Air
Center will be at 9:30 a. m. Call
753-0929 between 8:30-9:00 a. m.
Friday or on Thursday.

Saturday, September 27
Freed-Hardeman Associates
Benefit Dinner will be held at
the North Calloway Elementary
School at 5:30 porn with cost
being 83.50 per person.

pre
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Southwest Elementary FTC
will meet at seven p.m at the
school with Willard Alls as
speaker.

Welcome ;Wagon Newcomers
Club will have a picnic at the
Murray Tennis Center at four
p.m. For information Fall Jean
Fleming 753-0224

du
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Bro. David Fortner will speak
at Bethany Missionary Baptist
Mission at seven p.m.

Wranglers Riding Club will
hold its monthly business
meeting at the club grounds at
7:30 p. m.

dis
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Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at seven p.m.

Murray Sub-District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet with Martin's Chapel
and Good Shepherd Churches at
seven p.m.

ExclusireIN !tom n

Special music will be
presented by members of the
Music Department of the club.
The club is composed of ten
departments and this is one of
the four general meetings
planned for the 1975-76 year.
Hostesses will be the Delta and
Alpha Departments.
Reservations should be made
by Friday with the various
department chairmen.

ma
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Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
table games at one p.m.

henri of daflas

groups concerning the activities
of the organization and the
nursing relationship.
Meetings of the Murray La
Leche League are held at eight
p.m. on the fourth Monday
evening of each month. The
group met September n at the
home of Mrs. Rodney Flint, 107
Clark Street, Murray.

8-PC.

349

SCREWDRIVER
SET
The right size and style for
every job you tackle.
Easy -grip large handles. TT8

VIZ
Reg.
60C
Ea.

Rig. 1.50

Rog. 46C Ea.\

4F0R9N

Olf110-3

FROSTED BULBS
40, 60, 75 or 100 watt
sip
4/60/75/100A
Eitsh:
Ose Cameo Pet Adult Cumenset

HOUSEHOLD
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Reg. 1.89

SUPER
GLUE
Drop holds a
Bonds in seconds
limit I
00e Cease, Pet Adult Cintosest

Bicycle
Rat/Mouse KILLER
Ready mixed in serving
trays. 1 lb. total. 201
Limit:
Cosmos Per Adult Customer

Storage Hangers
Save space--hang from
garage rafters.
16-48
Limit: .
Oa. Wyse
Adult Customer

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street

QW.

2FOR
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Phone 753-2571
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Experiments Underway
In Concept Changes
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Mrs. Moore Hinted
At Plans Monday

SAN FRANtISCO (AP) — At the same
After Mrs. Moore was released, she
time she was hinting to police at plans to called O'Shea again.
job enrichment programs whose goals are
kill President Ford, Sara Jane Moore was
"You did this to me, you had me picked
HEARTLINE is a service for senior Plenty of carbohydrates are essential,
to improve working conditions and reduce
feeding other law enforcement officials in- up so I couldn't go to Stanford," he quoted
but
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an- an excessive intake of refined
costs.
formation on illegal weapons, The her as saying.
sugars and
swer questions and solve problems — fast. candy should be avoideo since
To some extent, the assembly line is
Associated Press has learned.
they have
That night, the Secret Service picked her
If you have a question or a problem not little nutritive value and may
suspect. Various companies are testing
Mrs. Moore, a middle-aged mother with up at her apartment and took her to their
contribute to
answere
write
d
columns
substitutes, such as cluster assembly, in
arterial disease
in these
,
radical connections, continued her role as office for questioning. Late that night, she
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
which groups of workers perform not one
Excessive fats should be avoided and
a government informer in the 24 hours was returned to the apartment.
Ohio 45414. Senior citizens will receive corn oil is an excellent substitute for
specific chore but are allowed to exercise
before she fired a revolver at the President
fats in
Monday morning, Mrs. Moore's neighprompt replies, the most useful replies will cooking. Also, corn oil margarin
skills and judgment by constructing entire
across a San Francisco street.
e is better
bors remember she drove off as usual
for you uinn Outer. Avoiding
be printed in this column.
units.
Although Mrs. Moore was picked up by shortly after 8 a.m., taking her son Fred to
.excessive
Heartline: My mother lives alone. Can fats may help decrease total blood
Profs. Edward Lawler and Stanley
police on a minor weapons charge and the Kitteridge School, a private school
fat and
you give me some hints as to what might cholesterol levels, which contribut
Seashore of the University of Michigan are
questioned by Secret Service agents Sun- about 15 minutes away.
e to
be good eating habits for her? — W. C.
in the midst of a three-year, on-the-job
degenerative arterial disease.
day evening, the night before the
Sometime that morning, she called
Answer: First, we would suggest that
study of the possibilities and implications
Smaller, more frequent meals may be
assassination attempt, she was not kept in Mark Fernwood, a Danville, Calif. gun
your
mother
doctor
case
check
in
of involving lower level workers in
tolerated better than the usual "three
with her
custody. A police official says federal collector from whom she had purchased
her medical condition warrants certain squares" you ate when you were younger.
management decisions.
authorities said they would handle her.
the .44-caliber Charter Arms revolver for
limitations in types of food. But basically, Eating too much may be even
They report that all the experiments,
"She gave federal fireardis agents a bit $125 about two weeks ago. She asked to buy
more
as Dr. Donald Grant pointed out in an harmful than not eating enough.
conducted at various sites, show "some inof information within the last two or three another pistol.
The
article in "Hydroscope," faulty nutrition overweight person is more likely
dication of improved performance for the
days," one law enforcement source
to
often occurs among older people who live develop high blood pressure, coronary
"Mrs. Moore told me she wanted it for a
organization and the people in it." Later
revealed Tuesday."And as a result, there
alone and "cannot bs bothered" to prepare heart disease, strokes and diabetes.
this year they will have more concidaive
is an open investigation based on what she friend," Fernwood recalled -in an inproper meals. Such people frequently live
terview Tuesday night. "I told her I
results.
Heartline: My grandmother wants to
said."
Oil snacks, mainly carbohydrates (bread
apply for supplemental security income.
One of these experiments, they state,
The source said the latest information wanted to see her friend, but shee said her
and jam), with a..! inadequacy of essential She can not leave the house since she
already has shown promising results. It
from Mrs. Moore, who was an informant friend was experienced with weapons and
is an
proteins, fats, fresh fruits and vegetables invalid. What should she do? — S. C.
began late in 1973, involving workers and
for the FBI,the federal Bureau of Alcohol, could handle it safely.
which provide vitamin C.
Answer: If she can not visit the local
management of the Rushton Mining Co.,
Tobacco and Firearms (ATF ) and local
"She was not the kind of person you
A well-balanced diet for older people office, she should telephone or you could
Rushton, Pa. Prof. Eric Trist of the
police, involved violations of federal gun would expect to
amassinate a President,"
should have adequate protein in the form visit the office for her and arrange for her
University of Pennsylvania, was con—
control laws. The source would not he said. "She
was bright, cheerful, she
of meat, poultry, fish, eggs and milk. application to the filed.
sultant.
elaborate.
laughed and even gave me tips on how to
The experiment began with establishThe FBI says the 45-yrear-old divorcee decorate my
home. She wasn't flaky at
ment of a joint steering committee comoperated as their informant from June all."
posed of representatives of the United
1974 until June 1975, when they ended the
After arranging the purchase with FerMine Workers and management. An exThe difference between a
contact hesause she publicly admitted her
nwood,
Mrs. Moore made the 45-minute
periment
Work
al
group
----•':":"11Ual
role.
27. volunteers
raaidai. -and a -conservative -indrive across the San Francisco Bay Bridge
was set up from the regular Work force,
But
her
contacts
with
other
law
enpolitics is principally a matter of nine
to a shift.
forcement officials continued, including a to Danville.
leg lifts. The radical attempts to
All the workers were put on top pay, and
bizarre series of encounters during the 48
Fernwood said he sold her a nicklekeep both his feet in the air at the all were trained to rotate to any job on the
hours leading up to the first shot fired at a plated .38-caliber Smith and Wesson
Chief
same time but while standing. team. Each shift foreman had sole represident since the assa.ssination of John Special for $145. It held five shots.
F. Kennedy in 1963.
The conservative accomplishes sponsibility for the safety of the crew, and
Mrs. Moore later told a police officer
responsibility for coal production rested
During the 48 hours, Mrs. Moore hinted that she struggled to load the revolver with
By Ed W. Hancock
amount of money involved. Is the merthe feat by sitting down.
with the crew itself.
to police that they should stop her from the "wad-cutter" or target bullets as
Attorney General
chandise worth the price it will cost you?
she
Grievances also were agreed to be the
—Beware of high pressure sales tactics. doing something that she said would raced 40 miles along the freeways to San
Have
you
won
a
free
sewing
stereo,
responsibility of the crew, and during the
horrify them.
Why must you decide immediately to
Francisco.
machine, or other appliance? Did you
experiment workers had no recourse to
On Sunday, authorities did listen to the
accept the offer? A reputable businessman
Late Monday morning, she parked her
receive an offer for one of these at a
can wait on your answer until tomorrow. hints — they took away her .44-caliber
And straight way he (Saul) either a foreman or the mine's grievance
car in the parking garage under Union
ridiculously low price? Many Kentuckians
committee.
pistol
The
and
detained her until one opportungimmick salesman are fly-by-night
preached
Christ
in
the
have won, only to end up losing. Let's
The researchers found "exciting
ity to kill the President passed — his Sun- Square, across the street from the St.
operators.
synagogues, that he is the Son of changes began to take
examinea
these offers.
day afternoon speech at Stanford Univer- Francis Hotel. Then she began her wait.
place.
— A contest implies that threre are
Just after noon, she encountered San
God. Acts 9:20.
The experimental group, the Michigan
The game begins when you receive a
sity south of here.
losers as well as winners. These fake
A man can change! Saul used to researchers say, boasts lower supply
certificate through the mail informing you
On Monday, however, Mrs. Moore easily Francisco Examiner reporter Carol
contests have everyone winning. How
that you've won a "free" sewing maching,
bought another pistol — a .38-caliber Pogash, whom she knew. Miss Pogash
many other people that you know have
be an enemy of Christ. God spoke costs, higher production rates, lower abrecalled later that Mrs. Moore told her she
television or stereo or a "check" for a
revolver — from the same man who had
won?
to him; friends loved kum and he senteeism, lower turnover, a record low
was there "to see what was going on."
accident rate and the lowest number of
portion
of
the
pold
her
purchase
the first—weapon two weeks
—The promises of warranties or reliable
price. The price
learned to return their love:
safety violations in the mine's history.
described including its monetary value
At about 3:25 p.m., hundreds of
earlier.
repair service are often false. Ask how
The trick to this scheme is that the prizsi
At the same time, she said, she was onlookers jammed behind police
long they've been in business, who does the
will cost YOU money. A monthly or yearly
hoping police would keep her from taking barricades cheered as the President
repair work and what the warranty incharge to cover either a service contract
advantage of the second chance at Ford.
walked out the side doors of the hotel on
cludes.
or a portion of the cost of the item beyond
"She made a statement that when she the opposite side of the street and waved.
You can protect yourself against
The Murray Lodger it Times is published
the amount won is required. Frequently,
was on her way to the St. Francis Hotel,
No one noticed as the middleaged
fraudulent business practices such as this
corners. 52 25 per month payable in advance
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4 Christ.
the winner is requested to come to the
she was driving fast on the freeway and woman in sunglasses and raincoat reached
By mall in Calloway County and to Benton tfor •
remember
by
skeptical
be
ing
to
of
admos Day New Year s Day and Thanksgiving
din. Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and
by
store to inspect the merchandise and
loading the gun at the same time, hoping into her purse and grasped a loaded
vertising tactics. "Special offer", "free,"
Murray Newspapers. Inc , 103 N 4th St.
Paris. Buchanan ond Puryear. Tenn . $12 50 per
accept or reject the offer.
she'd be stopped," one policeman said.
revolver. • .1
and "for only a few dollars more" are your
Murray. Ky .42077
year By moil to other destinations, $27 50 per
1.
But she wasn't.
clue to start investigating.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
What's wrong with these offers?
year
She extended her arm and cupped her
42071
Mrs. Moore fired one shot at Ford as he
If you receive an offer like this or if you
The amount you must pay is often higher
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
left hand under the butt of the weapon.
left the hotel. A Marine veteran in the
have any other consumer complaint,
Association
than the average retail value of the item.
and Southern
Newspop•r
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
The shiny four-inch barrel steadied as
contact
Publishers Association
crowd
the
spoiled her aim and the shot went
Attorney General's Division of
Be sure to compute the yearly or monthly
she took aim at her target 41)feet away.
Consumer Protection, The Capitol, Room . wild.
costs so that you are aware of the total
An ex-Marine slashed at her arm as a
34, Frankfort, Ky. 40601, or call toll-free on
Last Saturday afternoon, she called San sharp crack and
white puff of smoke turthe consumer hotline: 1-800-372-2960.
Francisco Police Inspector Jack O'Shea. ned the crowd's
cheers to screams.
In an interview with The AP,O'Shea would
The Family Lawyer
The crowd dropped way from her as
not say exactly what they talked about —
police
and Secret Service agents dived at
"We discussed other matters."
her and the motorcade with wailing sirens
Then Mrs. Moore issued her warning:
The The Associated Press
"Can I tell you something? You may carried away the President — unharmed.
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 24, the 267th
recoil in horror. If I ask you, can you have
day of 1975. There are 98 days left in the
me arrested?" O'Shea quoted her as
Frark. a college student, was
Frank chose school. He also tary unemployment, not to subyear.
saying.
"I might go down to the Stanford
titled to unemployment insuram.e
moonlighting as a sorter in the decided that he was entitled to un- sidize his
schooling.
Today's high}ight in history:
protest and try to test the system."
Of course, the claimant nerd
local post office. But when his employment insurance. Turned
Most courts agree, saying that a not accept a job
On this date in 1955, President Dwight
But she added, "I'm not serious about
that
working hours were changed, he down by claims officials, he took claimant, to
not fit
be eligible, must be his qualifications It does
Eisenhow
er suffered a heart attack while
must
had to make a choice between his case to court
be a
willing to work even though he kind of work
Pvt. Myles W. Todd, son of Mr. and Mrs
on vacation in Denver.
O'Shea called the FBI anyway, conschool and job.
would rather be doing something his ability andreasonably suited to
Ivie
Tpdd, completed a fourteen weeks
experience.
On this datecerned because Ford would be speaking at
"It's not as if I am unwilling to
else.
autombtive repair course under the
On the other hand, he must
in
1780.
work," he informed the judge. "I
during
the
Revolutio
the
university the next day,Shriday.
nary War,
That was the situation in an- show some initiative
Reserve Enlistment program at the Army
in looking for
was forced to quit because of a
Benedict Arnold escaped to a British ship
other case involving a woman employment. As
"This gal might be another 'Squeaky'
one
judge
put
it:
Ordinance Center and School, Aberdeen
conflict with my hours at college.
who
had
after
been
laid
attempti
off
at
a
ng
furniFromme
to
betray
Point
,"
West
the
he told federal officials,
TrikCIIM
'The Unemployment CompenProving Ground, Maryland.
Why should I be penalized merely
ture factory. Although she -en- sation Act
fortifications on the Hudson River.
referring to a woman accused of trying to
does
because I want to get an educeDr. John Querterrnous of Murray was
rolled in college, she kept trying that a job must not contemplate
In
1789,
the
assassina
U.S.
Supreme
seek
Court
te
out
Ford
was
in
the
inSacramento, Calif., on named
tion"
to get her old job back. She also dis idual and
by the Kentucky Medical
being
coax
him
to work.
formed, and President George
Sept. 5.
But the court ruled that he
declared her readiness to quit (He must be)
Association at the state meeting in
genuinely attached
Washington named John Jay of New York
Saturday night, the Secret Service called
could not collect because, by his school at once if anything else to
the labor market."
Louisville as one of two delegates to the
ab...4
as the first Chief Justice.
own choice, he was not "available opened up.
O'Shea to discuss Mrs. Moore's comments.
eft L.
American Medical Association.
for work." The judge said unemIn 1869, there was panic on Wall Street
Under these circumstances, a A public service feature of the
A group of four plainclothes officers
Don Keller was installed as chairman of
ployment insurance was meant to court ruled, she was clearly American Bar Atm.-scission and
after an attempt by financiers Jay Gould
camped on her doorstep for about an hour
the
Chief Chennubby District, Four Rivers
aotect a person against involun- "available for work"—hence en- the )(embark, Bar All•Ofiati011.
and James Fisk to corner the gold market.
late that night, Mrs. Moore's neighbors
Council, Boy Scouts of America, at a
In 1934, Babe Ruth made his farewell
say. She wasn't home.
dinner meeting held at the Kenlake Lanes
appearance as a regular player with the
Sunday morning, Mrs. Moore met with
Restaurant.
New 'fork Yankees.
O'Shea. This is the meeting he will not say
Tom Gargus died this morning at
In 1911, in World War Two, Allied
anything more about.
Fulton.
governments pledged adherence to the
Early that afternoon, San Francisco
Miss Ruth Sexton and Miss Frances
Atlantic Charter.
police made the decision to stop her from
Sexton
have returned home after a
In 1963, the U.S. Senate ratified a treaty
attending Ford's 4 p.m. Stanford speech.
vacation in Europe and the Scandinavian
with Britain and the Soviet Union limiting
"We thought we'd better pick her up,"
countries.
nuclear tests.
recalled Chief of Inspectors Charles BarTen years ago: The Soviet Union
By F.J I. Blassmgame. M.D.
ca.
BLASINGAME
renewed its call for a non-aggression pact
Shortly after 2 p.m, Officers Charles Anbetween the North Atlantic Treaty
derson and James Balovich saw Mrs.
An increasing number of cor- coronary arteries The obstruc—, cent, depending on the ex- begin to appear on her daughter.
Organization'and the Communist Warsaw
Moore approach her. apartment in her
onary bypass operations are tion LS due occasionally to a con-' perience and slUll of the surgical
A - Pubic hair, which is slightly
Treaty
Organization.
Toyota. When she got out of the car,
genital
defect
relieve
more
but
often
performe
to team.
d to
being
darker than previous hair.
Five years ago: Jordan's King Hussein
Balovich left his vehicle and asked her if
The City Street Department has done
fatty deposits which clog the arangina pecpris.
Last year an estimated 50,009 should appear about the age of
appeared to be gaining the upper hand in
extensive work on East Male Street
she had a gun in NT-purse. ,
The procedure consists of sew- tery One or more sites of Americans had
rune
years.
bypass surgery.
fighting with Palestinian guerrilla forces
which is one step toward widening the
"She handed the gun to him," Anderson
ing the upper end of a section of obstruction may be found in Many candidates
exist from
in northern Jordan.
said, adding that she seemed very ner- street from South Third to Cherry Streets
another blood vessel (usually a either or' both of the two coron- among the
44Mrs.
whether
E.
a
C
asks
two
million
United
One year. ago: • the U.S. House of
The Calloway County Bookmobile began
V9US.
vein from the thigh) to the large ary arteries. More than one States citizens who
suffer from person , who makes obscene
Represent
atives
its
suspend
voted
military
second year of operation here this
Balovich
to
artery (aorta) above the heart. bypass may be performed at the angina pectoris
then
took
her
to
the
telephohe
Mission
calls is sick and how to
Those patients
aid to Turkey until substantial progress
week Mrs. Raymond Hamlin is librarian District police station, where the .44The lower end is sewn to the side same operation.
handle
such
calls.
who
are
not
candidate
s
for
surgwas made toward a settlement on Cyprus.
of the partially obstructed artery
caliber pistol was confiscated and she was driver
If the damage to the heart ery gain relief by limiting exer(coronary) which supplies the muscle has been severe or if
Today's birthdays: Former astronaut
Dewey 'Outland, age 50, died suddenly
cited for the midemeanor offense of
A
Persons
who make such
cise and by using medication,
John Young is 45 years old. Entertainer
heart The attachment of the there are numerous sites of usually nitroglycerin,
calls
yesterday
are
carrying
at his home in Detroit, Mich.
concealed
a
weapon.
practicin
exof
form
g
a
to dilate
and composer Anthony Newley is 44.
lower end of the vein is below obstruction so that adequate the coronary arteries.
Rev. Edd.Glover, pastor of the Margaret
Sometime between 4 and 5 p.m. — too
hibitiotustn, yet hiding behind a
manner
Thought for today: Most people put off
the obstruction. In this
blood supply cannot be re-establate to make the 35-mile journey to Palo Hank Memorial Cumberland Presbyterian
telephone. Take the telephone
While selected patients obtain
blood flows freely and promptly lished. the surgery is not
until
tomorrow that which they should
Alto where Ford was speaking — she was Church, Paducah, will be _Ole speaker at
company'
s
advice
hang
and
up
which
heart
the
to the area of
have done yesterday - Ed Howe, American
beneficial, It is essential. relief of angina pectoris, more promptly.
released
and returned home to her 9-year- the revival meeting at the North Pleasant
Keep
hanging IP if .writer. 1853-1937.
had been partially deprived of therefore, that cases be carefully . experience is needed to deterGrove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
old
son.
the
calls are repeated, even if
mine whether such bypass surgits blood supply. thus relieving selected for surgery
Bicentennial footnote: Two-hundred
-Police It. Raymond White called the
Officers of the Senior Class of Hazel'
the
caller
remains silent. A dead
ery extends life.
the angina.
years ago today, it was dielosed that the
High
Secret
Service
School are Gedric Paschall, Pat
and
mentione
d
did
they
The
surgery is expensive and
line discourages the caller.
Prior to surgery, special XBritish Cabinet hatisresaved to put 20want her held? ... (They said ) it won't be Scarbrough. Wanda Curd, Glenda Hughes,
carries
obstrucsome
ris&
of
site
which
Notify
the
locate
varies
the
Q: Mrs H. N. wants to know
rays to
telephone scomparlY if
thousand troops in th field to quell the
necesSary, we'll go' talk to her," Barra and Oneida Wilson. Mrs. Geraldine Myers
tion are taken by injecting the from two per cent to five per the age at which pubic hair will such calls persist.
rebellion in the American Colonies
related.
is sponsor
NEW YORK (AP) — The gripe of the
distruntled worker is as familiar a sound
as the factory whistle: "If only I ran this
place,things would be a lot different."
It's an ancient gripe that predates industrial society and probably written
history as well, but the management response is new: "Okay, buddy, let's see
what you can do."
Throughout the industrial world today
management and labor are experimenting
with various concepts and techniques
designed to enlarge the area in which they
can cooperate.
To date, the idea of joint management
has been carried a lot further in Europe
than in the United States. Six nations there
require labor representation on the boards
of major companies.
American unions aren't sure they want
board representation. Perhaps better
organized than their European counl
terparts, they feel able to accomplish just
as much under existing arrangements. To
join boards, some union officials fear, is to
compromise their effectiveness.
In many companies workers and
management are cooperating in so-called
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Nightly Milipede Invasion An
Irritant To Indiana Residents
"Thank God it's all over and through food and frighten parthey've disappeared," Pickett ents with infant children who
said. "We had an awfully lot of worried that the bugs would
extremely hot, dry weather and worm their way into a baby's
ears or nose.
they went away."
When stepped upon, Pickett
Pickett, a retired farmer,
said the millipedes began re- said, they smelled "just like
treating to the hills about two someone was back in the outhouse stirring it up to stink
weeks ago.
-They evidently couldn't take somebody out."
He said the best remedy for
the hot weather," Pickett
added. "I guess it was star- getting rid of the bugs was tovation from water that drove bacco dust and turpentine. He
them away. We still see one said the mixture would stick to
once in awhile now, but nothing the millipedes and "burn 'em
like before."
"That stuff really drives
The millipedes would come
down off the hills about 11 p.m. them away," Pickett said.
each night and start returning "And we feel real fortunate
shortly before sunrise. Pesti- now that they've gone and left
cides were only temporarily ef- 'us alone."
Pickett said he isn't sure
fective.
Although the bugs do not whether It "was the tobacco
sting or bite, they were both- dust-turpentine mix that did the
ersome because of their num- job or the two-week lack of
bers, odor when stepped upon moisture.
ind their uncanny ability to "About two weeks ago they
started lettin' up," he said.
slip into homes.
-Then they just went away awwould
up
They
climb
bed
also
New clinical tests completed at a
major university hospital prove that the posts and awaken sleeping ful quick. That ( lack of moisODRINEX Plan will help you lose Floyds Knobs residents, crawl ture) may have been what realxcess weight quickly.
ly fixed 'em.
ODRINEX contains an amazing
"But whatever it was, we're
unger tamer that suppresses the
sure glad to have 'em gone."
ppetite. Enjoy three good meals a day
as the tiny ODRINEX tablet helps
Subscribers who have not
you eat less without being hungry.
received
their home.
ith fewer calories, your weight goes
own. Safe taken as directed will not
delivered copy of The
ake you nervous.
.
Murray Ledger & Times by
Look better, feel better as you start
5:30 p.m are urged to call
limming down today with ODRINEX.
tisfaction guaranteed or money back.
753-1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
MORGANFIELD, Ky. ( AP)
6 p.m.
— Tennessee Valley Authority
electricity users will enjorlow-erfates next IVITTEti,
coal price increase in Union
County, Ky., promises eventually to push them upward again.
TVA announced Tuesday that
its largest coal contract, a 1969 agreement with Peabody Coal
Co., has forced it to increase
the price it pays for 5 million
tons a year of Union County
coal from $8.83 to $12 a ton.
The agreement required the
price increase because the consumer price index rose 50 per
cent during the first six years
of the contract, according to a
TVA spokesman.
"Just what the impact will be
after all the factors are congtderect remains to, be seen," said
the spokesman in Knoxville,
9*1sieVene811111611111 CHARGE Caro
"but any coal increase is likely
Bel-Measppligointer
104 Friday
to show up somewhere along
Mum,
14 Sun
the line."
Get to know us; you'll like us.
The Peabody contract is for
coal from the Camp 1 and
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
Camp 2 deep mines on the old
3 Kind
ACROSS
Camp Brecicinridge property
WasJ il'AUSZA MEW
4 Chinese faction
MUZEO 000
near Morganfield.
1 Badgers
5 Dagger
U2D =MO OWiil
6 Waterway
6 Appetizers
TVA's coal procurement adOUR
VOULTD
11 Associate
7 Near
ministrator,
C.E. Wilkerson of
UMUM
U5A
12 Kettledrum
8 Short sleep
Chattanooga, Tenn., said TuesMAO
14 Supposing that 9 Son of Adam
UqUgffl
15 Distinguished 10 Endured
UDGM9 03210A
day the Union County increase
17 Unit of Mexi11 Discharged
g103130 PM LI=
would not have an immediate
cacurrency
13 Mountain
OMOP Rg0 00011
effect, since it had been figured
18 Take unlawfully
retreat
UMOMO
MOP
20 Massive
18 Unwanted plant
in fuel costs for the "near fuUMS BOOM MOM
22 Limited (abbr.) 19 Nips
MOM gM030 U00
ture."
21 Roman
23 Great Lake
2 UDC W30Dg
25 Railroad station
garments
Meanwhile, consumer rates
27 For example
24 Weird
46 Eat away
36
will be down 80 cents per 1,000
(abbr 1
26 Pamphlet
37
48 Cease
kilowatts, considered the aver28 Hinder
51 Mans name
29 Tracking device 39
30 Abase
31 Macaw
40 Clans
53 Resort
age monthly residential con32 Pertaining
43 Remains
33 Vast throngs
56 Preposition
sumption, in October because
loan era
35 Ascends
at ease
58 Preposition
34 District in
of a drop in the cost of fuel and
10
Germany
electricity purchased by TVA
•94.11
•
2 IIIIIIII
"
Mil
1§
35 Dwells
.
11
during August.
38 Marks left
UUUU
12

FLOYDS KNOBS, Lnd. (AP)
— Thomas Pickett breathecra
sigh of relief. The nightly millipede invasions had ended and
the curiosity sekers had quit
coming.
"Life's getting back to normal," Pickett said. "Everything is going smooth again and
we just hope we don't have the
problem again next year."
For a two-month period during the summer, the multilegged bugs' crawled off the
hills for which this small southern Indiana community is
named and made life miserable
for residents.
The millipedes crunched under foot, invaded homes and
made the town's main thoroughfare dangerously slick for
motorists.

LOSE WEIGHT
FAST

Miss Your Paper?

II
v4---1WE OUGHT TO DO
SOMETHING
ABOUT THAT
HOLLOW TREE
ON OUR LAWN

Waverly Wayne Wilkerson
of Henderson Route 3, a
music education major at
Murray State University, will
present his senior piano
recital on the campus Sunday,
Oct. 5. Scheduled at 2 p.m. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Do* fine Arts Center,
his recital program will include "Partita No. 3, Fantasia"
by Bach, "Intermezzo, Opus
76, No. 7" and "Intermezzo,
Opus 118, No. 1," both by
Brahms, "Roumanian Dance
No. 1" by Bartok, and
"Papillons, Opus 2" by
Schumann. Wilkerson, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl R. Wilkerson, is the music director of
the Fairview Baptist Church in
Paris, Tenn. He is a member of
Kappa Delta Pi educational
honor society at Murray State.
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Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288
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Skippers Treat.
2 for $1.09
A large, golden, fish filet
tcpped with melted
cheese. fresh crisp lettuce and our special tartar
sauce on a toasted bun

Murray
1304 Main St.
Mayfield
718 Paris Rood

One coupon per customer per store visit- Good through Oct. 2, 1975

Murray
1304 Main St.
Mayfield
718 Paris Rood

Burger Chef - tackles high prices and
gives a big price-off play on four
sandwich favorites Check this all star
line up Bring in each coupon and kick
off the season now at Burger Chef.
Coupons Good thru Oct. 2, 1975

One coupon per customer per store visit

neo

Big Shef.
2 for $1.29
Two open-flame broiled
beefburgers topped with
melted cheese,our spec'at
sauce and chopped lettuce

Good through Oct. 2, 1975

This is trie BIG one.
114 pound ground beef
open-flame broiled and
served with lettuce, tomato, onion and melted
cheese on a golden-grilled
sesame seed bun

BLONDIE
OPINION IS DIVIDED • ONE
GROUP THINKS YOU'RE
A NIEAN,TiGHTFISTED
TYRANT..,

ALIVE? WE *VOW
IT'S DEAP,..

'Pitt

Market Report
Federal State Market News Service September 24.1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 631 Est. 600 Barrows &Gilts
50 lower Sows Steady to .50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
963.0043.25
US 1-3 20624016a
$2504300
US 2-4 240.260 lbs
$1 75-62.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
$61.25-61 75
Sows
.4.15 1-2 270-350 lbs
03.00-5.4.00
'us 1-3 300-450 lbs
02 50-2250
US 1-3 450-650 lbs....
.
1163 00-54 .00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs....
.
01 50-52 00
Boars $40.00-43.00 mostly 42.00.
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SHOW HIM Mir'
SAMPLE LEAF:

HE ILIANTS TO KNOW/ HOW
RE CAN TELL IF qOU'LL
DO A 6000 JOS..

MAYFIELD OR MURRAY
One coupon per customer per store visit Good through Oct. 2, 1975

Cheeseburger
2 for 594
An all time favorite, 100%
fresh ground beef openflame broiled and topped
with melted cheese

AND THEN THERE APE
'ri4o5E WHO DON T LIKE
YOU r:k7 ALL

Murray
1304 Main St.

Mayfield
718 Paris Rood

OAic'Oupon Per customer per store visit Good through
Oct. 2, 1975
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Miss Hearst Says She Was Driven
--To Insanity By SLA Kidnappers
SAN FRANCISCO --t AP I — Patricia Hearst, who once derided speculation she was
brainwashed, now swears that
she lied under duress when she
told of her rebirth as the revolutionary "Tanis."
Miss Hearst's written testimony, which contradicts many
of her tape recorded pronouncements from the underground, is
likely to be hotly disputed in
court.
The 21-year-old heiress declares in an affidavit that she
was driven to insanity by her
Symbionese Liberation Army
kidnapers. She says they tortured her physically and mentally. She says she was blindfolded, bound and locked in a
closet • for 'weeks while constantly threatened with death.
"Finally, under the pressure
of these threats, deprivation of
liberty, isolation, and terror,
She felt her mind clouding, and
everything appeared so dis-

torted and terrible, that she be- to court. U.S. District Citrt
lieved and feared that she was Judge Oliver J. Carter said he
losing her sanity," says the af- would not consider setting bail
fidavit, filed in support of a until the psychiatric report is
motion that she be released on in.
bond.
U.S. Atty. James L. BrownThe document suggests that ing Jr., who seeks to try Miss
Miss Hearst, who declared that Hearst on bank robbery and
she had joined the terrorist weapons charges, said, "I am
band that kidnaped her, might looking forward to the opporstill be insane.
tunity of cross-examining Miss
Even now, captured and Hearst on the stand, assuming
jailed, Miss Hearst says she re- she is competent to stand
members little of what hap- trial."
pened to her after April, 1974 — He was expected to point up
two months after her abduction inconsistencies between Miss
— and feels "as though she Hearst's sworn affidavit and
lived in a fog."
her earlier actions and tape
Her mother has compared recorded comments.
Miss Hearst to a brainwashed The affidavit did not explain
prisoner of war. And a federal her apparent Iiignals of continjudge ordered on Tuesday that ued revolutionary ardor since
Miss Hearst undergo psy- her arrest — clenched fist sachiatric examination.
lutes, greetings to comrades
The process of selecting a and self-description on her
psychiatric panel was expected booking sheet as an "urban
to be completed by next Tues- guerrilla."
day when Miss Hearst returns The seven-and-a-half page

document, prepared and submitted by a team of defense attorneys, ignored a 17-month period during which Miss Hearst
was a fugitive.
During that time she dedared in one tape recording
that she "died" with six SLA
comrades in a May 1974 shootout with Los Angeles police and
was reborn to new revoluntionary fervor.
The affidavit says, "She
needs help and counseling to
restore herself to complete sanity and to the life she led before the terrible experience
which she underwent at the
hands of this criminal gang
brought her to the condition she
Is now in."
The affidavit's tale of terror
and torment begins with Miss
Hearst's abduction at Berkeley,
Calif., on Feb. 4, 1974, and ends
when she says she was forced
to help rob a San FranciscP
bank on April 15, 1974.

OFFICERS OF NEW CLUB—These men were elected officers of the Farmington Optimist
Club following formation of
the new civic group last night in Farmington. Left to right, standing, are board
of directors members Kenneth Galloway,
Billy Gerald Rodgers, Rodney Newsome, John Galloway, Robert.A. Farmer and Richard
Adams. Seated are officer Don
Hengy, treasurer, Terry Darnell, vice-president, Eddy Wright, president, and Donnie
Arnett,
vice-president. Not pictured is
David Hill, secretary.
Staff Photo by Gene

hicCutcheon

Join The Fun its Round-up Time 1
Kentucky Bi Centennial Parks Fun Game
"
9. .

Valuable Collectors Coins and Lodging
at Kentucky's Beautiful State Parks
HERES ALL YOU HAVE TO
—T)Collect Bi CentennialSeals from any of thellealerilistitibelow
(2)Apply the Seals to the coupon below to spell "Kentucky Bi Centennial"
(3)Mail to Bi Parks,909 South 5th St., Mayfield, Ky.42066.
Note: Mail immediately as offer may be with drawn at any time.
I
—

11 '4_111110 ,1

II fp

Trade with Progressive Merchants of Kentucky
for Beautiful Souvenir Coin good for FREE
LODGING at any State Park Lodge. (Coin
good for 1 Night 1 Person based on Double
occupancy.)

74 76 CELEBRATIONS

'tf

RULES
Cover all spaces as shown with seal of the
some letter. When all spaces are filled mail
to:
BIPARKS
909 South 5th St., MAYFIELD, KY. 42066
COLLECT SEALS
TO SPELL OUT
"KENTUCKY
BICENTENNIAL"
FOR YOUR
ADVENTURE IN
KENTUCKY

Participating Dealers Are:
Parkers Super Mkt.

Wilson & Holsapple Gulf

Cable Vision

The Special Occasion Ltd.

Hazel, Ky.

Adams Shoe Store
106 S. 5th St.

Purdoms, Inc.
The Youth Shop

Jerry's Custom Built
Furniture
Hwy. 641 South
Juanita's Flowers, Inc.

504 Main St.

Dale And Stubblefield

317 Coldwater Rd.

Marcile's Fashions
816 Coldwater Rd.

Bel Air Center

Dixieland Center

Dunn's Furniture Store

East Side Square
Downtown

212 Main
N. 12th

1804 Coldwater Rd.
1417 W. Main

121 By-Pass

641 Super Shell

The Showcase
516S. 12th

t2th Ext.

Matimak Industrial Supply

Pet World

Jims Shoe Outlet
Soutliskio Motor

Lad and Lassie
South side Manor
-

1105 Arcadia

T. V. Service Center
121 By-Pass

Murray Appliance

Suiters Shell Service
Grecian Steak House

Blackford House

Glad Rags—:'

Murray 1 Hr. Cleaners

Graham-Jackson

The Step Ladder

Uncle Jeff's Center
\ 813 Coldwater Rd.

Tidwell's Paint 8, Floor
Coverings
1210 West Main
Pool Office Equipment
115 S. 4th St.

Buckingham Ray, Ltd

Brownfield's

The Gallery

401 Mople St.

Hazel, Ky.4,

1600 Dodson Ave.

121 By-Pass

Bel Air Center

901 Coldwater Rd.

U-Tote-Em Mkt.

Leta's Beauty Shop

The Rib Shack

Prescription Specialist

J. E. Littleton & Co., Inc.
Settle-Workman, Inc,
Hughes Paint Stare;____ _

Bel Air Center

Central Shopping Center

Title Clothes Closet
F.

Southside Manor
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Godchaux Pure Cane

\\\\\\I If I'
Sib.
Bag

FREE/FREE!F

Groceries by the Ba
Limit 1 at this price with $10.00 order or more
1.1111111111Mmumm-

•

48 Bags of Groceries F

Flavor Kist

Showboat

•Saltine Crackers

Pork and Beans

K RAFT

Miracle
Whip

lib.
Box

2 Bags every hour for 3 days, 11

Thursday, Fiiday & Saturday, Sept

14/
1
2oz.

You do not have to be present
Register each time you-are in t

39c

--

7/171)11 11 I \\\,

•

- for

Cascade

New Era

Bush

Dishwashing Detergent

Laundry Detergent

Apple Sauce

Register Monday, Tuesday

16 oz,

s149

Family Size
65 oz.

3 0.89'

64 oz.

Ice Milk
Assorted Flavors

Oil
$129

/
1
2Gal. 69c

Boma Grape

Peanut Butter

$129
Dixie Fresh
Grade "A"
\ \'4,,c Medium

\

)

doz.

\i
ie

Eggs

To Be Given Awotiftini

Come, Help Os C
Friskies
Country Style

Cat Food t?

Planters

28 oz.

3 Country Ha

Swift

Chef-Way
Pure Vegetable

48 oz.

September 29 & 30 & Oci

Jam or Jelly

Bush

Shredded Kraut

Gold 'N Krisp

Potato Chips
Twin Bag

89'

2 lb.

6

"
f

49C

Planters
New

Potato Chips

3

Kelly

Vienna Sausage
Twin
Pock

9

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
We Accetat LLA,Se,Govorriment Food Stamps

---r-- -r
-1--

Located In Downtown Shopping Center
Operi 7 a. m. to 9 p. m.6 days a vied(

3. 98c

3 oz.

Home (
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Armour Testender

\\N\1!1„11(/////

Chuck
Roast

.1FREE!FREE!

4
Lb.

ry hour for 3 days, 16 bags each day.

994

Friday & Sqturday, September 25, 26, 27
lo not have to be present to win.
ter each time you ore in the store

Center Cuts $159 lb.

a y,

Beans

10 oz.

39"

2

for

Boston Bonnie

Shrimplett

10 oz.

First.Cuts

I 29

Lettuce

Field All Beef

Large Heads

294
No. 1 Red

Potatoes
Lean Meaty

;Wen Away Wednesday Night

2 Lb.

Lb.

Cloth Bag

Country Hams

tyie
'pod 40',/
12.

French Fries

Sausage $2
29
2 lb.

ther 29 &-30 & October 1 for

hip Os Celebrate

$

Armour Pork

Tuesday Et Wednesday

37'

120z.

Lean Meaty

Pork Chops

594

Wieners

lb.

12 oz.

Frosty Acres Speckled Butter

Krey Hostess ,

Armour Test Tender

Chuck
Steak

Orange Juice
Garden Delight

tries by the Bag full
ags of Groceries Free

Frosty Acres

Beef

Short
Ribs

Armour Smoked
?Tenderized

CO4
07

Lb.

49'

Red at:Yellow Delivious

Whole

129

Apples

Ham

00
$
for

5 lb. Bag

Lb.

3 Lb Bag 494

California

Grapefruit

.v11--"p I

Y,._

5 lb. Bag

694

7476 CELEBRATIONS

4

Super Value

Bread

$1.0
3
200z.

Trade with Progressive Merchants of Kentucky
for Beautiful Souvenir Coin good for FREE
LODGING at any State Park Lodge. (Coin
good for 1 Night 1 Person based on Double
zccupancy.) Offer expires December 31, 1975

teav
11:c
P"1
- 1•Ti.

tip

Loaves

mge

COLLECT SEALS
TO SPELL OUT
"KENTUCKY
BICENTENNIAL"
FOR YOUR
ADVENTURE IN
KENTUCKY

110

%%%%%%%% •••

'1016361LISJIMICIVCIOL

Porker's Coupon

Jergens

Dove

Lotion Mild Soap

Soap

ove
bars

3 oz. Al for

RULES
Cover all spaces as shown with seal of the
some letter. When all spaces ore filled mail
BIPARKS
cprd to:
,909 S. 5th St., MAYFIELD, KY. 42066

Bath Size

594

With Coupon
Expires 10-1-75

Woolite
Cold Water Wash
For All Fine Washables

rip
8 oz.

With
.h
This
s
Coupon

Expires 10-1-75
....igsviciavocvoomatomocs

Home owned & Home Operated by Joe 14. Packer and Sammy Joe Parker-

Parker's Coupon

Parker's Coupon

_

--ILIOLAVICS

Div/ Off
Window
Cleaner

Parker's Coupon

Aero Wax
CLEANS
Floor Cleaner
And Wax
27 oz.
ke"
Vat

Reg. 69(
"
Re49
'
With This Coupon
- Expires 10-1-75

noon CM
FORMULA

w,th
4
70

This
Coupon
m
Expires 104,75

16.16.11,13MILIM

Prices Good Thursday, September 25 thru Wedneday October 1

'•
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Feix Pleased As Poll
Has Western Second

(Nil lilt ‘1 1.1.111.FR

All Brags, Frazier
Quiet And Confident

11111 •%)

PORTS

By MIKE CLARK .
kid who signed with the Los sometimerthey don't."
Despite the intense rivalry
AP Sports Writer
Angeles Dodgers, then we lost
BOWLING' GREEN, Ky. our junior quarterback who between Western and Eastern
AP ) — Jimmy Feix took a few didn't come back," Feix ex- Kentucky, Feix said he was
pleased that Eastern Kentucky
minutes off from his job Tues- plained.
day to talk about football.
"I went to Dwayne and asked was ranked seventh in the AP
He admitted that, yes, it was him if he would come out. We poll. But, he issued a warning:
By MIKE CLARK
"awfully nice" that his Western needed somebody to hand the the voters may not have ranked
AP Sports Writer
Ohio
Valteam
in
the
the
best
Kentucky Hilltoppers were ball off if Billy (Smith, the
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.(API — In
ranked ranked second in the starting quarterback) got ley Conference.
case you've been away for a
Associated Press small college hurt."
few weeks, you haven't missed
football poll.
Smith wasn't hurt last week- "That East Tennessee, much when it comes to the AsThen he talked about a 24-14 end, but "we felt like a change they've got a super team,"
sociated Press high school footcome-from-behind win over Il- might help," Feix said. And so Fed said. "We'll see how ball
poll.
things work out real quick.
linois State that kept those Squires got the call.
Ashland,
Ft. Thomas Highweek
Eastern
this
votes rollin' in.
"Sure enough, he did a great They play
lands,
Middlesboro
and FrankWestern trailed 14-3 entering job," said Feix, and an almost and then they play us next
fort continue to dominate the
week.
the final quarter of that game audible smile filtered through
There are several teams in four state polls. And in the jef— "we were playing an awfully the telephone wires.
the
OVC that are capable of na- ferson County AAAA rankings,
good football team" — when
Did Fels feel like a genius
tional ranking," he added, but Bishop David has increased its
Feix called on reserve quarter- for making the move?
lead over runnerup St. Xavier,
back Dwayne Squires.
-Well, that's one of those de- it was obvious that he was hapthe preseason No. 1 choice.
the
were
Squires promptly pitched a cisions that can go either way. py his Hilltoppers
Some of the polls could be in
touchdown pass to Jim Ivey, Sometimes they work out and highest ranked of them all.
for some shuffling next time
Keith Tandy scored with a
around, however, since two of
blocked punt and Lawrence Jefthe leaders — Highlands and
ferson scored on a last-second
Bishop David — will tangle
run. Suddenly, Western had
with rated toughies.
won 24-14.
„ Ashland, which will be idle
And that kept Feix in a hapthis weekend, captured 11 of 15
py mood, since his club is now
first
place votes to outdistance
By GORDON BEARD .. Maryland committed only one
3-0.
AP Sports Writer -- turnover on the way to a 34-7 runnerup Bowling Green in the
You know, that Squires is
state AAAA poll. Owensboro
quite a story," he said in a COLLEGE PARK, Md. victory over North Carolina as
and Lexington Bryan Station
telephone conversation Tues- (AP)--The University of Ken- the Terps opened defense of
and fourth
day. -We recruited him in 1970 tucky football team,says Mary- their Atlantic Coast Conference remained in third
place,
respectively,
while
but he had knee surgery after land Coach Jerry Claiborne, championship.
Boone County moved into fifth
looks a lot like Tennessee. He
the first game.
"I can't say enough about the
place of upset victim Lexing"Then he had a shoulder sep- hopes the comparison ends way Larry Dick handled the in
_ ton Tates Creek.
aration," Feix added, and was there.
challenge," the coach said of
Whether
Boone
County,
4-0,
promptly shelved, apparently ''Their defense looks a lot the sophomore quarterback
for good. But then Feix ran into like Tennessee's," Claiborne who started his first varsity stays in the rankings depends
on its game Friday. The Rebels
said at his weekly news confer- game.
quarterback problems.
tangle with Class AAA leader
•
_ "Welost.thatiMarklikacileY, enee TuesdaY.I."and-that Watts .Ma
r_tPla_q_elnerit for the Ark.__Ir idands..
-the: They also nisi the veer of- lured Mark Manges, another '
8
Ft. Thomas was again a
fense like Tennessee."
sophomore, Dick completed
Maryland lost to 'Tennessee nine of 12 passes for 137 yards unanimous choice as the top
AAA team, collecting 15 votes
26-8 two weeks, their only de- and one touchdown.
feat in three games, and on
For the season, the Terps and 75 points. Franklin-Simpson
The Big M Club will hold its Saturday the 20th-ranked Terps rank among the national lead- picked up seven points over
regular weekly meeting at 6:30 play a third consecutive road ers with an average of 246 last week but was still a distant
p.m. Thursday at the Triangle game at Kentucky.
yards a game through the air. second..
Shelby County continued in
Inn.
"I hope we never play anoth- They've completed 65 per cent
Murray State football coach er game the way we played of 72 attempts for seven TDs third while Erlanger Lloyd
jumped a spot to fourth. NewBill Furgerson will be present against Tennessee," Claiborne and only one interception.
port Catholic, fourth last week,
and will review films of last said. In that one, the Vols
-Our passing has been good
Saturday's loss to Western scored on a 70 yard punt return and our defense - is caking fell out of the rankings as GlasCarolina and will give a preview and on drives of 14, 21 and 49 along," Claiborne said. But gow, 2-1, moved into fifth.
of this week's game with yards after recovering
Somerset's loss to Louisville
Mary- we've got to improve our runManual
last weekend helped
Tennessee Tech.
land fumbles.
ning game and get more conMiddlesboro solidify its hold on
All club members are urged Last week, Claiborne noted, sistency."
the AA top spot.
to attend.

Heath Stands Second In
Class A State Ratings

Claiborne Says 'Cats
Look Like Tennessee

Big M Club To
Meet Thursday

Jefferson County AAAA
28
1. Bishop David (4)
20
2. St. Xavier ( 21
15
3. Trinity
14
4. Fairdale
6
5. DeSales
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Jeffersontown,
Manual.
State AAAA
71
1. Ashland 1111
59
2. Bowling Green (3)
31
3. Owensboro
28
4. Lex. Bryan Station (1)
17
5. Boone County
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Boyd County,
Dixie Heights, Lex._ Tates
Creek, Paducah Tilghman.
State AAA .
.1. Ft. Thomas Highlands 151
75
55
2. Franklin-Simpson
38
3. Shelby County
25
4. Erlanger Lloyd
14
5. Glasgow
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Danville, Henderson C4y, Jessamine County,
Madison' Central, Newport
Catholic, Union County.
State AA
1. Middlesboro ( 13)
2. Scott County (1)

.
73
54

30
4. Somerset (1)
13
5. Corbin
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Boyle County,
Danville, Evarts, Green County, Hazard, LaRue County,
Murray, Trigg County.
State A . .
70
1. Frankfort (11)
47
2. Heath ( 3)
40
3. Richmond Madison 1)
33
4. Harrodsburg
14
5. Raceland
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Carroll County,
Elkhorn City, Ft. Campbell.

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
MANILA ( AP) — Genuine,
jagged-edged animosity is beginning to seep through the
pores of the ballyhoo, promising that emotion will be a key
factor in next week's heavyweight title fight between Muhammad All and Joe Frazier.
Ali's taunts and pranks have
generated a scathing hate in
the Frazier camp. Ali, declaring this a "holy war," has
whipped his followers into religious zeal.
Promoters don't have to fabricate this rivalry. It already
runs deep.
"I think the man may be losing his mind," Frazier said of
the
ranting,
name-calling
champion as training entered
the tapering-off phase for the
rubber
multirnillion-dollar
match here Oct. 1 (Sept. 30 in
the United States.
All, his voice booming, continued to degrade the one-time
butcher from Philadelphia.
"I did some special training
for Frazier today," he said. "I
went to the zoo."
Then he added:
"I will destroy him. I will destroy everybody in his camp.
He shall bow. He shall crawl. I
have an astonishing shock for
him. I am going to frighten him
to death."
The training period has magnified the contrast in the two
black men, both former Olym- TENNIS
SANTO DOMINGO — Spain's
Manuel Santana defeated
Humphrey Hose of Venezuela 67, 6-3, 6-1 to advance to the
semifinal of the $52,000 Caribbean tennis tournament.
SAN FRANCISCO — Secondseeded Arthur Ashe beat Billy
Martin 6-3, 6-3 in the opening
round of a $100,000 tennis tournament.
BASEBALL .
.
CLEVELAND — Frank Robinson was re-hired for a second
year as manager of the Cleo&
land Indians.
•

pic champions who followed diverse roads to the heavyweight
championship.
Ali's workout takes the form
of a vaudeville show and a
camp revival with Ali always
the center of the stage — a
puckish, wide-eyed boy one moment, a sinister, artful tactician the next.
Already he has captivated another country — as he has others before him — with his
sharp wit and obvious boxing
skills.
Every time he opens his
mouth to fire another insult at
his challenger — "The Ugly
Gorilla," "The Awkward Clod,"
"The Man Who Can't Talk" •
the crowd laughs heartily and

gives him a resounding ovation.
This only cuts deeper into the
skins of the Frazier camp, although•Joe himself insists that
he has insulated himself
against such barbs.
-It used to bother me," Frazier says, "But no more. Animosity has built up in both of
our hearts. But I am a Godsent
man. I can forgive."
Frazier is a dour, unexciting
workman. He goes through his
push-ups, bag-punching and
sparring quietly and then heads
for his hotel. By comparison,
his news conferences can be described as a bit on the dull
side.
"I am a fighter, not a talker
or an actor," Frazier says.

Homecoming Tournament
Will Be Held At Oaks
The Homecoming
Golf
Tournament this year at
Murray State Uriiversity will
have a patriotic twist, 'according to Norman Lane,
director of the PREP program
in the Office of Continuing
Education and tournatnent
chairman.
To be played Friday, Oct. 3, at
the Oaks Country Club in
Murray, the 1975 tournament
will feature a "Flag Tournament," Lane said. Each
participant will be given a
specified number of strokes
based. -_car-his---wiser-__Ianclicap
added to the par-72 of the
course.
This figure, along with the
participant's name, will be
placed on a small American
flag, which will be planted on
the spot where the player's ball
comes to rest after the allotted
number of strokes have been
taken.
The winners will be those who
play the greatest distance on
their assigned number of
strokes, and trophies will be
awarded winner and runnerup
in both men and women's
competiton.

, •
Trophies also will be awarded
for medalist honors as well as
net. In addition, awards will be
given for low net in each of the
five decades df the University's
existence as well as closest to
the pin on the 140-yard, lakeguarded No. 10 hole. Other
prizes will be for fewest putts
and for entrants traveling the
greatest distance to participate
in the tournament and- the
Homecoming Weekend 'activities.
The top trophies will be
awarded during half-time of the
Mar-ray-- St*to-4.torele-4}roriiedinning—footbalrgarne at
Stewart Stadium the following
afternoon.
The 18-hole tournament is
open to alumni,former students
and friends of the University,
and the entry fee is $5. Tee-off
times are being arranged on a
first-come, first-served basis
between 10 a. m. and 2 p. m.
Golfers wishing to participate
or play in specific foursomes
should contact Lane's office at
the University. ,The telephone
number is 5021 762-4150, and
advance registration is being
encouraged.
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1976 SHOW DATE FOR PONTIAC
OLDSMOBILE & CADILLAC
Thursday,September 26,1975

DC:41:0•C
By The
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Come, look them over . . . the latest
model cars for 76. See their sleek new
lines. Inspect their new safety features
and luxurious extras. Get behind their
wheels! Come early and see them ALL!
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Will He Or Won't He? Only Issel Knows For -Sure
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By MIKE CLARK
businessmen" I and that Issel
"If he feels Baltimore cannot a statement read by Miller at a practice because, he said, he game, Mrs. Brown said the $100,000 are real losses in Ken"If I could do it financially,
AP Sports Writer
hasn't yet come forth with any perform under his contract, he news conference. Miller added wanted to avoid embarrassing club lost about $500,000.
I'd just quit," Issel said. "But I
tucky,"
Issel
said.
"The
other
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A?) — reason for calling off the trade. can withhold his
consent. But that he expects "a decision will those involved in the trade.
told (John Y.) Brown ... ... was their share of what the need to keep playing."
Several questions are expected
Edwin Perry, the Colonels' there has been no statement to be made and things set in moIn announcing the trade, Mrs. that's his problem," said Issel league had to pay to keep
Finally, he said, he would
to be answered today during a attorney, explained late TuesBrown said she made the "very in an interview with Dave Kin- teams alive in San Diego and have to make a decision. "And
that effect from Miller or Is- tion" sometime today.
meeting of the three concerned day that the club feels Issel has
Miller says Issel still consid- difficult decision" in order to dred, sports editor of the Louis- Memphis.
sel," he added.
a lot of things will go into the
parties in the celebrated Dan taken an "I don't want to be
"I want to assure everyone ers himself a Kentucky player. relieve some of the financial ville Courier-Journal. He said
equation. Do I go to Baltimore?
"I
don't
think
the
people
of
Issel trade.
traded, period" stance. But "he that, one way or another, this The former University of Ken- burden on the ABA champions. the Colonels are "not being fair Kentucky ought to have to sup- Or do I stay and fight?
One which may not be set- can't unreasonably withhold his
matter will be resolved within tucky All-American was absent Despite winning its first league to the people of Kentucky" with port the whole ABA," Issel
"I just don't know what I'
tled, however, is whether the 6- consent," Perry added.
18 hours," Issel said Tuesday in from Tuesday's opening day of title and averaging 9,000 fans a its $500,000 loss figure. "About added.
going to
he admitted. 110'.
foot-9 Kentucky Colonel forward will play this year with
the Baltimore Claws.
Issel and his lawyer, Jefferson County Attorney J. Bruce
Miller, are scheduled to meet
with Claws President David R.
Alka
Cohan and General Manager
Lee Silverman, and ABA PresiSeltzer
dent John Y. Brown, whose
Plus
wife Ellie is the majority stockCold Tablets
holder of the Colonels.
The three sides will attempt
Clears redness, soothes and comto determine to their mutual
forts irritated eyes. Choice of
Relieves congestion, headache &
satisfaction if the trade is legalGlass Dropper Bottle or Plastic
feverish feeling
ly binding and whether the Bal/
1
2oz.
20 Tablets
timore franchise, moved there
Reg. 1.75
after it went bankrupt in Memphis last season, is financially
able to honor Lasers $100,000plus annual salary.
Brock
Miss Breck
Also at issue will be Issel's
Disenfectant
business interests in Kentucky,
Hair Spray
endeavors which Miller says
Spray
Choice of Regular-Super
_1(.1
Some Items not exactl -cm ictureci
would offer management prob• I._
Disenfects
Hold- Unscented-Super Unand
lems if Issel plays ball in BaltiPre-Conditioned, longer lasting color,
deodorizes,
kills
scented Ultma Hold. 11-oz.
mo-re.
conditions split ends.
household germs.
Can
Should Issel still feel the
14 oz. Can
Reg. $2.50
trade is illegal, he may take
the matter to court. But Miller
Hunting Season is Here! We have the largest selection
says that will come only as a
last resort. "It certainly
of Guns & Amino in this area. All At Discount Prices
wouldn't be in his best interest
for that to happen. It is in his
interest that this not be
DRISTAN
dragged out."
- --Mrs. -Browa.-the Claws'last'friday for a&—
ported $750,000, rights to forRelieves aches and pains, stuffy
Choice of Regular or unward- center Tom Owens and
head, runny nose
scented
Shakespeare Sierra X-18 Bow
future considerations.
24 Tablets
8 oz. Can
30 lb , 40 lb., 45 lb. & 50 lb. Pull
Almost from the beginning, a
$2995
controversy arose. Issel said he
Reg. $39.95 Special
did not want to go to Baltimore
and pointed to a clause in his
contract that said his prior
written approval was required
Ladies
Mena Big Ben
before any trade.
The Colonels, on the other
Long
Denim
hand, say that Issel's contract
stipulates that a trade may be
made beforehand but that Issel
Reg. $34.95
must approve any "reasonSizes 38,46
able" trade.
The club insists this trade is
reasonable — that the Claws
$12
99
are being °Witted by "sound

Hair Color

tsEi0

ArrW

-•

Baker
Tree Stand

Gowns
$576
..i.s7.97

Coats

,c.c>=4:sctoc.C.d.diert:Pete

Standings
By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
91 66 .580
xPitts
Philphia
83 74 .579 8
80 77 .510 11
N. York
80 78 .506 111/2
St. L'is
73 85 462 181/2
Chicago
72 86 .456 191/2
Montreal
West
xCinci
104 54 .658 —
85 73 .538 19
L. A.
77 79 .494 26
S. Fran
70 87 .446 331/2
S. Diego
66 91 .420 371/2
Atlanta
63 94 .401 401/2
Houston
x-clinched division title
Tuesday's Results
New York 8, Chicago 6
Atlanta,
Francisco at
San
ppd rain
Pittsburgh 3, Philadelphia 1
Montreal 7, St. Louis 0
Cincinnati 5, Houston 3
San Diego 6, Los Angeles 4
Wednesday's Games
New York (Seaver 21-9) at
Chicago (R. Reuschel 10-17)
San Francisco (Barr 13-13
and Caldwell 7 12) at Atlanta
(Morton 17 16 and Lacorte 0-3),
2, (1-n)
Philadelphia (Christenson 105) at Pittsburgh (Demery 7-4),
(n)
'St. Louis (Rasmussen 5-4) at
Montreal (Carrithers 4-3), (n
7-6) at-Cincinnati (Kirby
Houston (Cosgrove 1-1), (n)
Los Angeles (Wal“re or LeDiego
wallyen 0-0) at San
(Folkers 6-10), (n)
Thursday's Game
San Francisco at San Diego,
(n
Only game scheduled
East
W L Pct. GB
93 63 596
4
88 66 571
.80 76 513 13
77 77 500 15
64 94 405 30
57 98 368 35)/2
West
94 63 599 —
Oakland
5
Kan. City
89 68 .567
77 82 484 18
Texas
74 BO .481 181/2
Minnesota
/
2
Chicago
72 84 462 211
1
2
California
72 86 456 22/
Tuesday's Results
at
Baltimore,
ppd
Detroit
rain
cleveland 4, Milwaukee 3
Boston at New York, ppd.
rain
Kansas City 4, Texas 0
Minnesota 4, Oakland 3
Chicago 5, California
Wednesday's Games
Detroit (Coleman 10 17 and
Bare 8 12) at Baltimore (Alexander 88 and Palmer 21-11),
(n)
Milwaukee (Colborn 10:12) at
Cleveland (Peterson 14-7), (n)
BoltOn (Cleveland 12-9 and
York
New
17-14) at
Tient
itiunter 2114 and May 1444,1,
-2, ct-nI
Minnesota (Hughes 16-13) at
Kansas City (Littell 1-1), (n)
Chicago (Jefferson 5-10) at
Oakland (Blue 20-11), (n)
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Oakland
Detroit at Baltimore, In)
Cleveland at Boston, (n)
Minnesota at Kansas City,
(n)
Only games scheduled
Boston
Baltimore
N York
Cleveland
Milw'kee
Detroit

Asst. Colors
& Sizes

Blanket Lined
for Warmth

Mountain Mist

Try Our Convenient

Quilting Cotton
Barry Drew

Archery
Starter Set

&

Butch Greer

Only 10% Dom)

Will Be in our Store Saturday
(Sept. 27)from 1 p. m.til 9 p. m.to
help you with your archery
selections.

90"
,a1/01411

Mons Insulated

Ifit has anything to do
with archery, we have it
and we have more
ofit than any other
area merchant
at Discount Prices

Early American

Lay-Away plan

81" x 96" Size

Mans Corduroy

House Loafers
Shoes $2"

Coveralls
Brown & Olive Colors

Bear
Brinley

Ladles Block 8. Brown Colors

Sizes 36 Thru

$5995

Volvos
to S6.99

Asst. of Colors

Full Length

Old Glory

American Antique
Eagle

Lamp

Door Mirrors
Frames in White,
Natural,Denim
& Gold

Can Also Be
Hung On Wall

Ideal with
Kerosene or Scented
Oil

Red,White
& Blue

Red-Green-Clear-Black-Purple

CORNINGt:WARE
PRODUCTS

Check, Our
Corning Ware
at Discount
Prices

Fireplace
Hot
Grates
21-- $13' Plates

Conk Lvingware
by
Corningware

20 Piece Set

12 Cup-See Thru

Electro Matic

24''557
27"
t*

30" - $2097

In Green

Windshield

Fireplace

Washer
Solvent

Dog
Irons

rio-1.57
77

Single
Burner
Double
Burner

Kerosene
Burning Votahle
Home

Heater

Many Sizes
"I 811111IIII1111111101 'I 1"11111111

From

'1551

$2797
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Tigers Look For First
Win,-flost Fulton City
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
What does a coach say to his
team *hen the club has an 0-3
season going and is eliminated
from the District race?
John Hina isn't one of those
kind of coaches that will hang
up the white flag, try switching
around the lineup and lose hope.
Instead, what he told his
players last Saturday in the
squad meeting after the 3-0 loss
to Mayfield is something a lot of
coaches should tell their kids.
"There are a lot of good
football teams that never get to
State," Hina said.
"Look at some of the teams
we played last year. Hopkinsville was a very, very strong
team and a school with great
football heritage. Yet they lost a
couple of big District games and

on init,1
PORTS

•

they didn't go to state. Look at Tigers. In the 3-0 loss last week
Fulton City. They went 9-1 last to Mayfield, there were few
year,losing to us in a key game, errors and the Tigers showed
and that knocked them out. And they are capable of playing
there was Fort Campbell who football with anybody around.
finished 8-2."
"I was disappointed with the
The tough part about being a loss but we had a much better
coach is simply this: One year, overall team performance,"
you win the State Cham- Hina said of last Friday's
pionship. People get too excited contest.
and expect the same thing "First, there was no question
every year. And when it doesn't they were picked over us and it
happen, they sometimes forget was really considered as an
that you can still have a great easy win for them. But any
football team, even if you don't person who saw the game and
make it to the State Playoffs. saw the Mayfield fumbles could
Friday night will be the have said Mayfield should have
Tigers chance to begin to beat us worse...but don't
salvage a good season. Murray overlook our pressure we apwill host Fulton City at 8 p.m. in plied on defense. It was our best
the Homecoming Game for 1975 game of the season. And the
in Holland Stadium.
people in Murray can look for us
In the first two games, losses to get better each Friday as the
to Reidland and Henry County, kids grow and become more
it was mistakes that killed the acquainted with their position

Rain Puts Damper On
AL Eastern Scramble

each week.
"Our sole objective right now
is to try and turn this thing
around. If we can get one win, I
think we are on our way to
turning it around and having a
good season."
Last year when the teams met
at Fulton, the Tigers ripped the
Bulldogs 42-6. It won't be that
easy this time.
Fulton will be out to spoil the
Tiger Homecoming and to make
up the big loss last season.
Fulton started its season with
a win over Fulton ColUllY. Then
they fell 38-6 to powerful Heath
before losing 8-6 last week to
undefeated Crittenden County.
The 'Dogs will be tough on the
ground as tailback Robert

Patton returns for his fourth
year in the backfield. Fulton is
an aggressive team and sizewise, is comparable to the
Tigers.
"With our record being 0-3,
they will really be after us to get
even for last year," Hina said.
"You can bet they'll come on
the field with blood in their
eyes."
The crowning of the
Homecoming Queen will be
pre-game
included
in
festivities. Queen candidates
are Linda Ransom, Elizabeth
Whitmer and Allyson Holt.
Last year in the Tiger
Homecoming, Caldwell County
scored a stunning 7-6 upset win
over Murray.
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Royals Keep Hanging
In, A's Lose Again

By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
The champagne in Oakland's
dressing room has been on ice
for three days - and so have
the A's.
Oakland's magic number has
been at one and holding since
Saturday night when they
stretched their American

Dyer Awarded With 21-Towel
Salute From Buc Teammates

League West Division lead to home two runs in the eighth.
Bert Campaneris had a runeight games. Since then the
Kansas City Royals have won scoring single in the eighth for
three, the A's have lost three Oakland and Joe Rudi made it
and the lead is down to five.
close with a two-out, two-run
All of which leaves Oakland homer in the ninth.
A's ace Vida Blue goes for the
Manager Alvin Dark unmoved.
tonight against
"It would be silly to be con- clincher
cerned when you're five ahead Chicago's Jesse Jefferson, 5-10.
Kansas City used four pitchwith five to go," said Dark
after the A's dropped a 4-3 de- ers to two-hit the Rangers.
cision to Minnesota Tuesday Doug Bird started but left in
night. "To tell you the truth the second inning after injuring
I'm really not concerned about his arm. Rookie Bob McClure
anything.
came in and continued the no"But," Dark added, ''We'd hitter until Rov Smalley singled
like to win it soon and get it with one out in the seventh.
over with."
Steve Mingori and Marty Pattin
Kansas City kept its hopes finished up.
alive with a 4-0 triumph over
McClure, a 22-year-old leftTexas but Royals' Manager hander called up from JacksonWhitey Herzog smiled when ville of the Southern League
asked about overtaking the A's. last month, got his first major
"They'll never lose that league victory with a six-in,many games in a row," Herzog ning, eight-strikeout stint.
said. "We've won 89 games and
Frank White hit a home run
I thought in the winter that 89 for the Royals and Amos Otis
would win it."
knocked in two runs with a
_Elpsehere_
- Ole --issmerieeD .deubleantisacrieefly.-League, Cleveland edged MilIndians 4, Brewers 3
waukee 4-3, Chicago shaded
George Hendrick hit his 24th
California 5-4 and the Boston- home run of the season on Bill
New York and Detroit-Balti- Travers' first pitch in the ninth
more games were rained out. inning to give Cleveland its vicThe Red Sox remain four tory. Boog Powell knocked in
games ahead of the Orioles in the other three Indian runs
the AL East.
with his 26th homer.
Minnesota right-hander Bert
The victory lifted the Tribe
Blyleven, 15-9, checked the A's within two games of New York
on nine hits and struck out sev- in the battle for third place in
en. Rod Carew doubled home a the AL East.
run for the Twins off Stan BahWhite Sox 5, Angels 4
risen, 10-13, in the first, Steve
Ken Henderson's solo home
Braun hit a sacrifice fly in the run in the seventh inning won it
fifth and Dan Ford doubled for Chicago.

geles. Jones, 20-11, was 8-22 last
By KEN RAPPOPORT
found the post-game meal.
AP Sports Writer
In the other National League season. He joined the Mets'
Duffy Dyer got the royal games, the San Diego Padres Tom Seaver as the only 20treatment from the Pittsburgh whipped the Los Angeles Dodg- game winners in the National
Pirates - and in this case, it ers 6-4; the Cincinnati Reds League. Reliever Stan Wall, 0included beer, cold cuts, sliced stopped the Houston Astros 5-3; 1, took the loss.
only 4% games during that tamed a broken left hand Sun- tomatoes, a face cloth, a cigar the Montreal Expos blanked the
Reds ,5, Astros 3
By HOWARD SMITH'
day when he was hit by pitch in and a stomach acid pill.
stretch,
Tony Perez' run-scoring
AP Sports Writer
St. Louis Cardinals 7-0 and the
The Birds, winners of five of Detroit. He's out for the dareRain put .a`clarnper on baseThat's what he found on his New York Mets beat the Chi- double in the fourth inning
ball's hottest division race the last six division champion- tion.
stool Tuesday night after help- cago Cubs 8-6. Rain washed out drove in what proved to be the
.0.2r)
3 allow myself to sit ing the Pirates beat the Phila: the . Athinta-San Francisco,. viinning_niti and Fred,liorrruin
but_noton the... ships, are used to coming
stretch While--Kraind and TeersurrY tnr- n17and-TtawW EiaTiikk-scafred
Wits orBaltimore -Manager Wong down'The- 3-1 L.-along-Earl Weaver, whose Orioles everyone else withers away. self," said Boston Manager with a lane of towels leading to • Moose, making his first start four hits as Cincinnati edged
have spent most of the season Last season Baltimore won 28 Darrell Johnson. "We've got his locker.
in three months, pitched a Houston.
Expos 7, Cardinals 0
waiting for the Boston Red Sox of its final 34 games to bypass guys who can get up off the
"This is a 21-towel salute, I three-hitter and Richie Hebner
the Yankees and Red Sox. But bench and do the job.
Pete Mackanin drove in three
to collapse.
guess,:' Dyer kidded. "These singled home two runs to help
"I'm not making light of it guys are crazy, no question."
The days are dwindling down this year Boston has been hangthe Pirates beat the Phillies. It runs with a triple and basesbecause you've seen what Jimto a precious few in the Ameri- tog tough.
Dyer lashed three singles, in- was the 17th victory in 25 loaded walk and Mike Jorgensen clubbed a two-run homer to
can League East and Balti"It's a helpless feeling," said my Rice has done. But we can cluding a run-scoring hit in the games for the Pirates.
Hebner's two-run single came power Montreal past St. Louis.
more's hopes are dwindling Baltimore's veteran third base- handle it."
sixth when the Pirates scored
Mets 8, Cubs 6
with them, but not Weaver's man, Brooks Robinson. "OrdiHOCKEY
three runs to give Bob Moose in the sixth off Steve Carlton,
Pinch-hitter John Stearns
14-14. Dyer's single capped the
spirits. The Birds trail Boston narily if you play good ball and
CALGARY, Alta.- The Cal- his winning cushion.
doubled home the tying run in
by four games. They have have win, that's all it takes. But now gary Cowboys -of the World
The Pirates, who clinched the rally.
the eighth inning and scored on
eight games left and the Red that's not good enough. That's Hockey Association picked up National League East by beatPadres 6, Dodgers 4
a strange feeling for a lot of us center Vic Mercredi from the ing the Phillies the night beSox have six.
Randy Jones tossed an eight- Felix Millan's single as New
"Cleveland's given them a lot on our club."
Atlanta Flames of the National fore, were obviously at ease hitter to earn his 20th victory 'York rallied from an early sixof trouble and they still have to
If the Sox are going to fold, Hockey League to complete last with the pressure off. The post- as San Diego defeated Los An- run deficit to defeat Chicago.
face Catfish,""insists Weaver. they have a ready-made ex- week's trade which sent center game horseplay included loud
"It's not over yet."
cuse. Star rookie Jim Rice - Claude St. Sauveur to the cheers when Dyer walked the
The Indians have beaten Bos- .309,22 homers, 102 RBI - sue- Flames.
treed carpet to his locker and
ton nine times in 14 meetings
this season and Weaver hopes
the trend continues when they
play a season-ending four-game
tiell store and
set starting Thursday in BosSate 18%
mo
tires
ton.
10
30%
freanyti
eme
New York ace Catfish Hunter
Monday
through
is scheduled to face Boston in
through
one game of a twi-night doublesatends
.15,
Saturday
header tonight in New York.
Sept.27
Tuesday night's Boston-New
By The Associated Press
you off, but if you're No. 1 ern Kentucky, Wittenberg of
York game was rained out, as
"I'm as happy as a rat they're going to make a special Ohio, Delaware, Henderson
State of Arkansas, Northern
was the Detroit-Baltimore locked in a cheesehouse," said effort."
game. The Orioles and Tigers Coach Eddie Robinson after he
Grambling, 3-0, received 11 Michigan, Youngstown State of
"Suburbanite"Polyester
Goodyear Precision Built Retread
will also try to fit in a double- was told that Grambling was first-place votes in balloting by Ohio, South Dakota State, AbiFour full plies of polyester
you through. Big on grip. re
Feature same tread design as Goodyear's "Suburbanite"
header tonight. Baltimore ranked No. 1 by The Associated a nationwide panel of sports lene Christian and North Dacord Cleats dig deep to pull
Polyester tire. Not all sizes available at all locations.
markably low in price.
needs only 2,469 more fans to Press in its first weekly college writers and sportscasters, get- kota.
ANY SIZE LISTED
6.95-14
8.55-15
6.00-13
7.35-15
reach the one-million mark in division football poll.
Grambling opened its 1975
ting 344 of a possible 490 points.
7.35-14
7.75-15
8.85-15
6.50-13
5.60-15
4.00-15
6.45-14
8.25-15
attendance for the first time
Western Kentucky, 3-0, was campaign by trouncing Alcorn
"But at the same time, it
9.15-15
Ellackwati. Plus $1 84 to $2.56 F.E.T , depending on size, and old tire.
Blackwaii, Plus 375 to 665 F.E.T., depending on size, and
since 1971. But they won't get makes you a little nervous," No. 2 with 222 points, including State 27-3, then routing Morgan
Whitewalls just $3 more
recappable tire. Whitewalls just $2 more.
there if rain persists through Robinson added in a telephone eight first-place votes, while State 40-6 and Hawaii 20-6.
Thursday.
interview from the school's Boise State of Idaho, 2-0, was -"This has been a good team,
It's been a frustrating chase campus at Grambling, La.
but a surprising one," said
third with 221 points.
for the Orioles, who have gone
"If you're No. 1, you have to
Rounding out the Top 15 were Robinson.
"G800 Ultra Grip" Radial
"Suburbanite"Steel Belted Radial
at a brisk 47-22 clip since the play like you're No. 1. Other Texas A&I; Jackson State of
"Grambling has a reputation
Metric sizes for imports and compacts.
Polyester cord radial ply body for ride.
Individual tread blocks bite deep in snow.
Double steel cord belts for strength.
All-Star break but have gained teams are always out to knock Mississippi, Idaho State, East- of starting slow," he explained.
Quiet-running variable pitch tread pattern.
Deep-biting tread cleats for grip and go
If we can get through the first
three games, we can usually go
1559513 1658515
undefeated from there."
Blackwall. Plus $1.84 to
LR71-199
J71515
51171515
$2.04 F.E.T., depending
"But this year, they just went
Whitewall. Plus $3.17 to $3.46 F.E.T.,
on size, and old tire.
depending on size, and old tire.
out and got the points. I don't
know if they're a new breed or
what they're doing. They're of
good size and quickness, but I
Size
re Rating
Price
"Suburbanite XG Polyglas"
- By TOM'SEPPY
can't really compare them with
After that, it's anybody's lose a season's salary."
6.00-16
6PR TT
$21.00
"Traction
fiberglass belts. Lug-type
Bias-belted for strength and
6PR IT
$33.50
AP Sports Writer
If the contract is rejected, previous teams."
guess.
Sure-Grip" 6.70-15
cleats penetrate snow or slush.
stability. Polyester cord body.
7.00-15
6PR TT
$42.85
CHICAGO ( AP - After 20
Grambling is idle this weekThere was speculation that some union leaders believe the
6P9 TT
7.50-16
Nylon cord body,
$40.50
months of management-union the New England l'atriots, who strike is not a necessary al- end, but anticipates a major
deep-cleated tread
6.70-15
6PR TL
$30.15
H
75-14
orsos
I
negotiations, the same contract triggered the meetings of Mon- ternative. They believe that battle in two weeks with OreF71514 I $
33
For pickups, panels,
6PR TL .
$43.00
8.00-16.5
issues, highlighted by the con- day and Tuesday with their satisfaction can be gained even- gon State of the Pac-8 Confervans and campers
Plus 52.54 o $349 F.E.T., depending on
giackwall. Plus $2.47 to 32.114 F.E.T., depending on size, and old tire.
sae, and old tire
troversial Rozelle Rule, contin- strike last week, would reject tually in the courts or through ence.
Whitewalls just $3 more.
ue to cloud the future of the the contract proposal unani- Congress. After negotiations
"We'll have to play our best
RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size, we will ihue you a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
National Football League.
mously. But no one would ven- broke off, union president Ker- ball game," Robinson said.
Two days of collective bar- ture a prediction if they would mit Alexander was asked if "They aren't going to let a Digaining discussions ended in a again walk out and refuse to there would be a strike if the vision II team come out there.
• Cash • Our Own Customer Credit Plan
stalemate Tuesday with both play Sunday against the Miami proposal was rejected. "It is up and defeat a Division I team.• Amerman Express Money Card • Carte Blanche
sides agreeing that the same Dolphins at Foxboro, Mass.
Grambling was seventh-rankto the individual members to
• Master Charge • BankAmericard
basic non-economic issuesstill
Under the memorandum of communicate to us what their ed last year with an 11-1 mark,
• Diners Club
. plague a possible labor settle- agreement last Thursday, desires are on that," he said.
but since then the two top-rated
See Your independent Dealer For His Price Pnces As Shown Al Goodyear Service Stores
ment.
which brought about manageThe union officials said the teams of 1974 - Central MichWith the breakoff in negotia- ment's proposal Monday, there owners' offer would be present- igan and Louisiana Tech tions, the rank-and-file mem- would be three days of negotia- ed to the players for a vote have been reclassified as major
ON SALE THRU SEPTEMBER 30th
bership of some 950 players will tions after the offer was made without an official recommen- college football teams.
vote beginning Thursday on and then five days for the play- dation - although Alexander
By The Associated Press
management's latest contract ers to vote, the results to be said the association leaders had
The Top 15 teams in The As
offer, which representatives of made public by Oct. 2.
taken a position on the proposal sociated Press college division
the 26 NFL owners say will
At the time, however, the Pa- but would not make it public football poll, with first
Up to 5 qts. of major
-place
brand multi-grade oil
cost them about $30 million in triots said they would decide if until the players cast their bal• Complete analysts and align• With electronic equipment our
votes in parentheses, season
ment correction -to increase tire
professionals fine-tune your ennew money over a five-year pe- management had made a lots.
records and total points. Points
mileage and improve steering
gine, installing new points, plugs
riod.
meaningful offer. It was undersafety
•
Precision
equipment,
&
condenser • Helps maintain a
based on 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
• Complete chassis
Sentiment among the NFL stood that the New England
used by experienced profesilASKRIBALL
smooth running engine for maxi1.Grambling( 11). 3-0-0 344
lubrication h oil change
sionals,
helps
ensure
a
precision
mum
gas mileage•Includes Datunion leaders, who riet here in team, which had a contingent
GREENVILIE, S.C. - The 2.W.Kentucky(8) 3-0-0 222
•Ilelps ensure lenger
afignment
sun, Toyota, VW A light trucks
face-to-face confrontations with of some 15 here at their own National Collegiate Athletic AsS•baring parts& smooth-.
2-0-0 221
owners and into the wee hours expense, was frustrated to the sociation found Clemson Uni- 3.BoiseSt.( 1)
quket performahce
4.TexasA811(9)
1-0-0
182
among themselves, was that point of exasperation by what versity guilty of illegal basketPlehse phoile for
5.JacksonSt.(6)
3-0-0 179
$2995
the contract proposal indicated they _believed to be manage- • ball reeraiting:
appointment
Any U S made car •
2-0-0 117
Add $4 for 8 cyl
6,IdahoSt.(3)
parts eel,/ if needed
no Significant improvement on rnent's unbending stance in the
•Includes light trucks
ST. LOUIS - The fledgling
$2 for alr cond.
Excludes front wheel drive cars
2-0-1 113
7.E.Kentucky
economic benefits nor a major negotiations.
Metropolitan Collegiate Xthletic 8.Wittenburg(
2-0-0 100
change in the Rozelle comOther union leAders, among Conference, which consists of 9.Delaware(1)
1-1-0 99
pensation rule.
them Dick Anderson, the St. Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, 10.HendersonSt.
2-0-0 81
Tile union leaders, including Miami Dolphins' player repre- Georgia Tech, Memphis State
Reg. Store Hours: Mon.& Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues. Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30
11.N.Michigan( )• 3-0-0- 76the'various team player repre- sentative and a member of the and Tulane, was granted auto12. Youngstown St.(1) 2-0-0 73
sentatives, also indicated that executive,, board, didn't think matic quaification into the 13.S.DakotaSt.( 1)
2-0-0 67
the proposal would be rejected there would be a strike because NCAA Midwest'Regional bas1-0-0 63
14.Abilene
in the vote by'the membership , "the' players can't afford to ketball tournament.
15.NorthDakots
2-0-0 62

SALE

onWinterTire

'Toppers And Colonels
In Top 10 In Grid Poll

PAGE 1:

1,

Krell

Fiek
In TI

SAVE ON BIAS-PIN

SAVE ON RETREADS

S if

. V
14
. I 10

$125°

11111.1ATA wcokaiIM FAN

Weather Forecast: Future Of
WFL Still Remains As Cloudy

$55 I $57 I $59

SAVE ON BELFEDS

$31

SAVE on CAMPER TIRES

$35

7Easy Ways to Buy

GOOD rivEAR

Lube and Oil Change

$388

Front-End
Alignment

Engine
lune-Up

$Q88

South 1241 & Glendale

A

Phone 753-0595

Fros
Chic

Pi

Fros
WW1
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'mimm
3tYtt
iON
SUPER MARKET

Store Hours:
8 a. m.to 9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
12 to 6:30 Sunday

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
eighth.
ad a runeighth for
II made it
, two-run

Prices Good
thru

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities -

We Accept
Food Stamps

Sept. 30, 1975
oes for the
against
rson, 5-10.
our pitchRangers.
rut left in
!I' injuring
i McClure
ed the noey singled
seventh.
irty Pattin

‘lry vy
Catfish
Steaks

ir-old leftii JacksonLeague
irst major
a six-instint.
home run
Amos Otis
is with a
EV- rers 3
It his 24th
son on Bill
n the ninth
and its vieKnocked in
idian runs

lb.

the Tribe
New York
rd place in

gels 4
solo home
ning won it

10

Domino

Furs
— T.Lk11

WIENERS

12 oz 694 Flavor Kist

CRACKERS

Fields All Beef
In The Piece

BOLOGNA

lb

Swift Canned

_HAM

5

'lb.

79,
SAUCE

Argo Sliced
494 PEACHES

is... 35' STEW

24 oz.

794 FOOD

2/294

15/
1
2oz

Lady Betty Prune

COFFEE

Nature Scents
Instant

10 oz. $239

Frosty Acres
Chicken-Beef-Turkey

Frosty Acres Stuffed
Wtih Cheese-Bacon-or Chives

32 oz.

Tony Dog

Maxwell House

POT PIES 80z. 4/$1

894

JOY

29 oz. 2/894

3 lb. $525

*Frozen Foods*

POTATOES

Detergent

Dinty Moore Beef

Hunts Tomato

Kelly 15 oz.

SOAP

JUICE
37'

Bar

with Beans

Riceland

494 TUNA

1 2 oz.
6/

45" SANI FLUSH

1 lb.

594

1201

69"

Kleenex —_

Detergent

2 per box
12 oz

32 oz.

In Tank Liquid

Del Monte

CHILI

294 TIDE

king

TISSUE

$189

Red Delicious
Golden Delicious
Jonathan

Frosty Acres
Orange
12 oz.

41b.
Bag

200 ct•

2/89'

39c

4JOICE

*Produce*
Red or White

POTATOES

lent our
our ens, plugs
intain a
,r maxies Dotrucks

or II cyl.,
r cond.

10 lb.

10 lb.

99' CRANBERRIES

Johnson's Coupon

R12

lb bag

49'

Post

I TOASilES

eI

18 oz.

55!

Maxwell House
lb Con
COFFEE

1592-6
mir

Lirnit 1 Per Customer
Expires 9-30-75
-EllISM=En MN

Limit 1 per customer
Expires 10-2-75

Pepsi or
7Up

Plus Deposit
or Bottles

MSMI
Johnsons Coupon

41

411001
16 Oz. 8 Bot.Ctn.

$129
I

I

$

111
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PA'

ADVERTISE WHERE IT PAYS...
2. Notice

2 Notice

IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
When you need supplies,
equipment or service call
vs Cleaning is Mist we
knew best. Wit here steam
cleaners and other clewing
equipment for rent.

Cherie* M. *mimeos, Freddie
W. McCoy, and Stephen I.
Cotton d-b-• The Masai Perches* Broadcasting Company,
temdered an epplicatiom for •
coostruction penises for s mew
standard handout statism for
Murray, Kentucky, on Septinnier A, 1975. The fealties
respested ere 1130 kIll, 250
with daytime*, class II. The
proposed trommitter site is
2.05 miles north of West Poplar
Street off North 16th Street.
mlprepased tower height is
205 feet m. g. I. The proposed
loathes is to be determined. A
copy of the opplicatiee is..fie
at the Diversity Day Care CenOfirss Street,
ter, 1St%
Iderrey, Kentucky, end is
evadable for poi& inspection
during nennal basimess been.

A
1

'NATKINS PARTY PLAN
is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 753.8284.

5 lost And Found
FOUND - RED and white
spotted bird dog, red
collar. Call 753-8803.
LOST - WHITE, black and
brown female walker
coon dog. Tatoo in the left
ear
- R.
Crouse, 753-7386.

LIKE TO make "Adventuresinthe Bible- the
RIGHT WAY! Call Dr.
David Roos about making
a 15 day Holy Land trip, LOST DOG - Red miniature
male dachsund, wears a
this coming June, 1976(
Meier's
Inred plaid collar. Lost in
with
ternational Study League.
the vicinity of Midway.
Call-753-3824.
He's on daily medication
and must be found. There
will be a reward. Call 7533381 daytime and 753-7879
after 5 p. m. '
It is that time of year
LOST A 3 month old male
again, when everyone
black Labrador Retreiver
should consider whether
in the Cypress Bay Resort
that chain-sawlhat has
area. Reward offered.
been in storage all sumCall 901-232-8662.
mer will run, or maybe
it needs a new chain, or
6. Help Wanted
a new sprocket, or
maybe you just need
that right oil fortnula for
HOSTESS..14i __Watkins
ultdiF with fuel. What
Party Plans. Call 753every your needs may
5550.
be for chain-saw parts &
accessories, we have it
AND AT A PRICE YOU
Sales Person
CAN AFFORT TOO! We
Must be experienced on
also have the PIONEER
Cash Register. Apply in
CHAINSAWS,one of the
person. Vernon's the:
best quality, fastest cutOlympic Plaza, Murray
ting saws on market
Kentucky 42071.
today. So come in right
away to
PAINT FORMAN,requires
East Side
supervisory experience
Small Engine
and working knowledge of
Highway 94 Last
oil base paints for apMurray, Ky.
plication to fabricated
753-9437
steel products. Salary
commensurate
with
ability and experience.
Complete company paid
fringe benefits. Send
resume
and
salary
history in complete
Jantzen Sportswear
confidence to Robert
Connolly, personnel
assistant,
Paducah
Ways,
101
Marine
Washington,
St.,
Paducah; Ky. 42001. An
equal opportunity employer.

Notice

Kings Den

Murray Coins
And Antiques

opposite bus station.
108 North
6th Street
753-0140.

WILL DO HOUSECLEANING for you. Call 753-4917.
Im

I ADVEARDTLISENG

riproxunately 12,000 sq ft of"
K
rental
space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Pa) king Corp .
Murray. Ks f"hon. 'Si -1342

All • display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the' day before
publication.

k

4

Save on money, fuss and
fuel. A tuned up car gives
you better performance
any way you look at it.

Hutson Texaco
W Main

WILL DO odd jobs, minor
repairs, light carpentry,
_-yard work,,farm work, or
what have you. Call 7534138.

NOTICE

753-7753

I NOTICE

9. Situations Wanted

753-7780

10. Business Opportunity
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
Be In Business For Yourself
Full Or Part Time

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
To Service Stores-Dealers
Racks of By cy cle Parts
No Experience necessary, as Company will turn over accounts for you
to supply and service, established in
your immediate area by Compass.
4or -SWIM 'BICYCLE PARTS:ArCES. This at this time is a
BOOMING INDUSTRY and the accounts you will service shall be
located in Hardware, Variety Super
Markets, Bicycle, Discount, and
College Book Stores, etc:
Profit POTENTIAL is virtually
unlimited, our records show that
096 00 and more for each day worked
is a very conservative figure and
estimate
A $4595.00 INVENTORY immediatei Investment puts you in
your own business Right Now
WRITE TODAY: include phone
number
SIMBA SALES CORP
3552 Witte Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

12. Insurance

15. Articles For Sale
ONE 329 Gallon fuel oil
tank and stand, antique
victrola and baby cradle.
Phone 753-3934.

MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
organ, guitar, clarinet
and accordion. J. & B.
Music, Call 753-7575.

4 STACK electric heater,
$20. 2 full size box springs
and mattress, new, $20
each. Nice feather bed,
$10. Flat top trunk, $10.
Call 436-2383.

hi*.pi..
Class Guitar

16. Home Furnishings
WASHER AND dryer. $50.
Call 753-6392 or 753-9727.
EARLY AMERICAN living
room suit. Gold, good,
clean condition. $98. Call
489-g4f.
MAPLE COUCH and
matching chair, gold
fabric. See at 802 North
20th after 5:00 p.m. $125
or best offer.
WALNUT ANTIQUE
corner cupboard. Cherry
Jackson Press, Marbletop
round 36" table. Call 7539399.
RED EARLY American
couch. $75.00. Call 7533960 after 5 p.m.
USED GAS range, in good
condition. Call 436-2516.

HEALTH,LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no PLAID BROWN Kroehler
problem. Call 753-1976.
couch. Perfect condition...
$125. Call 753-7791.

The sooner you call,
the sooner
M FA
you save
s
.
Plume 153-0489

,
1 64
,
Afil
5141115 01 SWIM'

INSURANCE
Homeowners,
farmowners, mobile
homeowners, low rates
excellent claim service.
Galloway Insurance and
Realty, Phone 753-5842,
Murray, Ky.

14. Want To Buy
SMALL 4' Bushliog With or
without Stump jumper.
Call 437-4644.

SET OF International
Library of Piano Music
books. Published dates,
1958 or 1964 Call 753-1898.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
up.
and
diameter
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H
Miller 354-8440.

15. Articles For Sale

Ladies
Pennyrich Bra
Consultant

30. Business Rentals

22 Musical

MUM
KIRBY VACUUM September Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase
of
every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95: Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,
day or night.

753-7575

Rent

TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Married
couples. Call Lowell King
753-3810.

J. Et B. Music
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

24. Miscellaneous
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
WOOD
HEATERS.
automatic, cast iron fire
box, brick lined, porcelin
enamel cabinet. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
LARGE
COMPLETE
dinner bell in excellent
condition. Call 753-2272. L.
C. Hendon. 1603 Magnolia.
CHAINLINK
FENCING
installed or material only.
Custom made gates, Free
Estimate Ali Star Fence
8c Supply Co_ Call Collect
Paris,642-6492 or 642-8947.

Preshie Antifreeze

$3.65 gal.
Murray Nome

& Auto

MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
2 BEDROOM apartment.
Can be seen at 416 /Sprth
8th St. after 5 p.m.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

or Rent
ice large furnished
partrnent for 3, 4 or 5
'rls.

Phone
753-5865
or 753-5108
2 BEDROOM Apartment.
All carpet, disposal,
range, .disliwasher,
washer-dryer
hook-up,
central heat, and air,
patio. $150. Call 753-7550.
TWO
DUPLEX
bedroom, central heat
and air, also body shop.
Call 753-7850.

Chestnut St.
SPECIAL SALE. Mirrors,
framed and custom cut to
size plus glass furniture
tops. 753-0980 or 753-0176,
Kent Wright Glass Co.,
319 North 4th Street,
Murray.

19. Farm Equipment

FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
BLACK LOCUST seasoned cabinet trips Solid colors
and patterns 40 cents a
posts. 0. A. llogard. Call
square foot. Murray
435-4521.
Lumber Company, 7533161.
COMBINES - 1972 IHC 615,
1967 IHC 403,1969 IHC 503,
1972 Deere 4400, 1973 IHC 220 ELECTRIC Heater.
Used approximately 2
715, 1973 Gleaner F, 1969
hours, perfect condition.
M.F. 410, 1970 M.F. 410.
Call 753-8553.
Freeman Machinery Co.
Highway 51 North, Troy,
Tennessee. Call 901-932- 112 H.P. Sta-Rite Deep well
pipes
and
pump,
2151.
strainers. Used one
month $275.00. Call 435MOUNTED ONE Row
4217.
Ford corn picker, picked
70 acres. Call 753-7654
16'60 AMP Electric service
after 7 p.m.
pole, complete. Call 7530870.
10 FOOT DISC wheel type,
1960 Chevrolet truck with
camper can be seen at 27. Mobile Home Sales
Charles Beane home, 9
WE BUY used mobile
miles East of Murray on
homes. Top prices paid.
the Irvan Cobb .and
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Pottertown cut-off.
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226.
NEW AND USED John
Deere planters, AllisChalmers hard land
planter. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.

GREEN'S BODY Shop,
suitable for cars and AKC BLUE Doberman
trucks. Highway 121_• puppy, 12 weeks old, all
shots, $300.00. Can be seen
South. Route 5, Murray.
by appointment only. Call
Call 436-5560.
753-7429.

• 32. Apartments For

$1.50.. how

1969 MOBILE HOME, 12 x
60, all electric, .2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
$4,000.00 or best offer.
Call 753-8654.

38. Pets Supplies

For Rent
2 Bedroom Apartments
refrigerator,
Stove,
water furnished, all
electric, central heat
and air.
Start at $115 month, no
Pets
Murray Manor
Apartments
753-8668

PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.

41. Public Sales
YARD SALE, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday. 9
to 4. Glassware, bottles,
misc. 709 Sycamore.
THE
GARAGE
sale
Manual. How to organize,
sell, buy for most profit.
Includes antiques, auctions, flea markets, artscrafts shows. Treated
with humor. $6.00. 105 S.
14th St. Call 753-5964.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
September 27th, 7 to 4. 5
party, 423 S. 10th St
Books, puzzles, ladies and
big men clothing, bottles,
""Itobot racks, glassware,
crochet Afgans, and
many other items.
GARAGE SALE, Aurora, 3
family, brick .house
across from Hitching
Post, Saturday, September 27th, 9 to 5 p.m
Brand name clothing,
furs, antiques, bedroom
suit, marble top, piano.

Fri. and Set.
Sept. 26& 27
Clothes: Infants and
adults, boys and girls like new; numerous toys
and household items;
Special on Rotary Tiller

1303 Peggy
Ann Drive

46. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, 3
in
house
baths,
Gatesborough. Qualifies
for a $2000 tax credit.
Phone 753-9208.

WALLIS DR

•PRESCR1PTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

Jock Frost is just oroutid the corner!
For fast service on cleaning and servicing your furnace
Call

Morris Refrigeration
753.7205

202 Main

FREE
Termite
lnspedion
Ayala Costly Home Repairs

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
'Dente mimed end operated over 20 years. De met sign any conirect
arta job is finished

100 South 13th St.

Phone 753-3914

liana

Flies, Roaches. Slyer Fish and Shrubs

33. Rooms For Rent
HAVE ROOMS in a country
home. Connie Lampe.
Call 436-2510.

31. livestock - Supplies
CHICKENS, DUCKS:
Guinea Pheasants,
Bantams, fancy and old
favorites. Large selection, Hubert Alexander.
Phone 328-8563.
FIVE WEEN1NG pigs.
Phone 436-2240.

38 Pets • Supplies
3 -BEAGLE puppies, 1
female, 2 males. Call 7530620.

10:00 to 5:00

PEST

CONTROL
ASSOGATIOM
If

43. Real Estate
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.

ro

BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 408
S. 41,h, phone 753-7333. We
have local and out of state
handle
and
buyers
property of all kinds, in
and
Kentucky
poth
Tennessee. We need your
listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE. •

Hilda
Whitnell

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

s200 Cash Rebate
On New Truck
Load of

Wurlitzer Pianos

Murray
Nome 8
Auto

tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
the area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street
Murray, 753-0101 or 7537531.

behind Uncle Jeff's)

ONE BEDROOM furnishea
apartment. Located by
White Hall $105.00 per
month, Part of utilities,
couples prefered. Phone
753-3805.

CUSTOM FITTING
MASTER
MECHANIC
20. Sports Equipment
FREE
PALAMINO MARE, 4
requires supervisory
NEW 1974 Mobile Home.
years old. Very gentle,
experience, -dealing with
FORWARD SEAT saddle
Comfort and Support
All electric, central heat.
handles good. Call 767electrical and mechanical
for sale. Carpille Baker,
for both large and small
Never been lived in, with
6106.
maintenance
and
Call 767-2805
service pole. Call 753-2204.
free
bra
Can earn a
machine shop operation
Bras, lingerie, girdles,
Marine e.xperience
16 FOOT Ranger 'Bass
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
panty hose, etc.
AUCTION SALE EVERY
helpful. Salary comboat, 60 horse Johnson
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
mensurate with ability
FRIDAY NIGHT
motor, extra heavy tilt
central heat and air,
and experience. Complete
House,Paris, Tenn.
Auction
Call
641
throughout,
trailer,
carpeted
Lowrance
company paid fringe
This week we have a pie safe, oak couch, cherry
stove,
Locator,
and
bass
refrigerator
tracter,
benefits. Sen,d resume
lamp table, oak dresser, walnut wash stand, wicker
trolling motor, 2-6 gallon
electric fireplace, unand salary history, in
sofa, wicker sewing basket, oak buffet, walnut button
tanks. All of this 1970
derpinned, excellent
complete confidence to
bed, high chair and stroller combination, 6 dining
model in A-1 condition conditifin. Call 753-9816.
Robert Connolly, perchairs, wagon wheel bunk beds, electric range, odd
$1600. Call- 492-8350 after 6
sonnel assistant, Paducah
chest, dresser,tables, glass and dishes, lots more.
28 Heating & Cooling
p.m.
Phone 753-4472
Ways,
101
Marine
Washington St., Paducah,
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
Ky. 42001. An equal opboat. 85 Mercury Locator,
portunity employer.
SPECIAL, Storm window
ASMOY
trolling motor, power
and doors. Keep out cold
Wood
Miming
trim.,Call 753-3932 or 753MANAGER for local
windows
air,
plus
13226
Heaters
after
4.
restaurant. Full time. 6
repaired and replaced.
AT
days a week. Call 753also insulated glass. 7536025
0980 or 753-0176. Kent 22. Musical
Wright Glass Co. 319 S.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
8 Storage Buildings
4th St., Murray.
5th
organs. Rent to purchase
CUSTOM BUILT portable
plan. Lonardo Piano
buildings x 10, $388.00. 8 x
CornTany, across from 29. Mobile Home Rentals
Chain
Polan
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Post Office, Paris,
Sac
Free normal delivery. We
Tennessee: _ Also The FOX MEADOWS AND
, build all sizes of storage
Antique Mall, 9th &
Coach Estates Mobile
at
buildings, lake cottages,
Sycamore, Murray,' Home Parks. South 16th
boat docks, patios and
Kentucky.
Street, Homes and 1;:iaces
green houses. See our
fokfamilies only. Call 753special bnat storagviheds
3855
TAKE
Up
monthly
for boats from 12' lip.
payment of $18.05 on
Located
on
Hick's
console color T.V. Stereo TRAILER FOR rent near
Cemetery Road.- Call 753console for $9.02 a month.
university and downtown
Chestnut St.
0984.
Call 753-8138.'
J 81 B Music. Call 753-7575.

Purdom's Inc.

TWO
BEDROOM, THE QUALIfIED perbasement. 1 4 mile from sonnel at Guy Spann
lake, $12,500. Call 354- Realty are waiting to talk
8361.
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
FIVE ACRE tracts on
your time. Give us a call
Kerby Jennings Trail(Ky
or drop by the office at 901
1918), a blacktop road, Sycamore Street, 753near Hamlin, Ky and
7724.
Chandler Park. These lots
44 Lots For Sale
are located in an exclusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only 141' FRONTAGE x 2toi
Nice trees. On 641 South.
a short distance to boat
For a new home or mobile
launching facilities at
home. Call 753-0774.
Chandler Park. Each

2 PARTY Carport Sale,
Saturday, September 27th
from 9 to 6 , 1702 Dodson
Ave. Lots of children's
clothing and toys.

Yard Sale

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

J & B Music
Chestnut St.
Murray - 753-7575

The Blackford
House
1804 Coldwater Road
Murray, Ky. 753-8660
Invites you to their Sale of
Art and Craft Materials
which include:
535*
Crewel Kits
Cross Stitch Embroidery Kits .... 3.50
Macrame Cord
'1",'249,5459,'759
Macrame Beads
39'
Macrame Kits
$1 49
Wood Plaques in a Variety of
Shapes and Sizes
44' up
See Our Special
Package of Plagues ...
,sr°,'25°
Acrylic Paints
794,sr° & up
Robert Simmons Brushes ... 60' 11, up
Translucent for Transfer Art. . $1.85 up
Mod Podge
Decotiques
'249 pkg.
Decoupage Prints
50' up
Candle Making Materials
Scent
69'
$500
Wax 11 lb. Block
Scenic Sand 28 oz.
1'°
Addition,
see
our
In
Ken Holland Limited Prints
Special-Extra Special on
Genuine Turquoise, Coral,
Silver and Gold Jewelry
Rings
... 57'L up
Watch Bands L Bracelets .'24" L up
515'It up
Necklaces
Styles include Liquid Silver and Gold

Earrings

'650 Si up

Also see our Antiques, Unfinished Furniture, Plants
and Much Much More. Don't forget! Open Monday
through Saturday 9'to 5, Sunday 1-6, Come buy or
Browse and Meet your friends at the

Blackford Houser

1

SF
01

11

-

• V'44. Ir*
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46. Homes For Sale

BY OWNER, beautiful
country home,3 bedroom, SPACIOUS 3 bedroom
2 baths, approximately 3 home, den, built in range
miles from city. Ap- and oven, 1 car garage,
pointrnent only. Call 753- central heat and air,
carpet and drapes; this is
8182.
a lot ofhome for the
REDUCED!! EXTRA asking price of $28,750,
large lot -3 bedroom brick call for appointment at
home with electric heat, Moffitt Realty Co., 206 So.
den, carpeting, 8 x 12 12th, 753-3597.
patio, single carport.
TWO
STORY,
four
Don't miss this - Call 753bedroom brick, 2 full
8080 or come by 105 N.
baths, separate dining
12th - Boyd-Majors Real
room and family room in
Estate.
very pleasant S. West
Murray
neighborhood.
BYOWNER,spacious well
Lots of trees, well landinsulated brick on large
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
shady lot. Dining room
appointment.
and den. Central heat and
air. All appliances inBY OWNER: O5 Henry, 5
cluding washer and
room brick, attached
dryer. $26,500. 401 N. 10th
garage, wall to wall
St. Call 753-0690.
carpet, located in nice
HOME HUNTING? You neighborhood. $17,500.
will find a large selection Call collect 1-726-9848.
in all price ranges at
COLDWATER, 1 year,
Wilson Realty, Auction
new, large 3 bedroom
and Insurance. Across
house. Extra large lot, 2
from Post Office, Phone
car attached garage,
753-3263. Nights and
patio, separate laundry
Holidays. Wayne Wilson, room,
central air and
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753heat, built-in range and
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345- dishwash
er. Ex2343, Loretta Jobs 753- traordinary.
Must see to
6079. Member M. L. S.
appreciate. Call 489-2493.

2v4 .
South.
nobile

Pd,
in
alifies
credit.

46. times For Sale

Another 1/4.4),

51. Services Offered

SALE-Frame
FOR
House, work shop and 5
acres of land 3 miles west
of Midway. Call 492-8729
after 5 p. m. or 762-2154.

51 Services Offered

CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

47. Motorcycles
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
1973 354 HONDA. Like new
$725. Call 753-2958.
1973 HONDA, road and
trail bike, 500 miles,
$650.00. Call 436-2262.

9•24/

•SEE5

1•4•0 US 0•1 (14,
•On 111V t.••••• bur*

1973 YAMAHA M4 250,
excellent running condition. Call 753-9168 or 4365370.

*WHO 5A•(5 VDU CA).1"r HUY 1-OVU

49. Used Cars & Trucks

1971 YAMAHA Endura, 1974 VEGA, DELUXE 200
360, must sell. Call 753- amp service pole. 1950
8057.
Chevroleci
l• ton truck.
Call 436-00:
1973 YAMAHA, 500 street
bike, windshield and 1964 CHEVROLET, 327
automatic reduced. Call
electric start. $800. Make
753-0651 or 753-9924.
offer. Call 489-2733.

51. Services Offered
ALUMINUM' SERVICE
COMPANY siding by
Alcoa.
Awnings by
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 4928897, Bobby Lawrence
492-8879.

SAVE FUEL, underpen
your mobile home with
fiberglass. 60 ft. x 12 ft. x 3
ft. high approximately
$50.00. Styrofoam 4 x 8 x
Lz" sheets insulation at
$2.60 each. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc., Box
88, Martin, Tennessee
38237. Phone 587-2420.
Open 6 days a week.

-

BreakfastSpecial
2 Eggs
Bacon, Sausage or Ham
Biscuits and Gravy or Toast

Clock Shop

$1.09
University Inn

rol

YARD WORK, tree cutting
done. Call 753-2732.

FOR SALE
Recycled Denim

54. Free Column

EXPERIENCED Elec- 8 WEEK OLD female
trician. 30 years depenkitten. Gray. Sweet and
dable
service,
gentle. Call 753-3535 after
homewiring, remodeling
4:30 p.m.
repairs, service changes,
grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call FREE - 7 week old male
kitten. White with black
753-7488.
markings. Cute and
frisky. Call 753-4827 after
WILL DO baby sitting. Call
5:00 p.m.
753-0809 after 4 p.m.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop ( old ice
plant),
complete
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1966 FORD Galaxie, new
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
tires, good condition, $500. M&B CONSTRUCTION
1957 CHEVROLET, 4 door,
Call after 12 noon, 753CO.,
landscaping, formica work, finish
6 cylinder, and 1964
3629.
:1
backhoe work, ge_perai__, carpentry, contracting.„
- e414/fni-707911fiaiiltngbultr'tkorit
f "-Phan
-;--:
1965 FORD, 6 cylinder
nights.
plowing and discing. Call
1972 METALLIC gold
straight shift, very good
436-2540.
WILL DO general house
Grand Prix. Excellent
condition, good
gas
cleaning. Have trancondition.
mileage. Call 436-2562.
2
door,
CONTACT
SHOLAR
sportation
and reference.
powersteering.
Brothers for all your
Call 492-8622.
Reasonable price. Call 1970 FORD, F-100, 1968
bulldozing, backhoe work,
753-1442 or 753-8278.
Ford Galaxie 500. Call
or trucking needs. Phone
753-1777.
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.
1967 MUSTANG, one
owner, $1400. Excellent
HUTCHENS'
JOHN
11404-Roper
condition, 6 cylinder,
For Sale
Plumbing and Electric.
(Roar of JAB. Musk)
automatic, air. Call 7531971 Cadillac
No jobs too small. Call
Open 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
8611 or 753-9537.
753-7575
4 door Sedan DeVWe,
436-5642 early morning or
local car, 10,000 miles,
late afternoon
CLEANING,
CARPET
1955 CHEVY BUS camper,
extra clean, all power
experienc
very
sleeps six, fully self
ed,
Call Mamie. Ryan 751WILL DO babysitting in
reasonable rates,
contained. 260-6 cylinder.
5924 or /53-1641
my home. References
references, free
Call 753-5827.
available. Call Th3-8432.
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
S
.
1968
CHEVROLET SPECIAL FOR Autos,
Windshield leaks sealed,
MALIBU. Power steering
adjust door glasses and
and air. $600.00. Call 753repair wind noises. Kent
4038.
Wright Glass Co., 319
North 4th Street Murray.
1960 DODGE 1 ton pick-up,
753-0980 or 753-0176.
large mirrors, turn
signals. Also back-up
Turquoise Jewelry
lights, excellent con- FIREWOOD BY truckload.
ton, on Pottertown
dition. Body and motor.
42
Wicker,Pottery, Le4her, Mexican
License and sticker.
Road. $10.00, you pick up.
Flower Pots"very colorful".
Call 753-9618.
Also, 23 G.E. T.V. table
model with U.H.F. Call
Bank Amer-ward
HAVING TROUBLE
Master Charge
436-5392.
107 N. 4th St.
getting those small
10:00 to 5:30
Murray
plumbing jobs done?
1955 CHEVROLET, 2 door
6 Days Wash
Then call 753-6614.
stationwagon, $500. Odd
or unusual,. Call 753-4641
S
.
and after Sp. m., call 753- PAINTING AND general
3724.
handywork
done,
reasonable prices. Call
50. Campers
753-2732.

MOS

rg.r.

444 try-

41/WrIffif.

4,4

6 Homes For Sale
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1975

,:-

perpann
D talk
r real
me is
a call
at 901
753-

44:

514; SP

10 Pair
Waist Size 32-38

Call 753-0889
After 5:00
Calls
On Tuesday
No
4.4

SURPLUS AUCTION
SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 27 - 10:00 A. M.
PADUCAH TILGHMAN VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
ON INC ABOVE DATE, WE WILL SI SELLING TIN SURPLUS IIIIIIPMENT Of MI mown* VOCATIONAL
SCROOl. SALE LOCATION IS 2400 ADAMS STREET(NUT TOO FOOTIALL STADIUM). FOLLOWING 6* PARTIAL
LISTING:

Metal lathes (8-South Bends, Atlas, Blount); Sheet Metal Forming Tool; Surface
Grinder: Circle Saw: B & D Jig Saw: B & D Finishing Sander: Adding Machines:
Typewriters; Trucks (2-'63 Ford 12-ton & '57 Dodge Ph - Ton Stake Bed):
Calculator: SURVEY EQUIPMENT (Level Rods - Engineers Levels - Tripods Calculator - Washing Sieve): Porto Power:.Blue Dart Grinders: Auto Spray Booth
(Milks): Mannequins: Humdity Checker: Battery Charger: Small Engines
(Wisconsin - Onan - Milbant ): Auto Bake (Binks): Body-Dryer Extension; Sun
Battery Charger; Sun Scope Tester; Sun Generator Tester: Cell Tester; Power
Hack Saw (Marvel): ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT: APPLIANCE EQUIPMENT
..:..-aestipscribftLeaklietector--Vacusikering.* Wheel.Puller.drihasraal
Cap Tube Checker); DRAFTING EQUIPMENT (Lettering Set - Ftapidograpb - Instrument Sets); Vertical Sander: WELDING EQUIPMENT ( Mig Welder - Offset
Grinders): Volt OHM Meters: Bench Vise: Drill Press; Sun Timing Light:
Steelcase Secretary Chairs (3); Maytag Dryer; Tape Player and Much, Much
More!
This is but a partial listing of the merchandise we will be selling. Terms and Conditions announced at sale time. Lunch available. For any further information
please contact us. Thank You.
PHILLIPS

JEFFREY

AUCTION CO.
PADUCAH,KY.

16th Street

Moe

3914

P. 0. 50X 1456

1503 BROAD ST. AT 3IRD

15021 442-5300 OFFICE

15021 5541-2546 HOME

Squash Blossom

CLASSIFIED AD
FALL CLEARANCESALE

Have you shopped here yet?

of
als

22 FT. FULLY SELFcontained travel trailer LICENSED ELECTTRICIAN - Prompt,
1972 model. Sacrifice
efficient service. No job
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
too small. Call Ernest
South 16th Street. Call 753White. 753-0605.
3855.
,

S3S0

3.50
$759

39'

•

Si 44

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales.
Coachman, Trail Star.
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1.-2 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.

up

Is

s2s°
up
I up
5 up

51. Services Offered
HAULING AND yard work
done. Call 753-2732.

pkg.
I' up

SPECIAL
ONLY

69'

TUTORING CHILDREN
with special learning
needs. Grades 1-7. Fee
negotiable. Call 753-8761.

$1I009
5
p
,
i

LIGHT
HAULING.
Livestock hauling and
small appliances. Call
436-5844 or 436-5472.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

with cart

$500
S140

If you want merchandise like
this at DISCOUNT PRICES
-We Have It-ORIf you want Top Quality Merchandise
We Have That Too! With Service!!

.10ce°
on
ral,

I up
up
I up

IL up

Just come in Shop and Compare
QUALITY-PRICE
SERVICE

'Iants
inday
uy or

1

irv_seivia CENTER

Central ShOpping*Center
elk

753-5865

Shorty McBride
Auction Sole
Saturday,Sept. 27th at 10 a.m.
About 10 miles from Paris, Tenn. near Shady Grove
Church at Lesley Hart's Farm. From Murray, turn
East at Puryear on Highway 140. Go to Salmon's Store
Turn right and watch for auction signs

TO HELP YOU CLEAR OUT YOUR HOME OR
BUSINESS FOR FALL, THE CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
OF THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES IS HAVING A
SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.
The sale is open to everyone,for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
iAds must run three consecutive days-.
v No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.

All standard rates on classified display and classified ads will
remain in effect.
No days
No days
Total
paid
Free
Days Run
3
1
4
6
2
8
9
3
12
NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING Sell

Will be selling S tractors, about 20 pieces of
forming equipment. Don't miss this one.

Shorty McBride,
No. 247, Auctioneer
,Iajof.

pmi..tgwSQi..byA
•--$011--bY udry

Knott, county supervisor, F.H.A. A balance of the sale

belongs to leslie Hart.

those white elephants you have laying around, rent that apartment,
trailer or house, sell that home or car.. Take advantage of this chance
to rerivre the money you spend on advertising during Oct. Call now
and a4 )ge for your ad to start on Oct. ist.

--HELP-US TO HELP- YOU AT A SAVINGS TO YOURSELF

lIMINNOM
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Juvenile Officer Blames TV
For Plot Planned By Youths

Bill Permitting Door-To-Door
Voting Registration Endorsed

I Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Macon Wrye
Funeral services for Macon
Wrye of 2004 College Farm
Road, Murray, are being held
today at two p.m.-at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Lawson
Williamson officiating.
Nephews are serving as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Wrye, age 69, died
Monday about four a.m. at his
home. His wife, Mrs. Ira Dunn
Wrye, died August 211, 1972. A
retired pattern maker for the
automobile industry in the
Detroit, Mich., area, Mr. Wrye
was a member of the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ and
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons. The latter
group conducted Masonic rites
at the funeral home Tuesday
evening.
Survivors are one son, Gene
Wrye, and one grandson, Edward Allen Wrye, Murray
Route Seven; one granddaughter, Mrs. Sheila Jean
Pepper, and one great grandson, David Edward Pepper,
Royal Oak, Mich.; one sister,
Mrs. James Ora) Kuykendall,
Murray Route Seven; one
brother, Alfred Wrye, Paris,
Tenn.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A
bill permitting door-to-door canvassing for voter registration
has been endorsed by a legislative committee.
The bill, sponsored by state
Sen. Tom Easterly, would
make it easier for persons to
register by allowing individuals
or groups to obtain voter registration forms from county
courthouses and register voters.

All But 2
SoIons OK
Busing Law
WASHINGTON (AP) — All
but two of Kentucky's seven
congressmen voted with the
House majority that passed an
amendment prohibiting busing
of school children beyond the
nearest school.
The House attached the
amendment to an energy conservation bill Tuesday by a
vote of 204 to 201.

Kentucky Democratic Reps.
Carroll Hubbard, Romano Maxsoil and William Natcher and
Republicans Gene Snyder and
Tim Lee Carter voted for the
antibusing amendment. Democrats John Breckinridge and
Carl Perkins voted against it.
!
att6010.1filei-431tid-r*
— Golem-C-:-TheyS="-:714aazaii
The-TaiieMfar
of 1300 Poplar Street, Murray, favored the amendment as "a
will be held Thursday at two p. needful indication to the people
m. at the chapel of the J. H. back home that they're not
Churchill Funeral Home with being ignored up here."
Dr. David Roos officiating.
Snyder, who represents areas
Serving as pallbearers will be of
Jefferson County outside
Henry Fulton, Norman Hale,
Louisville that are also affected
Preston Holland, Kenneth
by court-ordered busing, said
Keller, Rupert Parks, and
he's "always voted against busThomas Redden. Burial will be
ing. In fact, I'm amazed it
in the Murray City Cemetery.
didn't carry any bigger."
Friends may call at the
Breckinridge said he opposed
funeral home dter four p'. in.
the amendment because he
today tWednesday).
feared it made the entire enerMr. Hays, age 64, died
gy bill "unconstitutional." PerTuesday about two a. m. at his
kins could not be reached for
home. An insurance salesman,
comment.
he was a member of the First
Christian Church.
He is survived by his wife,
LAKE DATA
Mrs. Marjorie Hodgson Hays,
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2,
and one daughter, Mrs. Mary
Collier Hays, Murray; two down 0.4.
Below dam 302.1, up 0.5.
sisters, Mrs. Charles Hoskins,
Sunset 6:53. Sunrise 6:46.
Louisville, and Mrs. Bob Miller,
Moon rises 9:21 p.m. set$11
Florida; one borther, Caswell
Wednesday
10:44 p.m.
Tenn.
Columbia,
Hays,

Rites Are Thursday
For Golan C. Hays

The bill was endorsed Tuesday by the Interim Committee
on Elections and Constitutional
Amendments.
Those who solicit the votes
would return the completed
forms to the county clerks office, which would in turn regisler the voters.
Individuals could also still
register in person at the courthouse or by mail.
Anyone who forges or
fraudulently alters a voter registration form completed by a
prospective voter, or who willfully destroys a completed registration form or fails to return
it to the county clerk, would be
liable to a fine of not less than
;1,000 or five years in jail, or
both.
The bill also requires county
clerks to notify each registered
voter that he is registered by
sending a wallet-size identification card.
Easterly said the. issuance of
such cards could clear up difficulty some persons have had at
the polls, where they may have
registered, but their names do
not appear on the voter registration rolls.
Easterly told the committee
that -Maryland and Texas have
enacted similar bills and that
both states have shown an increase in voter registration as
a result.

Dr. Ray Nall
KLEAR Speaker
The Kentucky Lake Environmental and Recreational
Association (fCLEAR) will hold
its annual meeting on Thursday,September 25, at 7:30 p.m.
at Paris Landing Inn.
Dr. Ray Nall, one of the chief
administrators for TVA's Land
Between the Lakes, will be the
principal speaker. He is
projects manager in LBL's
Resource
Projects
Management Section.
Jane
Gibson,
KLEAR
president, said Nall would
throw out some controversial
subjects and would limit his talk
to allow for discussion. "We
expect to take up TVA's involvement in strip mining,
management of the Kentucky
lake chain, and the proposed
nuclear plant," she said.
ft'LEAR wasformed to oppose
a pit?posed titanium strip mine
he
the shores of Kentucky
Lake in Henry (ounty.

Illustrious Sir William E. Moffett Potentate of Rizpah Temple presents a check for $9,400.00 to Imperial Sir, Harvey A.
Beffa chairman of the board of governors of Shriners Crippled Childrens Hospitals. This money was raised by Rizpah
Temple's annual paper sale.

05%•,c/04.41a/ticet Two Attend
Convention
of shriners

Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:

EDT. today, furnished
US.
S. Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

'
"
/4;.'i-,1
" 94 +14
W. +4
594 1- 78
254 -'01
24 +,4
44,4 +4
, Fs +4
.41% +1.,
254 +4
33,4 +4
124 uric
464 +4
264 +44

William E. Moffett, Potentate
of Rizpah Temple and his Lady
Ruth accompanied by Woodrow
Dunn and his Lady Hazel attended the Imperial Council
Convention in Toronto, Canada.
Both are members of the
Murray Calloway Coirty
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
totray furnished to the Ledger & Tunes by
Shrine Club.
I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:
The Shrine of North America
Aires
184 +',
supports
19 Orthopedic and
Amer Motors
5% +4
Ashland Oil
194 +4 three burns hospitals at a cost
AT&T
464 +4 this
year of $34 million. Any
Boise Cascade
24 +4
Ford
3644 +4,4 child from infancy to fifteen
Gen. Motors
504 +4
years of age,regardless of race,
Gen. Tire
15% WIC
Goodrich
154 +4 creed or color is eligible for
Gulf Oils
4
22 +''' treatment at no cost or charges
Pennwa
24,4 +344
.4priaarcear4.—....a-.7.—....
-7.—aaass.446. 7whatscrever-41241antsgs. To- dat4c,
Republic Steel
333
"
ne the Shrine Hospitals have
Singer
Tappan
No Sale treated more than 200,000 unWestern Union
'
derpriviledged children and
Zenith
22'02 +4
.
Shriners everywhere take great
personal pride in these accomplishments, a spokesman
said.
Orthopedic surgeons
Bro.
David
Fortner,
missionary to France, will be throughout the whole world
the guest speaker for a special have profited by the research
service at the Bethany done in the units of Shriners
Missionary Baptist Mission, Hospitals for Crippled Children
located at New Concord, on or by the papers presented by
Thursday, September 25, at. the doctors in their hospitals. If
you know of a child needing
seven p.m.
The mission pastor, Rev. orthopedic surgery or treatHarry E•lkins, invites the public ment for burns contact any
Shriner in this area.
to attend

Bro. Fortner Will
Speak At Bethany

the smiling, friendly woman.
"But sometimes I'll get customers from as far as 10 miles
away."
Her tiny, one-room post office
— number 25020 on the ZIP
code list — sits out in front of
the Boggs home here in this
central West Virginia farming
community in Clay Cowity,
some 40 miles north of Charleston.
The Postal Service wants to
close more than 12,000 small offices, but members of Congress
whose constituents are served
by the offices are mounting opposition.

CE(ELTILS WNW
FREE
BONUS

•
Diamond SALE!

PURCHASE OR LAY-AWAY ANY GENTS OR LADIES DIAMOND
CLUSTER, SOLITAIRE, BRIDAL SET, COCKTAIL RING, WEDDING
BAND, PENDANT OR PIERCED EARRING OF $ISO OR MORE AND
RECEIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE-YOUR CHOICE Of EITHER A BLAZING
GENTS DIAMOND TIE TACT OR SPARKLING
LADIES DIAMOND PENDANT!

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
AND SAVE TWO WAYS'
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON All DIAMONDS AND
A FREE DIAMOND TIE TACK OR PENDANT
SET IN PRECIOUS 14K GOlD (A S45 VALUE)
' FREE WITH ANY PURCHASE
OR LAY AWAY Of 1150 OR MORE
MIRES YOUR
FRET BONUS
,
14K GOLD AND
DIAMOND PENDANT
OR Ilf TACK

Open 1-5 Sundays

IVITCHELSON'S
(

OPEN DANT 10 AM

• elfre/C,)
Bel
Mw,ly

til 6 PM

lei FRIDAY

CT

The General Accounting Office reported to Congress in
June that closing 12,192 smaller
offices would save the Postal
Service about $100 million a
year. It also said there would
be no cutbacks in service because of the closings. It was
not known if the Big Otter office is on the list of those the
service wants to shut down, but
it's the kind of facility the GAO
was referring to.
"When a community loses its
post office, it also loses its
identity. There is no road
back," Rep. Keith G. Sebelius,
R-Kan., said in opposing the
GOA report Tuesday.
In the face of stiff opposition
from Sebelius and others, the
GAO softened its stand Tuesday
and suggested a compromise
might be reached.
As the congressional debate
goes on, Mrs. Boggs continues
her job. When she's • not too
busy, Mrs. Boggs, who has
been postmistress for 24 years,
often sits on the doorstep and
watches the bluebirds while
waiting for a customer.
"I'm .open six days a week
but I don't keep formal hours,"
she said, as a pair of bluebirds
played a few feet away. "If
somebody stops by of an evening,
'get their mail for
them."
Now, Mrs. Boggs says she
worries about her job.
"I'm afraid they'll close our
post office," she said. "They've
closed so many, you know. But
lots of retired folks live around
here, and we need our own post
office."

Dunvard's Chapel Wifi
Sponsor Sale Saturday
The Durward'S Chapel
Pentecostal Church will sponsor
a yard sale,on Saturday, September 27, starting at seven
a.m. at the American Legion
Hall on South Sixth and Maple
All 'types of items will be on
sale with the proceeds going for
the work of the church,

origin. Despite the package's
weight, the boys used only a 10cent stamp when it was placed
in the mailbox at the home of
one of the plotters for the mailman to pick up.
"Everybody down at the postoffice remembered the package," he said. "It was sort of a
joke because the postman who
picked it up got chewed out for
picking it up with so much
postage due."
Deputies went to the house

where the package had been
mailed.
McDowell said the mother of
one of die boys recognized the
handwriting. The other members of the group were quickly
identified and picked up, he
said.
McDowell said the boys apparently had planned to purchase a large farm in northeast
Arkansas and operate it with
the equipment they hoped tc
extort from Sears.

Introducing Bill Boyd and Jerry Duncan
William H. Boyd has been with the bank
for twenty-one years and now has the
position ol president. He is a graduate of
Farmington High School, University of
Kentucky, and Graduate Scitoof of
Banking at the University of Wisconsin He
has also attended Murray State University
and Iowa State University. Mr. Boyd is a
member of the University Church of
Christ, Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni
Association, and'Xiwanis Club, haring served as president and now treasurer. He
and his wile, Jane, who reside at 1711
Magnolia Drive, hare one daughter.
Melanie, three sons, Mike, Martin, and
Alan, and twin granddaughters, Meredith
and Jessica Newton.

Jerry Duncan has been with the bank
for seven years and now has the position
of officer trainee, tie is a graduate ol
Murray High School and Murray State
Usiversita--aut . has attended _ABA in
Chicago, Ill. He is a member of the Hazel
Baptist Church and the Optimist Club. Mr.
Duncan and his wife, Paula, reside at
1711 Keenland with their daughter, Titfany Ainne Duncan.

It's the People that make the difference at...

PEOPLES

BANK
KY.

MURRAY
Member FDIC

Have you registered to vote?
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Small Post Offices Across
Country Being Closed By P.O.
BIG OTTER, W.Va. ( AP) —
Alvira Boggs' friends and family flock to see her almost every
day.
They come for the good news
and the bad; the checks and
the bills. And it's seldom that
they leave empty-handed.
Mrs. Boggs runs the Big Otter Post Office, one of the
smallest postal facilities in the
United States and an establishment that is fast disappearing from the rural
American scene.
"I've got about 20 regular
customers scattered out over
about a five-mile radius," said

DYtRSRUHG,Tenn.(iP) —
A juvenile officer blames too
much crime on television for an
attempted $1 million extortion
plot planned by a group of
Dyersburg boys ranging in age
from 10 to 14.
The youngsters have been
charged with threatening to
blow up a Sears Roebuck and
Co. store in an attempt to extort $1 million in cash and
about $100,000 in guns, trucks
and farm equipment.
The nine have been released
in the custody of their parents
pending a juvenile court hearing. Their names were not released.
"It's not that we felt they
could have pulled it off," Juvenile Officer Joey McDowell said
Tuesday. "It's that 12-year-olds
could thirk of it. It's television
and nothing else."
McDowell said officers didn't
know they were dealing with
juveniles until the mother of
one of the boys identified her
son's handwriting on the extortion note.
McDowell said the plot was
well-planned except for a miscalculation in the amount of
postage on the two-pound extortion note and other details
that did not become apparent
until the nine were in custody.
Sheriff's deputies were called
into the case Monday when
Sears store officials received a
parcel containing a handwritten
note and more than 100 pages
torn from the Sears' catalog.
The note threatened that the
store'Would te bidwpirthe"
money and
merchandise
marked on the catalog pages
were not delivered in three Peterbilt trucks. The note demanded rifles, ammunition,
farm equipment and citizens
band radios.
McDowell said the type of
truck was specified because
one of the boys was familiar
with the vehicle. He said other
members of the group were
chosen by the 12-year-old leader for particular skills or
knowledge.
Investigators took the package to the postoffice, and postal
officials were able to trace its

PA(

Open 9 A M. to 5 P M

Stop, Shop
and Save

N

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY—ENDS SATURDAY

Vaseline

Clear
Eyes

--.iii
Clear
er=6

Pure
Petroleum Jelly

Cepacol
Mouthwash
& Gargle

Eye Drops

SliblrYer
Sht
,i

Shower
To Shower
Deodorant

Removes Redness

7/
1
2oz. 564
Jar

1111111\

0.5 oz.
Reg. $1.75

High Potency
Vitamin Formula
With Minerals

Myadec
of

Choice of 8 Vivid.Colors
Ideal for maps. poster, and any marking needs .

Hair Color Lotion
I
Washes Away
Only The Grey

$1"

2 Twin Bladed shavers the first twin
bladed disposable shaver designed
especially for women. Curved Handle

I

Pack of

304-V.

36'

For Hot or Cold
-/ziladin Beverages Pint Bottle No. 23C

-

By Gillette

PH Balanced in Fruit Fragrances

Aladd;n Vanguard
Thermos Bottle $148

or.

684

Daisey

2 Razors

MIL

El Marko By Flair

Loving
Care

8 oz.

Clairol
Sunshine Harvest

113=M11111111MMes. Reg. 59(

gr'f'

$1"

Choice of Raspberry, Tangerine,
Strawberry, Lime, Peach or Honeydew

100

IP

Body Powder

Shampoo

49
4

Bottle
PARKE DAVIS

88'

•

Myadec

Qt.
Bottle
32 oz.

Riopan

Pepsodent
Toothpaste

Minty Fresh Taste,
Prompt Antacid
Effect

12 oz

$1"

Oralt
The Tooth/Gum Brush

594

Family Size,
7 oz. Tube

qt

54'

Selsun Blue

01111
••••••

End rounded polished
bristles
adults choice of
Oral-B40 or
Oral 860

Pepsodent •

Antacid Suspension

Liquid

94

Anacin
Tablets
Fast Po Relief
Bot tl
of l Oi

Anti Dandruff
Lotion Shampoo
Helps Control Dandruff
With Regular Use

4 oz. Bottle
•

Reg. $2.29

1
19
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New Diabetic Teaching Program
The Murray Ledger & Times
Now In Effect At Local Hospital (
As of September 1 a . new
To ensure that the patient "Cooking With Diabetic Style..
that these cookbooks will Make
diabetic teaching program was
stays
tempting recipes for the
on his diet when he is
put into effect at Murrayit easier for diabetics to follow
Calloway County Hospital. This dismissed, the in-service diabetic." These cookbooks ,
the
have
been
exchange plan and at the
mailed
to each
new patient teaching program personnel working
with the diabetic who has been a patient
same
to their
time
closely coordinates the diet dietitian, prepared a cookboo
greater variety
k, within the last yaear. It is hoped
instruction and the teaching
instruction given by the nursing
personnel. The dietitian and
nursing personnel work as a
team to ensure continuity in
patient education.
Each diabetic patient adMilted to the hospital is
evaluated by a nurse to
determine his or her diabetic
education needs. This patient
may be • a-newly --discovereddiabetic, a known diabetic who
needs instruction, or a diabetic
admitted with another primary
diagnosis who needs diabetic
teaching. After the nurse
determines these needs, she
notifies the dietitian and the
director of in-service and
continuing education of the need
for diabetic instruction.
Patient insturction centers
around the importance of a
well-balanced life for the
diabetic. The diabetic must
balance his activity, diet, and
medication each day. With this
balance, a diabetic can lead an
active, full, productive life.
The dietitian instructs the
patient about his diet and the
importance of a proper diet.
The patient is taught the "diet
etchangeu-systern andbalance his diet with his
medication and activity.
The in-service director or
other nursing personnel .helps
the patient come to an understanding of diabetes and the
realization that diabetics can
live normal productive lives
with proper treatment and
willingness to take the
necessary -extra cart of
themselves.
Nursing personnel along with
the in-service director instructs
the patient in the importance of
Anne Flood, Registered Dietitian at Murray Calloway County
Hospital, discusses the hospital's
personal hygiene to the new diabetic teaching program
with Scott Thurman,son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Thurman.
diabetic, urine testing, and the
necessity of balance between
medication, diet and activity.
Incorporated in the diabetic
teaching program are many
visual aids which encourage
active patient participation.
The patient is initially shown a
Three Murrayans will play protest in San Francisco
series of introductory filmwhile Murray State University in
strips. The filmstrips are shown important parts in the opening fending off appeals to come
speech and is currently emon an audio vance, a self- of the Market House Theatre's home and go into their father's
ployed at the Houston-McDevitt
premier
e
attracti
contained
on
of
projector
"Star- businesses.
and
Clinic. He has more than 1(
cassette palyer the size of a Spangled Girl" which opens in
Their frantic efforts to keep dinner-theatre
plays to his
this
portable television. Funds to Paducah
Thursday their magazine going are creidt
in addition to 76 perevening.
purchase the audio-vance were
hilariously complicated by the formances as
Moses in
Hollis Clark and Skip Hamra, unexpected intrusion of
provided by the Hal E. Houston
Sophie, "Rameses." Clark maintains
both of Murray, head the played by Diane
Memorial Library.
Byrd of his theatrical interest as the
After this introduction, talented cast for the attraction, Paducah. Sophie, a former
technical director of the
various other visual aids such which is directed by another member of the U. S. Olympic Murray
-based Gemini Group
Murraya
n, Frank Gonzales.
as posters and cards are used.
swimming team, is so
The comedy, written by Neil thoroughly 100 per cent
Hamra, also making his
The dietitian uses realistic food
models in teaching the diet Simon, 'spins its fun out of the American that she is scan- initial appearance in Paducah,
also attended MSU as a speech
present-class tendency of bright dalized by their irrevere
exchange system.
nce for
major. He is best known for his
To determin how well the young men to dedicate them- her patriotic ideals.
patient understands the ex- selves to dissenting from old,
Naturally, one of the pair of role as Abishi in "Rameses".
change system, diabetic established American magazine entrepreneurs falls in For the past two years he has
patients now choose their meals traditions.
love with Sophie, to further been the featured performer at
Clark and Hamra portray a complic
Kaintuck Territory near
from special selective menus
ate matters'
daily. The dietitian reviews the pair ( Andy and Norman) of
Clark, making his ,first ap- Kentucky Dam.
menus and discusses them with young men who publish a pearance in the Market
Gonzales, an advertising
House
magazine devoted to social Theatre, holds
the patient.
a B. S. from account executive with The
Murray Ledger di Times, has
directed over 30 plays, both
dinner-theatre and ,formal
productions. Gonzales was the
producer for "Rameses" at
Kenlake Amphitheatre in
recent years.
Crossroads
Performances of the play will _
MAYFIELD: On The Square
be held Thursday, Friday,
MURRAY: Bel Air Center
Saturday and Sunday ( Sept. 25-28) and Friday and Saturday
(Oct. 3-4. All performances
will begin at 8:15 p. m. with the
exception of the Sunday performance which starts at 7:30 p.
m. Tickets may be obtained at
the theatre box office, 444-6828
in Paducah; •

Caution Urged
In Employing
Tree Surgeons

FRANKFORT,Ky.-Several
Western Kentucky residents
recently have complained of
overcharging by tree surgeons
who specialize in tree spraying
and trimming.
Fred Waters, chief of the
pesticides section in the Kentucky Department of Natural
Regiources. and Environmental
Protection, urges consumers to
be cautious when having any
pesticide job done, either
spraying or pruning of trees,
shurbbery and crops.
The
pesticides
offices
suggests that people deal only
with local services which are
known for their work, or with a
recommended
reputable
dealer. If any type of pesticide
is to be applied, make sure the
applicator is licensed by the
state pesticides office. Finally,
obtain a firm, written estimate
of the total cost and, if possible,
a second estimate from another
dealer.
Anyone interested in further
information may write to the
Pesticides Office, Division of
Special Programs, Kentucky
Resources and Environmental
Protection, 3rd Floor, Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky.
40601, or cal 502-564-7274.
STATE LANDFILLS
There are about 150 sanitary
landfills permitted by the
division of solid waste in the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection.
SCHOOLS AND WASTE
In the Bluegrass area, schools
generate about 120 to 350 pounds
of solid waste for each student.
The national average is 275
pounds for each student.

SUPERIOR RATING — These six Murray State
University cheerleaders were chosen as one
of
the top 10 squads out of the 35 that attende
d a cheerleading camp held at Memphi
s State
University in August. They are:(top) Lynn Erwin,
Hazel;(second row) Dana LaRue, Salem;
(third
row, left to right) Bruce Long, Centralia, III; Terry
Reed, Fulton; and Danny Chadwick,
Murray;
(bottom row) Debra Arant, Benton. They
SEVEN POUNDS EACH
received a superior rating each day for
their out:
- The average household in the standing cheers and mounts and was awarded
two spirit sticks. The Murray State cheerleading
itation produces about seven squad may be seen Saturday as the
Racers play Tennessee Tech at 7'30 p. m. in
the Stewart
unds of solid waste each day. Stadium.

COME IN TODAYAND
SEE THE'76'S
NEW '76 JEEP CJ-7 — the all-new
addition to the Jeep CJ line with all the
traditional ruggedness of the CJ-5 but with
even more convenience.

"76 MATADOR COUPE - the
'76 JEEP CHEROKEE — America's

*Pre Washed *Regular Denim

To

Blue

lruff
impoo
draft

$1700
Front Twin Bp
Elastic Bock
Rag Stitch
-frayed-Mona.

Dr. Randy Allen
At Local Center
Dr. Dale Broeringmeyer,
Director of Broeringmeyer
Chiropractic Center, announces
the addition of Dr. Randy Allen
to the staff.
Dr. Allen, a resident of
Murray is a graduate of Logan
College of Chiropractic, St.,
Louis. He as received certificates from Logan in X-Ray
Clinical
Techniques and
Practices. While at Logan he
also studied
Endo-Nasal
Techniques and Orthopedics.
The doctor is a member of the
Chiropractors ,
Christian
Association, the American
Chiropractic Association Oa
the
Christian
Kentucky
Association. He serves. as a
director in the District Lat (he
Kentucky Association.
Dr. Allen and his wife, Janice,
make their home with their four
children, at 401 South 11th St.,
Murray.

NEW '76 PACER — The first wide
small car. And the only small car that dares
compare room with the intermediates.

versatile 4 wheel drive family fun machine.

'76 GREMLIN —The fun little car that
started the small car, revolution is still a
value worth celebrating in 1976.

distinctive mid-size that combines style,
comfort, and six-cylinder economy.

'713, HORNET SPORTABOUT
- Ainerica's only 4-door compact wagon
combines handsome styling with as much
room and versatility as most families need.
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YOUR DOLL
ARS
BUY MORE
AT
KROGER
TH,s,„,cEttlip4MR04. PROVES IT!

PROVES IT...WEEK AFTER WEEK

KROGER-is LOW PRICE LEADER
I

SENIOR CITIZENS

VALUABLE COUPON

IcJ

2-Ply, Absorbent

Be sure to register for membership
in our new Senior Citizens Savings
Program at your local Kroger store.
Being a member of this program entitles you to buy our weekly coupon
specials without having to make the
$10.00 or more additional purchase.
To qualify for membership you must
be at least 59 years of age and living
on a fixed income. Kroger is proud to
be the first area food store to offer
such a savings to our Senior Citizens.
Still plenty of time to register.

Kroger U.S D.A. Grade -A"

1 -Ply. Assorted or White

LARGE EGGS

VIVA
TOWELS

NORTHERN TISSUE

65

4

Buttermilk or Homestyle

BANQUET DINNERS

KROGER BISCUITS

6

With this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.
Good through Tuesday, September 30th.

A

Chunk Light

KROGER TUNA

•

39c

BAA'ERY BUYS'

2 79c

WHITE
BR

semint
profess
radiatii
held 011
State
evenini
Schec
the au(
INursi
"Semi'
Raciiati
emphas
allied t
univei
educati.

8 Or
Cans

- --him good tlireegli- isesday; Seplember 30111,- bF Ilaref.limit right reserved. Copyright 1975, The Kroger Company

Kreger

Ser
Schi

All Varieties. Except Beef and Ham

123 Ct.
Rolls

/NI

.67c

650 Ct
Rolls

Doz.

2

WE,

and t
Servic

208,
0e;
1
As

MGM WHOLE
KROGER BUTTERCRUST

White Bread__
KROGER COUNTRY COMMA

2LMazi $1
2 $1

FOLGER'S
10 OZ.

$2
29

HUNT S

VILLAGE BAKERY ANGEL FOOD

Tomato Sauce...._5

20z.
0
_pso. $109

Cake____

Dr. D

CANS 'y I

Instant Coffee ....

20 OZ
LOAVES
LO
A

Bread

3igoz

Tomatoes

soz $1

KROGER

Spinach

DAIRY VON`

CANS

KROGER

Assorted Flamers

Fruit Cocktail

COUNTRY CLUB9

DEL MONTE CUT

ICE CREAM=

Green Beans

99c

FREEZER PLEEZER ICE CREAM
12 CT.
PKG.

Sandwiches
KRAFT DIET

•,:•:•••
1 La.
.PKG.

Soft Parkay

S Lb
Pkg.

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

Cream Cheese

GROUND
BEEF

53c

47c

...PKG.
$ OZ.

KROGER

KROGER REGULAFI OR

Honey Grahams

r°15i

hod Parts

........

KROGER NATURAL
OL

Orange Juice 6CANS
>4.

KROGER

Pie Shells

00
1 OL

83c
$179
89c

,

BEEF
WIENERS

Family

oc
Ors,
3 Log Qtrs.. 3 Whigs and 2 "blob

We Honor

AWAY DEAN

Pork

12 OZ
Sausage_.......KG

FEDERAL
FOOD STAMPS

12 79c

Meat Bologna_14« ....ul.

FAMILY PACK

Cube Steaks

Aatl-Parsplrant

RIGHT
GUARDS.

3c

DISPOSABLE DOUCHE

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE SW,

STAVFREE
30 CT
PKG

DENTURE CLEANSER

Kieenite

Round Steak

OZ
PKG

$1$7

77c

3 aGosz $1
89c
8

Turbot Fillets

FAMILY PAX, 3 TO 5 LBS

...)1 3

Spare Ribs

$1

Catfish Steaks

JOHN MORRELL

49

Sliced Bacon

Roka Dressing

.• • KRAFT 1000 ISLAND

CLOVER VALLEY IMITATION

LB

Mayonnaise

5rog $1

u.s
Green Gebbege
CALIFORNIA

ael

PePPers
....................
,0000c T,4E

p::: GLAD FOOD

oolet
max
Win

tbs.

11111▪ 11

▪

p„stew
r

agrott-wa"s

25c
89c

1 All
U.S. No.

•.
..c.. Storage

RED
POT AIOES

:V
KRAFT
::kg
v.

. DAYTIME PAMPERS
•:.: :

7 Diapers

LiNit

35h.

%ro.ia

BTL

SLICED OR HALVES DEL MONTE

Lb.
Bag
-4
. 9c
Lettu—•c•--tieD
Romaine

eutchase
legate tlie
ORANGE
lies%
10081, Jet
ugh
oDOGood

210Z.

30 CT.

58c
f:Aimestigemmil5.

PeaChell

NOW
THIS COMO%
gel.
20c coo
eta hall

ZS CT.

Bags

:
,•S$ m ,, Dafflower Oil
:
•XCC

NOneydeiNS

ii

16 OL
STL.

.1 Dressing

12 OZ.
PKG.

..1515C

Lara• so"
OlUte
lic
Gimp

OZ. 48C
OIL..

Dressing

Purpose

Juvcv.0"'
Red GrePetrun

MTL

KRAFT 1000 ISLAND

____ La

FAMILY PAX

Pork Steaks

$119

g oz. 60c

KRAFT
1 LIS

......_ PKG $1°9

FAMILY PAK

LS

PRIM pow

STORE HOURS:

8:00 AM
61 12 MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK,

Pork Loin

•
•
•

$103

Dismiss

Maxi Pads

$199

Z2 OZ
JAR

Mayonnaise

89c

Fish Sticks......_...

SLICED AS CHOPS RIB HALF

•

BLUE PLATE

SERVE 'N SAVE SLICED

Lunch Meat ....

Cubed

$149

KROGER JUMBO

SERVE N SAVE

/MAIM S BEAUTY AIDS

Thesis are special offers road*
possible by manufacturer's allowances
and special purchases ... look for the
X in our ads and In our stores.

Kroger Meat or

FRYING

EVER FRESH

........

_
XTRA BONUS BUYS:V
...

111107 MANS MIIIM utti

CRINKLE CUT $139
POTATOES
SKR
Donuts

1 LB
BOX

Saltines

FROZEN FOODS

14 OL

3160Z
CANS

Green Beans

GROUND
CHUCK

Kroger Climb P
* ak

oz

17 OZ $1
Oar CANS

KROGER BLUE LAKE CUT

•o§.

$1

oihm 39c
3
89c
53c
taO
i IX 59c
17

29 °Z

"BUY ONE-GET ONE FREE"
Kroger Sandwich or

GOLD

49

WIENER BUNS
12 Or
Pkg.

Both
For

4a

APPIeS

TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at Kreger is
'versified for your total utisfaction regardless of maatrfactow. If you are not satisfied,
Kroger will replace your Ago.
with the same brand or a comparable brand or refund yew
purchase mice
f
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30-0A T PRECIPITATION OUTLOOK

Acupuncture Has Lost Novelty
Among Physicians In Kentucky

VINE GROVE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Medical Association forbids it except for research, and the state's Board of
NEAR NORMAL
NEAR NORMAL
Chiropractic Examiners indicates most forms are taboo
for that profession.
Acupuncture, the ancient Chinese art of needle therapy for
relieving pain, has lost the nov30-DAT TEMPERATURE OUTLOOK
elty it had when introduced to
Kentucky two years ago.
But both medical and c4iropractic professionals are aware
that acupuncture stilrexists in
the state.
For example, a Hardin County chiropractor, R.D. Felty of
Vine Grove, says he treats hundreds of persons from Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee and Missouri with his
form of "electric acupuncture."
In the medical profession,
anesthesiologists have shown
interest in the possibilities of
Sews, NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
relieving pain through acupuncture.
WEATHER OUTLOOK—This is the thirty day precipitation
The Kentucky Medical Assoand temperature forecast map from the National
Weather ciation (KMA) has prohibited
Service.
its practice by physicians unless they are officially part of a
(AP Wirephoio)
research program, however.
And Dr. Hoyt Gardner, KMA
president, said he's not aware
of any research projects involving acupuncture, though he
says a few doctors reportedly
A continuing education education program at Murray have been performing acupuncture in their offices.
seminar
for
health State.
It's almost impossible to
professionals who use ionizing
People interested in further
radiation in their work will be information about the seminar prove, though, he said. "We alhave to run in and take
held on the campus of hitirsag.- -or in-._ an applieation-.—_, for,,most
6t.ur4_.tvith..a patierit there
State University Thursday preregistration should contact: _r.
to prove it. It's very diffievening, Oct. 30.
Ray Dunn, Allied Health
Scheduled from 7 to 10 p. m. in Coordinator, Murray State cult."
Medical officials have said as
the auditorium of Mason Hall University, Murray, Ky., 42071
long
as an acupuncturist does
(Nursing
Building), the (telephone 502-762,6956). The
not pierce the skin, his work is
"Seminar
registration
on
Ionizing
deadline is Oct. 15.
not considered to be "pracRadiation.' is part of a new
tising medicine."
emphasis on the integration of
Thus, instead of sticking neeallied health offerings into the
university's continuing
education program.
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of
continuing education, said two
September 20, 1975
speakers will make presenAdults 109
tations of interest to radiologic
New faculty members in the
Nursery 7
technologists, dental hygienists, Department of Music at Murray
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
dental technicians and other State University will be
Baby Girl Frerichs (mother
health specialists who use featured in a Faculty Chamber Kathey), 254 Riveria Cts.,
ionizing radiation.
_Music Recital on the campus Murray,Baby Girls(2) mother
Speakers —for- the two-part- Tuesday Sept. 30.
Ruth Aluokum), Box 2786 UniV:
program will he Mrs. LaVerne
Scheduled at 8:15_ p. in. in the Station, Murray.
T. Gurley, acting chairman of Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
DISMISSALS
the Department of Radiologic Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
Heber Rice, 7706 Holiday
Technology at the University of concert will include ap- Terrace, Bethesda, Md., Mrs.
Tennessee, and Richard Lee pearances by these new faculty Nellie M. Merrell, 903 Vine,
Ftenne, deputy chairman of the members: Ms. Jennie Holtgren, Murray, Robert R. Downs, 311
College of Community and soprano; David Nelson, violin; N. 7th., Murray, Mrs. Brenda I.
Allied Health Professions, Elmo Reed, classical guitar; Satterwhite, Rt. 1, Box 28,
Department of Radiologic and graduate assistant * chael Murray, Mrs. Lucille L. Smith,
Technology, University Center O'Rear, saxophone.
Rt.'3, Benton, Mrs. Lou E.
for the Health Sciences in
Also appearing on the Mathis, Rt. 3, Benton, Miss
Memphis.
program will be these faculty Denise May, Rt. 5, Box 690,
Mrs. Gurley will discuss members: Donald Story, Murray, Mrs. Helda L. Leeds,
continuing educatiort,,
the role of clarinet; Mrs. Marie Taylor, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Frances
the radiologic technologist in piano and harpsichord; and Miller, 911 Sycamore, Murray,
continuing education, and Henry Bannon, tenor. They will. Mrs. Wanda F. Robertson and
mammography as a feasible perform works by David Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
means of early detection of Gowans, also a member of the Mrs. Jean S. Boyd and Baby
breast cancer for large music faculty.
Boy, Rt. 1, Sedalia, James H.
populations, subjects of current
Others on the faculty who will Herndon, 810 Broad, Murray,
interest
to
radiologic assist are: Robert Baar, violin; Graham Bibb, Rt. 2, Murray,
technologists.
Neale Mason, cello; and Josiah Mrs. Geneva 0. Boggess, Fox
Refine will make a presen- Darnall, violin, along with Mrs. Meadows No. E5, Murray, Mrs.
tation on radiation protection Donald Story, viola, and music Naomi C. Barrett, Rt. 8,
from the standpoint of its students Diane Peacock, violin, Murray,S. I. Futrell, Rt. 8, Box
biological effect on patients, and Susan Carp, cello.
1055, Murray, Mrs. Lola
operators and the public. This
Ensemble works from the Outland, 733 Nash Dr., Murray,
part of the program will be of Baroque Period will be featured Mrs. Burnice R. Bratton, 207 S.
interest to anyone working with in the first part of the program. 16th., Murray, Miss Jettie L.
ionizing radiation.
Works by Villa-Lobos, Poulenc Allbritten, Fern Terrace Ldg.,
Ray Dunn, allied health and Gowans will be featured in Murray, James E. Pritchett,
coordinator at Murray State, the second part.
Rt. 1, Box 18, Dexter, Rubel H.
said the registration fee of $10
The public is invited to attend. Austin, Box 13, Dexter, Mrs.
for the seminar includes a
Louise C. Scarbrough, 1305
certificate of participation and
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, Mrs.
SPICIER FOODS
the awarding of credit for three
Americans are using more
Verna Eldridge, Gen. Del.,
spices than ever before in
continuing education units.
Almo, Roy Hancock., 1505
Pie said the seminar is their cooking. U.S. imports of
Belrnonte Dr., Murray, Mrs.
another step in the effort to spices in 1974 set an all-time
Beatrice C. Hutson (expired),
contribute to the improvement record of 306,570,000 pounds
1008 W. Main, Murray, Mrs.
of the quality of Health care and total consumption was
Louisa E. McCuiston (expired),
continuing 408.5 million pounds.
the
through
New Concord.

dies into the body, Felty presses the skin of patients at his
Hardin County clinic with a
metal wand activated by a 12volt battery, which he says produces a similar reaction.
R.D. Felty and his brother,
Troy, a former restaurant operator in Louisville, both obtained
certification as acupuncturists
earlier this year from Columbia
Institute in New York, one of
several schools of chiropractics
that offer such instruction.
But the secretary of the Kentucky chiropractic examiners
board, Dr. J.N. Riggs, said the
legality of a chiropractor doing
acupuncture in Kentucky is
questionable
"We checked a couple of

years ago with the state attorney general's office," Riggs
said. "In an informal, not a
written, opinion, we were told
that acupuncture cannot be incorporated into a chiropractor's
treatment — or that any treatment given must be preparatory or complementary to an
adjustment."
Riggs described the Feltys'
operation as "borderline. Using
stimulation — I don't know
whether that's legal or not.
We're into studying that now."
He said acupuncture will be
discussed at a meeting of the
board next month, and that
specific examples, such as the
Feltys' clinic, probably will be
considered.

SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT—Bill Strauch, 59, of Ann Arbor, Mich., holds his pet rooster
Rojo. The mental health technician faces trial on Nov. 24 to fight Jot his right to walk around
town with Rojo, on a leash attached to his right leg. Rojo Sieeps in a car in Strauch's driveway.
Neighbors claim Rojo starts crowing at precisely 6-30 every morning, and keeps it up until 9
o'clock
(AP wirephotot
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Prices Good Thru
Tuesday Sept. 30, 1975

FOLLOW THE RED LINE TO OUTSTANDING
VALUES THROUGHOUT THE STORE—PLUS
SAVINGS ON EVERY SHELF ITEM PRICED
AT OUR LOW, LOW EVERYDAY PRICE!

MOI

ED LINE
SALE!
U. S. CHOICE-GRAIN—
FED

ROUND
STEAK
38

"Quantity Rights
Reserved"

Baby Beef
Prices Good On Baby Beef ONLY

Rib Steak
Lb 99c
Sirloin Steak..Lb 9.09
T-Bone Steak.Lb 9.19
Round Steak..Lb 9.19
Shoulder Roast .Lb. 99c
Chuck Roast Lb. 79c
"PLATE"
Lb.

49c

Lb

69c

WHOLE-CUT L WRAPPED
I
•F
••• •M,

Side of Beef

I
o•

•NO,

U S CHOICE GRAINFED SHORT
TAIL"$

T-Bone Steak

•••

1•11

1/4 Country Ham-Sliced

•

lb

1.69

U. S. Choice Boneless
Rump or Sirloin Tip

SOUTHSIDE STORE ONLY

FRESH SEAFOOD
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS ONLY

188
Lb

Cube Steak

Lb.

Lb

1.46

Ground Chuck

Lb.

Oysters

IN-THE
SHELL

Doz.

•

1.19
•••

FILLETS

Red Snapper

Lb.

BLUE BONNET

$3.99

•=11.

MO

MARGARINE

•

Wieners 12oz
Turkey Drum Sticks

BLUE
BONNET

1 Lb. Quarters

Margarine

CRACKERS

Lb

99.

•••••

LIVE

PRO-LEAGUER
::.•

9.88

PURE

Roast

•

1 Lb.
Box

•
•

FRESH SEAFOOD- SOUTHSIDE STORE ONLY

Large Shrimp HEADLESS
16 Oz.

BATHROOM
••••

Live Lobster

•

•••

TISSUE
4
Roll
Pkg.

•

LUC

0

Boiling Beef
U.S. CHOICE-GRAINFED

411

ORDER MONDAY BY
10 A. M. FOR FOLLOWING
FRIDAY OR SATURDAY

Lb.

$3.99

Ea-

$4.95

BUSH'S SHOWBOAT 300 CAN

PORK'N BEANS 4 79c
Adorns Foodliners
For

0.0

••••
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975

Prices Good Thru
Tuesday Sept. 30, 1975
•

JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS
ORANGE JUICE
39'
FROSTY ACRES

VEGETABLE

OIL
si49

12 oz. Concentrate
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE

MORTON HOUSE

hts

88

Meat Loaf & Gravy

12/
1
2oz.

59c

Lasagna 15 oz.
48 oz.

•.%

LUCK'S

Pinto, Northern or
October Beans

WHITE GOLD OR COLONIAL

5

17 oz

RICHTEX
SHORTENING

t
Se

•
•

AUTOMATIC

Cascade Dish Det.6
.5.

.1.59

CHEF BOY AR DEE MAKES 2 PIZZAS MIX

Cheese Pizza 300, $1.19.,,
ROUND TOP
IMP
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LARGE EGGS

.111. MO MO

DOZEN
69
t
S

OLE SOUTH -FROZEN

Cobblers 21b.

35

••••

4.
4.

1.29

$

FRESH

BLACKBERRY-PEACH

LETTUCE

I9c

39

I
S

CALIFORNIA-WHITE

15c

_ Grapefruit 40 Size
FRESH
4.

•

FRESH
BARTLET

15C

Broccolli BUNCH

PEARS Lb 2
4 .9
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
SOUTIISIDE
S. 12th & Story
8 a. m.-10 p. m.
MON-SAT

NORTNSIDE
10th I Chestnut
6 a. m.-12 p. m.
MON-SAT

CLOSED SUNDAY

ED LINE SALE.
-

‘1
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Proposed Method Of Setting Rates Christian Church Homes Plan For New Campuses
On Electricity Could Be Benefit
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) — A method of
setting electrical rates that would benefit
those using the least electricity could be
the brightest concept to emerge from the
energy crisis."
Steve Mintz, of the office of consumer affairs in the Federal Energy Commission,
told a special Kentucky commission
studying electric utility rates and
regulations, that the method would benefit
low-and fixed income electricity users, often the hardest hit.
The concept is known as "Lifeline"
rates. Applied to residential use only, it
would provide conssumers with a block of
kilowatt hours per month at a relatively
low price per KWH.
Mintz said the poor and elderly are
dependent on electricity to maintain
health and home and that the price is rising to a point where it assurnes an
unusually large share of income for some.
"Lifeline would guarantee an amount of
electricity which can provide for the

basics of life at a reasonable rate," he
said.
'Mintz said the Federal Energy Administration should test the concept as a
demonstration project.
Besides distributing energy in a fair
manner, Mintz said it would provide an incentive to conserve electrical energy.
The implication, he told the commission
would be: -to all those desiring more electricity, if you want to use more power, you
must pay for it, the choice is yours."
The commission heard opposition to the
concept from W.A. Duncan, president of
the Lexington-based Kentucky Utilities
Co.
"The suggestion is made that there is a
social obligation on the part of the utilities
to relieve this group (low and fixed income
consumers)from anxincreases in the cost
of their service," he said.
"It is my view,shared by many in the industry, that utility companies should not

be called upon to design rates the purpose
of which would be to redistribute wealth or
respond to ether social goals."
Duncan said that should be the responsibility of government.
The commission also heard from Paul E.
Patton, president of Kentucky Elkhorn
Coal Inc. and Chapperal Coal Corp. of
Pikeville, who advocated a national
energy policy to stabalize the coal industry.
"We do not ask for government guaranteed prices, but we do ask for government
protection from the reintroduction of artifically cheap foreign oil," he said.
Patton said a free market is the best way
to assure the nation of an adequate supply
of energy at the lowest possible cost. "If
we legislate cheap electricity or cheap
coal, we will find ourselves without the
resources in a few years," he said.
The advisory commission studying the
electrical situation in Kentucky is charged
with reporting to the governor by Dec. 1.

More Inspectors Needed In Reclamation Program
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
About 26 additional inspectors
are needed if the state is to
properly enforce its land reelamation program, says Billy S.
Lewis, commissioner of the Bureau for Land Resources. Lewis
said Tuesday that 13 new inspector posts were created last
year but were never funned.
He said in addition to those,
the bureau needs,another 13 inspectors to enforce reclamation
regulations.

Lewis_ said li_inspectors
--ArgileirriFirig
-ThI last year,
several taking positions with
coal companies. Although most
of those vacancies have been
filled, "It has caused us some
shortage," he said.
Lewis also said using the bureau's helicopter to survey
strip mine sites and reclamation activity might decrease the
number of additional inspectors
needed.
John Hoffman, secretary of
the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection, appeared
with
Lewis to give the committee an

update on the department's
progress in several areas.
Lewis told the committee that
progress has been "considerably less than anticipated" in
reclamation of orphan land using the state's revolving fund.
He blamed that partly on surplus military equipment being
used by the Job Corps in its
work in Western, saying the
equipment was in poor condition and often broke dawn.
Lewis said to date $150,000

ministration to allow private
contractors to submit bids for
reclamation or orphan lands.
Hoffman said one problem in
operating the revolving fund is
that in order for the land to be
resaleable, it must be an accessible site.
"If we continue to have an interest in real prime sites, we
cap revolve the fund," Hoffman
sidd.
Department counsel Perry
White explained a new regu_bas__been„skte4.4.Akiitv.iujit„ijitik.Jatt9e3liat_Woulclaermi1-the.de..Corps reclaim 260 acres in partment to revoke an operMuhlenberg County and 409 ator's license for repeated nonacres in Hopkins County.
compliance with departmental
Initial funding for the pro- rules and regulations. That
gram was $500,000 by the 1972 regulation will be discussed at
General Assembly, and the 1974 a public hearing here Nov. 18.
Legislature added another $1
In other action the committee
million to the fund. The balance pre-filed a bill changing the
in the fund is $964,633, Lewis Method of assessment of farmsaid, adding that it would have land, with the recommendation
been depleted by now if the Job that it pass.
Corps were not doing the reclThe bill is aimed at ensuring
amation work.
that farmland is assessed for
He said in order to upgrade its value as farm land, not for
the program the department what it might bring as speculahas submitqed a request to the tive property.
Department of Finance and Ad- The committee also adopted
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the final report of the Special
Subcommittee on Tobacco Marketing, which recommended
that some method be developed
to limit expansion of present
excess capacity in tobacco
warehouse floor space, to prevent further increases in costs.
The report also recommended
that the subcommittee be made
a continuing body to meet periodically to observe and study
problems associated with tobacco marketing.
-

Hospital offers music
to deliver babies by
Mozart's music is being
used in the women's clinic of
Halmstad Hospital in Sweden
to help expectant mothers
through natural childbirth.
For months prior to delivery, they practice relaxation exercises to a recording
of a Mozart C-Major piano
concerto. As soon as the contractions start, the music is
turned on
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In a joint news conference
held at Louisville, Farris
Clifton, Executive Director,
Christian Church Homes of Ky.,
Inc. and Kentuc.ky Governor
Julian Carroll announced a
monumental step forward for
the Christian Church Homes of
Kentucky, Inc.
The Board of Directors of the
Christian Church Homes of
Kentucky, Inc., in a centennial
development program announced today the creation of
four campuses throughout
Kentucky.
The four campuses are to be
developed under the "umbrella" of the Christian Church
Homes of Kentucky, Inc. They
will be known as the Christian
Church Campus of Louisville,
Christian Church Children's
Campus of Danville, Christian
Church Campus of Western
Kentucky, to be located in
Hopkinsville, and Christian
Church Campus of Eastern
Kentucky upon a site yet to be
determined.
The present Louisville
Christian Home located on
South Fourth Street is to be
replaced by new facilities at the
present location adjacent to
Chapel House. There will be two
additional facilities built at
Danville.
Clifton said, "The concern
will be for the whole person.. physical, mental, social,
and spiritual as it has been
throughout the 91-year history
of the Christian Church Homes
of Kentucky, pioneers in social
and health services. A complete
continuum of social and health
care services for the elderly in a
campus setting is something
-new
Light years ago this concept
was a dream.Then in 1972 came
Chapel House, the first of the
new buildings on the Louisville
Campus. Three years ago under
the direction of Carl Watson,
then Chairman of the Board of
Christian Church Homes of
Kentucky, Inc., and William T.
McConnell, then Chairman of
the Expansion and Promotion
Committee, the entire dream
began to take shape. It was a
dream for a much enlarged
campus in Louisville to serve
both in-resident and outresident elderly. Danville,

serving a very special group of
children, needed to nearly
double
capacity.
its
Recognizing that there are
people in Eastern and Western
Kentucky who need access to
such services closer to where
they live, campuses have been
planned for those regions of
Kentucky.
Today under the leadership of
Carl Whitehouse, now Chairman of the Board of Christian
Church Homes of Kentucky,
Inc., and George Jaeger,
currently Chairman of the
Expansion and Promotion
Committee,the plans are taking
a more accurate shape. Scale
models of the Louisville and
Western Kentucky Campuses
have been developed by the
Louisville architectural firm of
Nolan & Nolan, Inc. Sufficient
land in Louisville and Danville
is already owned by the Home
and a large tract of land (20
acres) in Hopkinsville has been
acquired.
Facilities for the elderly are
being built in the country, and
the suburbs, but few are being
developed in the city where the
elderly are already located.
The
Christian
Church
Campus of Louisville is located
within one block of Louisville's
Center City..."where the action
is". The center of population for
elderly is nearer Center City
than for any other group. In
Jefferson County 5.1 percent
are elderly. In Louisville the
percent of elderly jumps to 12.9
percent, yet 18.7 percent of
persons living in or near the
Center City are elderly.
The Louisville Campus is not
designed to bring more elderly
persons Int0-the-ert•a;:"but
greatly improve the present
inadequate network of services
and to more adequately serve
the larger number of elderly
already living in the Center
City. There are more than 5,000
elderly people who currently
live within a mile of the
Louisville Campus. Plans for
the campus call for direct
service to at least 2,000 of these
persons.
From the persons living
completely independent to those
requiring the expertise of
skilled nursing,there will be the
best care available. As needs
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change for temporary or permanent living conditions, tliese
may be made within the
campus without disruption or
trauma to the resident'except
where hospital care is required.
On all levels the "love of life" is
the first concern.
The program of the campuses
will be designed to offer a wide
variety of seryices, activities
and programs to both inresidents and out-residents. It
will open avenues to people to
be involved in today's interests
and concerns, to continue'
present or learn new ways of
self-expression and to use their
talents and expertise in a
creative and meaningful way.

FALL VICTIMS
Most of the accidents which
occur in the bathroom are the
result of slips and falls and
the majority of the vicUms
are the elderly and children
under 4 years of age.
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SHINY SHOWER AT SUMMER'S END—A hot September
day prompts Billy Kirby, 6, of Decatur, Ala., to use the family
garden hose for a cooling shower.
(AP Wirephoto)
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To be busy is most important to
older persons. But to be busy
with meaning is more enjoyable
and restorative.
In speaking of the elderly Di.
Ira Iscoe said, "Man is a
product of his alternatives. The
greater the number of alternatives, the better mental
health he has and the better he
can cope."
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Prescriptions filled accurately and rapidly
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Care Lotion
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10 oz.
11.59 Value

Care Lotion
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Say-Rite Saves
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for the millions
who should not
take aspirin.:

We reserve
the right to limit quantities
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100 Tablets
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All Wide 30's
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Save 72'

You Save 43'

Save 43'
Check Sav•Rite's
Complete First Aid Dept

BAND-AID Brand
Plastic - 50 Bandages

76'

Say-Rite Saves
You $1.26
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Body Powder

15 oz.
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Sine-Aid For Sinus Headaches
50 Tablets
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Officials Taking New Look At Bank Robbery In April
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SACRAMENTO, Calif. (API revolutionary comrades of Paenforcement- officials tricia Hearst.
are taking a new look at an
Sources told The Associated
April bank robbery-murder for
tress that evidence seized in
possible links with some of the
Coruiectioo with the arrests of
Miss Hearst and four of her associates in San francisco last
week was considered at a meeting Monday of three top officials in the state capital.
If prosecutors were to decide
a link between the bank robbery and the SLA exists, it
would raise the possibility that
some members of the 'terrorist
The Murray-Calloway County group might be charged with
Jaycees welcomed Mrs. Billie
Downing, of the Special
Education Department at
Murray State University, as she
presented an informative
program of slides at their
September 9 dinner meeting.
Mrs. Downing is the director of
Camp
MARC ' (Many
Associations for Retarded
11
Children) which is held in the
Brandon Spring area at the
Land Between the Lakes each
summer.

murder, the most serious accusation yet.
On April 21, three men and a
woman — wearing ski masks —
robbed a branch of the Crocker
Bank in suburban Carmichael
of $13,000.
One of the men fired his shotgun at a bank customer, 42year-old Myrna Opsahl, who
bled to death from her wound.
Officials said there was "no
reason at all" for the shooting.
The officials who met Monday, Sacramento FBI agent-incharge Paul Young, Sacra-
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FINAL PLUNGE TO EARTH—A single-engined airplane
plunges toward the ground after striking pylon during a race
at the National Championship Air Races near Reno, Nev.
The
pilot, Marland D. Washburn, 40, of Houston, Tex., was killed
in the crash.
(AP

Wirephoto)

Your Individual Horoscope
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second getaway car.
An apparently unsent communique claiming responsiblity
for the robbery by the New
World Liberation Front reportedly was found in one of the
apartments searched after the
arrests of Miss Hearst, William
and Emily Harris, Wendy
Yoshimura and Steve Soliah in
San Francisco.
Authorities are known to be
checking for links between the
NV/LF, SLA and a series of
bombings in the San Francisco
Bay area.
•
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TOTAL DISCOUNT CENTERS

Camp MARC provides the
mentally retarded, ages six and
up, with
camping
and
recreational experiences which
otherwise might not be
available to them. The camp is
funded by contributions made
be interested individuals and by
the Jaycees.
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II

The Jaycees pay the fee for
the campers sent from their
area. Various projects are
initiated during the year to
cover the cost of this worthwhile
event. High school and Murray
State_ __University-- °students
donate their time and experience to the campers as
counselors. They undergo a
period of in-service training
before the camp date to aquaint
them with the skills that they
will use in' counseling. The
normal ratio is two campers to
every one counselor.

FOR THURSDAY.SEPTEMBER 25, 1975
Look in the section in which scholar and extremely artistic
your birthday comes and find in your leanings. You apply
what your outlook is, according your learning astutely and
to the stars.
would make an excellent
ARIES
teacher or writer. You have
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
many other careers open to you,
You can make headway in however, but prefer either
most matters, but some con- creative or intellectual purDuring the time that Camp
cessions may be obligatory. Do suits. Your inherent love of
not take on new ventures beauty makes you an out- MARC is in session, the camwithout thorough investigation. standing candidate in the fields pers obtain experience in
TAURUS
of painting and sculpture, cooking, swimming, boating,
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tiC7 illustrating, designing and nature hikes, arts and crafts,
A conservative and prudent interior decorating. In other and an array of entertaining
attitude will keep you from professions, choose from the activities that would be offered
going overboard through law, medicine or statesman- at any regular camp.
The Jaycees also sponsor the
misguided enthusiasm — a ship. Birthdate of: Phil Rizutto,
tendency now.
baseball star and TV sport- Summer and MM.& drympics
_
for retarded children.
GEMINI
scaster.
( May 22 to June 21) 11
4
9As with many others, you will
get into difficulty if you speak or
act in haste. Stick to high
principles, but avoid dissension.
ANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
WASHINGTON (AP) — The two weeks ago after it disclosed
Iron out kinks in your plans
and tactics. You should be able Ford administration, fighting a that U.S. intelligence monitored
to interpret and handle dual battle with Congress over Egyptian communications besituations ably now. In aiming secrecy, is defying congression- fore the 1973 Mideast war.
for goals, however, don't al subpoenas for documents on
On the second front, Secreoverreach.
U.S. intelligence operations and tary of Commerce Rogers C.
B.
LEO
the Arab boycott against Israel. Morton refused Monday to com(July 24 to Aug. 23)
House Intelligence Committee ply with a House subcomA good period for long-range Chairman Otis G. Pike, D-N.Y.,
mittee's subpoena for names of
thinking and plans. Review said Monday "all
-my in- U.S. companies involved in the
carefully before launching dications are"
that Ford will Arab boycott against Israel.
unfamiliar ventures, but do not not turn over
subpoenaed docuMorton said the subpoena
hesitate to try for a new
ments to the committee.
would force him to break Conachievement.
Ford cut off both documents gress' own law protecting conVIRGO
and
witnesses to the committee fidentiality of business informaA ug. 24 to Sept. 231
tion that his department gleans
An excellent day for confrom documents filed by U.S.
sidering a new business comexporters.
mitment, but keep future objectives in mind. Don't base
Chairman John E. Moss, DSeptember
17,
1975
decisions in the light of imCalif.,. of the House commerce
Adults 135
mediate gain.
oversight subcommittee, called
Nurgery 6
LIBRA
the administration's refusal to
ALla
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
comply with the subpoenas isMrs. Sherry Jean Boyd and
You could be wavering, insued by his committee and
definite. It will be that type of baby boy, Sedalia, Mrs. Brenda Pike's panel "a pattern of execday—.calling for strictness with Trimble and baby boy, Route 5, utive arrogance." Moss
said he
self and others who require it. Murray, and Mrs. Wanda Fay welcomes a
confrontati
on.
Design:a pattern you can follow. Robertson and baby boy, Route
Both the Moss and Pike comOne, Puryear, Tenn.
S('ORPIO
mittees are taking basically the
DISMISSALS
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
same position: that Congress
Once you are sure that your
Mrs. Pamela L. Edwards,
has the right to obtain any inidea's have good potentialities, Route 3, Benton, Mrs. Mary K.
formation
from the adminislose no time in trying to bring Allen, 1012 Chickasaw, Paris,
them to realization. Good Mars Tenn., Albert Knight, Route 1, tration. Pike's committee adds
that Congress also has the right
influences should help you.
Hardin, Brad A. Huddleston,
to make public any of that inSAGITTARIUS
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
formation.
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 2H
Martha E. Paschall, Route 2,
But the administration's arYou may face some unex- Murray, Clayton Fulton, Route
pected situations, some un- 3, Murray, Billy J. Parrish, guments are not the same in
foreseen changes. Accept all in Route 8, Murray, Mrs. Verona the two cases. It contends the
your inherently gracious Ernestine, Route 1, Dexter, Arab boycott information's confidentiality was mandated by
manner. They could turn out Del Clayton,
Box 376, Hazel,
surprisingly well.
Mrs. Mabel Pickhard, Route 7, Congress itself. The adminisCAPRICORN
Murray, Mrs. Ethel Brown, 1503 tration refuses to turn over the
( Dec. 22 to'Jan. 20) V
intelligence information on
Everyone likes the accolades Story Ave., Murray, Mrs. Mary grounds Ford as commander in
E.
Boyd,
Miller,
1616
Murray,
and few relish the critique, but
chief is responsible for its prothe latter is often far more Mrs. Bessie Miller, Route 1, Box' tection.
Almo,
89,
Mrs.
Vera
P.
Miller,
beneficial —.when taken with
the right attitude. Expect a Route 1, Hel, Carl Ray, 206
"going-over" now: You will Elm, Murray, Raymond T.
Fielder, Route 6, Paris,'Tenn.,
learn a lot.
Mrs. Grace T. Waltson, Route 8,
AQUARIUS
far.
Murray, Angelia\Wilford, Ronte
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A biologist who directs a
Day may be less stimulating 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Fannie
wildlife rehabilitation center
than yob wish. but you can Mohler, Route 1, Almo, BuddY
in Massachusetts is conductmake it more so by your at- Windsor, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
enthusiasm
ing long-term experiments to
a nd Robbie )Barnett, Route 6,
titude,
determine how waterfowl enwillingness to cooperate with Murray, Mrs. Doris I.. Russell,
dangered in the natural habithe best offered.
1112 College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
tat can be transplanted safely
PISCES
Shirley Burkart (Baby Boy),
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
210 Wynn St. Paris, Tenn., Mrs. into a new environment.
Phil Stanton, an assistant
This day calls for calmness Teresa L. Girth (Baby Boy),
professor
and good judgment. Do not let. 1E2 poplar, Benton., Mt
of biology at Fram-k.
uneipecteCituations ruffle yhu
ingham College, is experiDanetta K. Weaver (Baby
menting with eider ducklings
and do not let yourself be Girl). Route 8, Benton, Mrs.
undesirable
pushed
into
to find out if they can adjust
Grace A. Mason ( Baby Girl),
corners.to living off the MassachuYOU BORN TODAY are Route 8, Benton, Ky.; Mrs. setts coast on Penikese IsDebbie A. Foy ( Baby Girl), land,. 150
endowed with a keen and
miles south of their
normalihabitat
analytical mind; are a zealous Route I. Box 27, Sedalia.
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mento County Sheriff Duane being discussed.
Lowe and U.S. Atty. Duane
The sketches — of a white
Keyes, also discussed two woman between 25 and 35 with
sketches of suspects in the brown hair and glasses and a
case.
white man in his 20s with blond
There was no official com- hair and a mustache — were
ment on the continuing investi- released by the FBI in June.
gation of the Carmichael rob- The drawings were based on
bery. But the sources told The descriptions given by the landAP that the sketches closely re- lords who rented Sacramento
sembled some of the individ- garages where the stolen cars
uals currently linked to the the used in the robbery were hidSyrnbionese Liberation Army, den.
9.
which kidnaped Miss Hearst on
Police said in April that a
Feb. 4, 1974. They would not fifth person may have been
identify which individuals were waiting outside the bank in a
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Direct from General Electric
CHOOSE FROM A WIDE SELECTION OF FEATURE-PACKED MODELS
$18.98 Value

"Zoom'n'Groom"TM
Blow-Dry Styler

'

Ford Adminstration Defying
00 Congressional Subpoenas

Save $5.10
• Uses shavers
choice of over 30
leading brands
aerosol shave
creams
SCD1

Touch 'N Curl
Mist-Dry Curler
• With Hilo settings for
personal comfort styling $1559
Sove-Rlte Saves Toy '3.39

$23.99 Value• 700 Watts plus high

PD-1

velocity air flow design.
3 attachments
HI

Ill
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$19.98 Value$14
88

Save'9 00
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HOSPITAl NEWS

PRO-1

•

$29.98

1000 watts fast
drying power
and airflow,
remote comfort
control

II

Save'4.49 $1949

c. Drip

Value
•
•

Coffee maker
•Full-flavored drip

•

.
I

Pistol Dryer

coffee with $39.98
convenient
Value
automatic brewing.
Space-saver base.

•1000 watts blow drying
power, 4 heat comfort
settings.
Save'5.29
SUPER

$27.98 value
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Self Cleaning
Surge( of Steam 401_

:74‘
$46.98
Value

Deluxe StancrMixer
• 12 indicated

speeds or artysave $8.18
speed in between.
Stainless steel
mixing bowls. M46AVS

Immersible
Coffeemaker

Steam & Dry Iron AsF1404VH
• Super features and
benefits all in one
iron
igi3a
. $36.50
\.:CT
)
Value

$2878

Save 57 72

• Stain resistant,
jewel-like finish
and complete
immersibility
for easy cleaning.

P15
$2261

Save 55.37
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duckling home
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King Size Toast 'N Serve
Toast-R-Oven° "
5."
Value

• Deep-dish 51/2, qt.
-liquid capacitY.,
high dome lid,
'non-stick coking
surface. Save'6.6?

$19.98 Vide.

•3-in 1 appliance Automatic 4 sliik
toaster, doubleSave '8.80\
T95 $4718

HURRY—LIMITED TIME OFFER!ENDS OCTOBER 20,1975
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Prices Good
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*We Reserve Right To Limit
*Open 7 Days Per Week

Mussellmann's

Armour's 3 lb. Can

oo Picnic

Root Beer

Baby Beef Sale
Rib Steak
99b Club Steak
Sirloin Steak 99 1-Bone Steak
Shoulder Roast 99Ft, Round Steak
Chuck Roast 89`b iteinip Roast
Freezer Special
60c
Side Cut Wrap Froze 7

320 oz.
Loaves
SAVER
Limit 1 Please

Ar owheads
$100 Wieners

Merit Saline
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Lynn Grove
Grade A medium

ANOTHER
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Fryers
Family
Pack

Bottles

It

Plus
Deposit

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Maxwell House

Coffee
Expires 9-30-75
Good Onlytt Storeys

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
008088

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
008092

Betty Crocks

Golden
Grahams

Betty Crocks

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
035004

COUPON
Limit I Per Family
043699

fay-Off

Brownie
Supreme
23 oz.
99
Box

Pie Crust
Mix
Box
2/89

Oven
Cleaner \
8 oz
59

Expires 9-30-75
Good Only At Storeys

Expires 9-30-75
Good Only At Storeys

Expires 9-30-75
Good Onl At Storeys

COUPON
Lirwit--1-Per Family
03504 •

Liquid

Clean &
Shine
27 oz.

S115

Expires 9-30-75
Good Only At Storeys

Limit I per.famil

Maxwell House

Easy-On

Coffee

Spray
Starch

SaniFlush
79
Expires 9-30-75
Good Only At Storeys

2201.

COUPON
Lhnit 1 per family

69

Expires 9-30-75
Good Only At Storeys

3 lb
Can

10 Ring
Expires 9-30-75

_ Good Only At Storeys

Si 49
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Good Only At Storeys
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